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Thanks for joining the DHSI community!

In this booklet, you will find essential course materials prefaced by some useful
information about getting settled initially at UVic, finding your way around, getting
logged in to our network (after you’ve registered the day before our courses begin,
and received your login information), and so on.

Given our community’s focus on things computational, it will be a surprise to no one 
that we might expect additional information online for some of the classes - yourthat we might expect additional information online for some of the classes - your
instructors will let you know  - or that the most current version of all DHSI-related
information may be found on our website at dhsi.org.

Do check in there first if you need anything that’s not in this coursepak.

To access the DHSI wifi network, simply go into your wireless settings and connect
to the “DHSI” network.

And please don’t hesitate to be in touch with us at institut@uvic.ca or via Twitter at
@AlyssaA_DHSI or @DHInstitute if we can be of any help ....@AlyssaA_DHSI or @DHInstitute if we can be of any help ....

Welcome to DHSI 2017!
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Home Courses Scholarships Schedule DHSI@ & Events Visitor Info People Archive

9:00 to 4:00 Workshop: A Brief Introduction to DH (MacLaurin D115, Classroom)

9:00 to 4:00

Full Day Workshops 
   - Data Wrangling for Digital Projects (MacLaurin D111 Classroom) 
   - Intersectionality and Surveillance (David Strong C124, Classroom) 

 Early Class Meeting: 3. [Foundations] DH For Department Chairs and Deans (David Strong C114,
Classroom)

Further details are available from instructors in early May to those registered in the class. Registration materials
will be available in the classroom.

12:30 to 4:30 DHSI Registration (NEW LOCATION: MacLaurin Building, Room A100)

1:00 to 4:00

3-hour Workshops 
   - DHSI Knits: History of Textiles and Technology (David Strong C108, Classroom) 
   - Use Apache Spark to Explore and Process Large Datasets for Humanities Research (David Strong C114,
Classroom) 
   - 3D Visualization for the Humanities (MacLaurin D105, Classroom) 
   - Archives for Digital Humanists (MacLaurin D010, Classroom) 
   - Dynamic Ontologies for the Humanities (MacLaurin D016, Classroom)

4:30 to 6:00

DHSI Welcome BBQ (Get the details, and let us know you're coming, via this link!) 

After the welcome BBQ, many will wander to Cadboro Bay and the pub at Smuggler's Cove OR the other
direction to Shelbourne Plaza and Maude Hunter's Pub.

Your hosts for the week are Ray Siemens and Dan Sondheim.

7:45 to 8:15 Last-minute Registration (MacLaurin Building, Room A100)

8:30 to 10:00 Welcome, Orientation, and Instructor Overview (MacLaurin A144)

10:15 to Noon

 Classes in Session (click for details and locations)

1. [Foundations] Text Encoding Fundamentals and their Application (Clearihue A102, Lab)
2. [Foundations] Digitisation Fundamentals and their Application (Clearihue A108, Lab)
3. [Foundations] DH For Department Chairs and Deans (David Strong C114, Classroom)
4. [Foundations] Fundamentals of Programming/Coding for Human(s|ists) (Clearihue A103, Lab)
5. [Foundations] Understanding The Predigital Book: Technology and Texts (McPherson Library A003,

Classroom)
6. Out-of-the-Box Text Analysis for the Digital Humanities (Human and Social Development A160, Lab)
7. Geographical Information Systems in the Digital Humanities (Human and Social Development A170, Lab)
8. CloudPowering DH Research (Clearihue A012, Lab)
9. Digital Storytelling (MacLaurin D111, Classroom)
10. Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities (MacLaurin D105, Classroom)
11. Text Processing - Techniques & Traditions (Cornett A229, Classroom)
12. 3D Modelling for the Digital Humanities and Social Sciences (MacLaurin D010, Classroom)
13. RDF and Linked Open Data (David Strong C108, Classroom)
14. Conceptualizing and Creating a Digital Edition (MacLaurin D103, Classroom)
15. Visualizing Information: Where Data Meets Design (MacLaurin D107, Classroom)
16. Drupal for Digital Humanities Projects (MacLaurin D109, Classroom)
17. Introduction to Electronic Literature in DH: Research and Practice (MacLaurin D115, Classroom)

Saturday, 3 June 2017 [Workshop: A Brief Introduction to DH]

Sunday, 4 June 2017 [DHSI Registration, Meetings, Workshops]

Monday, 5 June 2017



18. Accessibility & Digital Environments (MacLaurin D101, Classroom)
19. Feminist Digital Humanities: Theoretical, Social, and Material Engagements (David Strong C124,

Classroom)
20. XML Applications for Historical and Literary Research (MacLaurin D016, Classroom)
21. Open Access and Open Social Scholarship (MacLaurin D114, Classroom)
22. Ethical Collaboration in the Digital Humanities (Clearihue D131, Classroom)
24. Digital Games as Interactive Tools for Scholarly Research, Communication and Pedagogy (MacLaurin

D110, Classroom)

12:15 to 1:15 Lunch break / Unconference Coordination Session 
Undergraduate Meet-up, Brown-Bag (details via email)

1:30 to 4:00 Classes in Session

4:10 to 5:00

Institute Panel: Perspectives on DH (or, #myDHis ...) 
Co-Chairs: Emily Murphy (Queens U) and Randa El-Khatib (U Victoria) 
(MacLaurin A144)

 Jessica Otis (Carnegie Mellon U): "DH In The Big Tent."
Abstract: As a Digital Humanities specialist at Carnegie Mellon University, I experience the "Big Tent" of digital
humanities on a regular basis. I support professors and students using everything from computer simulations for
philosophical research to machine learning for studying old texts, while my own projects run the gamut from text
encoding to network analysis to software containerization. For me, working in DH is a balancing act between
pushing the borders of humanities knowledge while still maintaining a meaningful core of "what is DH?" 

 David Wrisley (NYU Abu Dhabi / American U Beirut): "#myDHis messy"
Abstract: As a digital medievalist working with a textual record where orthographic variance is the norm, living in
environments with complex multilingual medleys, and contributing to a number of local DH cultures across
countries, my DH is perpetually messy. Some infrastructure can make things easier, but I would like to speak in
praise of bricolage: making do with what you have, when you have it and for as long as you have it. Whereas
some might argue that confusion is the mother of error, let us consider it instead as a necessary step towards
creativity. 

 Meaghan Brown (Folger Shakespeare Library): "#myDHis Dusty"
Abstract: As the Fellow for Data Curation at the Folger Shakespeare Library, the digital project I manage and the
projects I coordinate with are deeply engaged with and indebted to our physical holdings. While Digital
Humanities is often accused of being entranced with the shiny and new, I have found that descriptive
bibliography and other ‘dusty’ disciplines have a great deal to offer as we create, curate, and connect digital
objects. I want to ask how forms of scholarly description and organization can help us structure digital
collections and think about the material implications of digital humanities work. 

 Angel David Nieves (Hamilton C): "Engaging Social Justice Pedagogy and Scholarly Practices in the Digital
Humanities."
Abstract: An emerging critical discourse applying social justice theory and practice to digital/media scholarship is
claiming growing interest. What might an intersectional framework accomplish with respect to digital humanities
when an analysis with respect to race, class, gender, sexuality and difference is provided? Nieves will provide
some points and reflection for further debate and discussion. 

 Corina Koolen (U Amsterdam): "The Downside of Difference."
Abstract: Computational methods and models generally focus on differences between data sets, even though
the overlap between data sets can be large. I argue that we miss part of the truth – and might even practice a
form of cherry picking – when we overlook the commonalities. My argument will take the form of an example: the
‘gap’ between female and male authors in Dutch literary award nominees. 

 Jacob Heil (C of Wooster): "#myDHis edgy and therefore slow"
Abstract: Hoping that you’ll forgive an admittedly fast-and-loose borrowing from graph theory, I want to wonder
(with you) whether or not, in the work that we do and in our discourses of “collaboration,” we privilege the node
over the edge. Do we think more about, say, expertise than we do about the natures of the relationships
between experts? In these brief remarks I want to draw upon my experiences building up (and building upon)
cultures of DH as a way of recentering the humanness of digital humanities. 

 Michelle Schwartz (Ryerson U): "#myDHis radically inclusive"
Abstract: My entry into the digital humanities came via a community archive, rather than through traditional
academia, and the focus of my work thus far has been to use DH tools to recreate the feeling of that community
space online. Rather than working from a specific research question, my goal has been to use DH to make
radical history relevant and accessible, and to inspire in people the joy of discovery. One starting point for that
mission has been to work with undergraduate, rather than graduate students, to let those students set their own
path, and to use their personal journeys to guide the project. 

5:00 to 6:00
Opening Reception (University Club) 

We are grateful to Gale Cengage for its sponsorship of the reception.

Tuesday, 6 June 2017



9:00 to Noon Classes in Session

12:15 to 1:15

Lunch break / Unconference 
"Mystery" Lunches

 ETCL 'Brown Bag' Lunch Talk: Corey Davis, "Building Collaborative Models (and Relationships) for Long-
Term Digital Preservation"
(Hickman 105) 

Research libraries have always played an important role in the long-term preservation of society’s documentary
heritage. And while maintaining large collections of print resources over time is not without its difficulties, the
challenges of managing digital materials for the long-term are enormous. New methodologies for building and
sustaining our cultural heritage are being developed, and this talk will explore a variety of shared services being
deployed by research libraries in Canada in support of digital stewardship and preservation activities. 

Our collective cultural memory is increasingly stored in transitory bits and bytes, leading some to warn of an
approaching digital dark age, where the historical record is slowly but inevitably overwritten in a thousand air-
conditioned server rooms across the globe. Combine this with an environment of increasing political and
environmental uncertainty, and the challenges associated with saving our cultural memory can seem daunting.
So what can libraries do about it? 

This presentation will define digital preservation as a complex set of systems and organizational activities
required to ensure the long-term viability of digital materials over time, and provide an update 

BIO: Corey Davis is the Digital Preservation Network Manager for the Council of Prairie and Pacific University
Libraries (COPPUL), a consortium of 22 university libraries in Western Canada, where he works to develop the
technical and policy infrastructure to support long term preservation of digital objects for all COPPUL members.
He is also Systems Librarian at the University of Victoria Libraries.

1:30 to 4:00 Classes in Session

4:15 to 5:45 DHSI Colloquium Session 1 (MacLaurin A144)

6:00 to 8:00 DHSI Newcomer's Beer-B-Q (Smuggler's Cove)

9:00 to Noon Classes in Session

12:15 to 1:15 Lunch break / Unconference 
"Mystery" Lunches

1:30 to 4:00 Classes in Session

4:15 to 5:45 DHSI Colloquium Session 2 (MacLaurin A144)

6:00 to 7:00 "Half Way There!" Birds of a Feather Get-Together (Felicitas, Student Union Building)

9:00 to Noon Classes in Session

12:15 to 1:15

Lunch break / Unconference 
"Mystery" Lunches 

[Instructor lunch meeting]

1:30 to 4:00 Classes in Session

4:15 to 5:45 DHSI Colloquium Session 3 (MacLaurin A144)

5:30 to 7:30

 DHSI Librarians Reception 
Digital Scholarship Commons, Mearns Centre for Learning /McPherson Library 3rd Floor

About one third of DHSI attendees are librarians and archivists, or are in training for library and archival
positions. This year, for the first time, the University of Victoria Libraries are pleased to welcome our colleagues
to the DHSI Librarians Reception. We invite all librarians, archivists, and friends to join colleagues from across

Wednesday, 7 June 2017

Thursday, 8 June 2017



North America and the world for drinks and appetizers in our brand new Digital Scholarship Commons. This
event will take place on the third floor of the Mearns Centre for Learning /McPherson Library on Thursday June
8th from 5:30-7:30 pm. RSVP here. 

7:30 to 9:30 (Groovy?) Movie Night (MacLaurin A144)

9:00 to Noon DHSI Classes in Session

11:00 to 1:30 SHARP Conference Registration (MacLaurin A100) 
Late registration is available at the SHARP information desk, at this same location.

12:15 to 1:15 DHSI Lunch Reception / Course E-Exhibits (MacLaurin A100)

1:30 to 1:50 DHSI Week 1 Farewell (Hickman 105)

2:00 to 2:45 SHARP Conference Opening, Welcome (MacLaurin A144)

2:45 to 3:45

 Joint Institute Lecture (SHARP and DHSI): 
Julia Flanders (Northeastern U): “Cultures of Reception: Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Women's
Writing.” 
Chair: Sydney Shep (Victoria U Wellington) 
(MacLaurin A144; the lecture will also be live-streamed, with love and care, to Hickman 105)

Abstract: The work of textual recovery and republication for which the Women Writers Project is well known is to
all appearances an effort to rediscover a textual and artifactual history: a history of books, once in circulation,
now lodged invisibly in remote libraries and inaccessible to scholars and students, but brought back into the light
by digital remediation. But the more significant and difficult rediscovery has to do with readership. In republishing
these texts we are also seeking to reinsert them into a cultural landscape that has forgotten how to read them.
And in republishing them digitally we are also reopening the question of what it means to read. Our challenge is
to develop mechanisms of circulation that avoid reproducing the original conditions of invisibility and
disappearance in which women's writing circulated. This presentation will examine the WWP's work on
readership and reception in the context of digital technologies of reading and textual circulation. 

4:00 to 5:00
Joint Reception: SHARP and DHSI (University Club) 
DHSI Colloquium Poster/Demo Session 
SHARP Digital Demo and Poster Session

8:30 to 9:00 Late Registration (at the SHARP information desk) (MacLaurin A100)

8:45 to 5:00 SHARP Conference Sessions

5:00 to 6:00

 SHARP Lecture: Lisa Gitelman (NYU): “Emoji Dick, Prequels and Sequels.” 
(MacLaurin A144)

Abstract: This is the second in a sequence of talks that takes a 2010 "translation" of Moby Dick into emoji as an
opportunity to consider the conditions of possibility that might delimit books and literature in the contemporary
moment. A massive white codex and extended work of crowd-sorcery, Emoji Dick points toward the varieties of
reading and--especially--of not reading that characterize our ever more digitally mediated and data-described
world. Here I proceed by locating Emoji Dick alongside a key group of precursors and successors.

Some ideas, for those who'd like to explore the area!
 Suggested Outing 1, Botanical Beach (self-organised; car needed)

A self-guided visit to the wet, wild west coast tidal shelf (and historically-significant former research site) at
Botanical Beach; we recommend departing early (around 8.00 am) to catch low tide for a better view of the
wonderful undersea life! Consider bringing a packed lunch to nibble-on while looking at the crashing waves
when there, and then have an afternoon drink enjoying the view from the deck of the Port Renfrew Hotel. 

 Suggested Outing 2, Butchart Gardens (self-organised)

A shorter journey to the resplendently beautiful Butchart Gardens and, if you like, followed by (ahem) a few
minutes at the nearby Church and State Winery, in the Saanich Penninsula. About an hour there by public bus
from UVic, or 30 minutes by car. 

Friday, 9 June 2017 [DHSI; SHARP Opening]

Saturday, 10 June 2017 [SHARP Conference + Suggested Outings!]



All day 
Suggested Outings

 Suggested Outing 3, Saltspring Island (self-organised; a full day, car/bus + ferry combo)

Why not take a day to explore and celebrate the funky, laid back, Canadian gulf island lifestyle on Saltspring
Island. Ferry departs regularly from the Schwartz Bay ferry terminal, which is about one hour by bus / 30
minutes by car from UVic. You may decide to stay on forever .... 

 Suggested Outing 4, Paddling Victoria's Inner Harbour (self-organised)

A shorter time, seeing Victoria's beautiful city centre from the waterways that initially inspired its foundation. A
great choice is the day is sunny and warm. Canoes, kayaks, and paddle boards are readily rented from Ocean
River Adventures and conveniently launched from right behind the store. Very chill. 

 And more!

Self-organised High Tea at the Empress Hotel, scooter rentals, visit to the Royal BC Museum, darts at Christies
Carriage House, a hangry breakfast at a local diner, whale watching, kayaking, brew pub sampling (at
Spinnaker's, Swans, Moon Under Water, and beyond!), paddle-boarding, a tour of used bookstores,and more
have also been suggested! 

8:30 to 9:00 Late Registration (at the SHARP information desk) (MacLaurin A100)

8:45 to 5:00 SHARP Conference Sessions

9:00 to Noon DHSI Workshop: Race, Social Justice, and DH: Applied Theories and Methods (MacLaurin D110, Classroom)

12.30 to 5:00
DHSI Registration (NEW LOCATION: MacLaurin A100) 
After registration, many will wander to Cadboro Bay and the pub at Smuggler's Cove OR the other direction to
Shelbourne Plaza and Maude Hunter's Pub.

1:00 to 4:00

DHSI 3-hour Workshops 
   - DHSI Knits: Using Design Technology (MacLaurin D010, Classroom) 
   - Intersections of DH and LGBTTIQ+ Studies (MacLaurin D105, Classroom) 
   - Regular Expressions (MacLaurin D111, Classroom) 
   - Digital Publishing in the Humanities (MacLaurin D101, Classroom) 
   - Steering the XPath (MacLaurin D103, Classroom) 
   - Crowdsourcing as a Tool for Research and Public Engagement (MacLaurin D107, Classroom) 
   - Web Annotation as Critical Humanities Practice (MacLaurin D016, Classroom)

5:00 to 6:00

 SHARP Lecture: Robert Bringhurst: “The Mind-Book Problem.” 
(MacLaurin A144)

Abstract: I used to hear a lot, in philosophical circles, about the mind-brain problem and its cognate, the mind-
body problem. More recently, in pedagogical circles, I hear about an issue which I’ve come to call the mind-book
problem. It is, briefly, the failure of so many human minds, in a hyperliterate society, to find any deep, lasting,
and fruitful engagement with the book. 
      All these problems (mind-brain, mind-body, and mind-book) seem to me related to one another. They are
also related to something larger: the mind-world problem, familiar to philosophers and medical practitioners in all
times and places. There are many who feel that the mind-world problem has reached epidemic proportions
today, especially in the humanities. This may have something to do with the prevalence of the mind-book
problem there as well. 
      The book has been praised as the ark of civilization, the measure of the human heart, and the voice of God
incarnate. It has also, of course, been damned as a form of dalliance or the invention of the Devil. More recently,
it has been patronized as an archaic cultural relic in need of replacement or technological upgrading. I will not
deny that upgrading is possible, and on several fronts desirable. But a book without a mind – like a mindless
brain, a mindless body, or a mindless civilization – is a problem for which a technological upgrade may not be
the answer. I will explore the mind-book problem from this and other angles. 

6:00 to 9:00 SHARP Banquet (University Club)

Your hosts for the week are Alyssa Arbuckle, Ray Siemens and Dan Sondheim.

7:45 to 8:15 DHSI Last-minute Registration (MacLaurin A100)

8:30 to 10:00 DHSI Welcome, Orientation, and Instructor Overview (MacLaurin A144)

Sunday, 11 June 2017 [SHARP + DHSI Registration, Workshops]

Monday, 12 June 2017 [SHARP + DHSI]



8:45 to 4:00 SHARP Conference Sessions

10:15 to Noon

 DHSI Classes in Session (click for details and locations)

25. [Foundations] Intro to Computation for Literary Criticism (Clearihue A105, Lab)
26. [Foundations] Developing a Digital Project (With Omeka) (Cornett A229, Classroom)
27. [Foundations] Models for DH at Liberal Arts Colleges (& 4 yr Institutions) (MacLaurin D109, Classroom)
28. [Foundations] Introduction to Javascript and Data Visualization (Clearihue D131, Classroom)
29. Wrangling Big Data for DH (Clearihue A108, Lab)
30. Stylometry with R: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Literary Texts (Clearihue A102, Lab)
31. Sounds and Digital Humanities (MacLaurin D111, Classroom)
32. Digital Humanities Pedagogy: Integration in the Curriculum (Cornett A121, Classroom)
34. Creating LAMP Infrastructure for Digital Humanities Projects (MacLaurin D107, Classroom)
35. Understanding Topic Modeling (MacLaurin D105, Classroom)
36. Palpability and Wearable Computing (MacLaurin D016, Classroom)
37. Building a Professional Identity and Skillset in the Digital Humanities (MacLaurin D101, Classroom)
38. Digital Editing with TEI: Critical, Documentary and Genetic Editing (MacLaurin D114, Classroom)
40. Understanding Digital Video (MacLaurin D103, Classroom)
41. Beyond TEI: Metadata for Digital Humanities (David Strong C114, Classroom)
42. Extracting Cultural Networks from Thematic Research Collections (Clearihue D132, Classroom)
43. Digital Public Humanities (MacLaurin D010, Classroom)
44. Using Fedora Commons / Islandora (Human and Social Development A160, Lab)
45. Practical Software Development for Nontraditional Digital Humanities Developers (David Strong C124,

Classroom)
46. Documenting Born Digital Creative and Scholarly Works for Access and Preservation (MacLaurin D115,

Classroom)
47. An Introduction to Computational Humanities: Mining, Machine Learning and Future Challenges

(MacLaurin D110, Classroom)
48. Games for Digital Humanists (David Strong C108, Classroom & Human and Social Development A170,

Lab)
49. Introduction to XSLT for Digital Humanists (Cornett A128, Classroom)

12:15 to 1:15 DHSI Lunch break / Unconference Coordination Session 
DHSI Undergraduate Meet-up, Brown-Bag (details via email)

1:30 to 4:00 DHSI Classes in Session

4:10 to 5:00

Joint Institute Lecture (SHARP and DHSI): 
Brewster Kahle (Internet Archive) and Jo-Ann Roberts (CBC): "A Conversation with Brewster Kahle, moderated
by Jo-Ann Roberts.” 
Chair: Jonathan Bengtson (U Victoria) 
(MacLaurin A144; the conversation will also be live-streamed, with love and care, to Hickman 105) 

SHARP Conference Closing Remarks

5:00 to 6:00 Joint Reception: SHARP and DHSI (University Club)

9:00 to Noon Classes in Session

12:15 to 1:15 Lunch break / Unconference 
"Mystery" Lunches

1:30 to 4:00 Classes in Session

4:15 to 5:45 DHSI Colloquium Session 4 (MacLaurin A144)

6:00 to 8:00 DHSI Newcomer's Beer-B-Q (Smuggler's Cove)
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Abstract: The Digital Humanities have developed in two main institutional contexts: within dedicated research
centers and within more traditional discipline-based faculties -- with those in the former case in danger of closing
themselves within ivory towers of a think-alike community and the “lone wolves” of the latter case most likely to
have suffered isolation and lack of real engagement with their peers. More recently, these disparate experiences
are seeing some convergence as, slowly but steadily, DH has raised its profile and its impact within the
Humanities, with external and internal pressure on other fields now mounting (as demonstrated by intensification
of newspapers articles, manifestos and positions being advertised). We are now at a turning point: will the
experience of DH feed back and enrich disciplines such as English, Spanish, History, and so on, or will brand
new disciplines stem from it, as has happened for Computational Linguistics as a clearly separated entity with
respect to Linguistics? These are some of the questions that this lecture will address. 

2:45 to 3:00 Closing, DHSI in Review (MacLaurin A144)
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Friday, 16 June 2017
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Literary Studies in the Digital Age

Information Visualization for Humanities Scholars

Stéfan Sinclair, Stan Ruecker, and Milena Radzikowska

Information visualization for humanities scholars needs to accommodate a mix of evidence and
argumentation. The humanities approach consists not of converging toward a single interpretation that
cannot be challenged but rather of examining the objects of study from as many reasonable and original
perspectives as possible to develop convincing interpretations (for a fuller argumentation of this approach in
a digital context, see Drucker). In this sense, we can evaluate a visualization system by determining how well
it supports this interpretive activity: a visualization that produces a single output for a given body of
material is of limited usefulness; a visualization that provides many ways to interact with the data, viewed
from different perspectives, is better; a visualization that contributes to new and emergent ways of
understanding the material is best.

¶ 1

In this context, there is an important difference between static and interactive visualizations. A static
visualization aims to produce a single perspective on available information. Conventional pie charts, bar
charts, and graphs are good examples—these eighteenth-century inventions of William Playfair provide the
reader with useful ways to understand information (Tufte), but they are fundamentally tools for display
(nevertheless subject to a variety of interpretations of the visual information). Interactive visualizations, on
the other hand, aim to explore available information, often as part of a process that is both sequential and
iterative. That is, some steps come before others, but the researcher may revisit previous steps at a later
stage and make different choices, informed by the outcomes produced in the interim. In a pie chart, by
contrast, a static, synchronic object, the visual subdivision of the whole into parts can be useful, but the
format does not readily lend itself to experimentation.

¶ 2

The Web site Many Eyes, designed “for shared visualization and discovery,” includes a wide range of
information-visualization interfaces that work with user-provided data (see Danis, Viegas, Wattenberg, and
Kriss). On the single-output side are graphics like the word cloud and the more compact and visually
striking Wordle, originally designed and developed by Jonathan Feinberg, a cluster of words in which the
size of each word corresponds to its relative frequency in a document (fig. 1). Although Wordles are
sometimes more decorative than functional—even according to the Wordle site (see also Harris’s criticism of
word clouds)—some people use them to produce eye-catching summary images for documents or collections
of documents (such as conference proceedings), and others use them to consider possible keywords for
documents. Although each Wordle is a static visualization, the tool allows users to modify the layout and
styling parameters in ways that can draw attention to different features or produce different aesthetic
effects. For fiction, they often show the prevalence of proper nouns, which typically need to be removed
along with function words (prepositions, articles, and conjunctions) to increase the value of the image
(depending on one’s purposes). Wordles (and Wordle-inspired visualizations) are noteworthy for how
widely they are used, especially in popular contexts such as advertising (see Smith on how word clouds can
quickly convey the differences in vocabulary in toy advertising for girls and for boys).

¶ 3



Figure 1. The Many Eyes Wordle shows word frequency by word size. This version shows the text of a draft of this article, with
function words omitted.

¶ 4

The Wordle tool provides a very convenient and fast way of generating a view of a document; it can answer a
question like, “What words appear most frequently in this text?” Although it is possible to compare two or
more Wordles to get a sense of how similar or different documents are in terms of their most commonly
occuring words, the interface is not conducive to document comparison. The Bubblelines interface in
Voyant Tools, developed by Stéfan Sinclair and Geoffrey Rockwell, is an example of a visualization tool that
is better suited to document comparison. Each document is represented as a separate line, and the interface
allows the user to experiment with different search terms to compare across each document (fig. 2).

¶ 5

Figure 2. The Bubblelines interface in Voyant Tools shows the distribution of user-selected terms within multiple documents. This
example compares the inaugural addresses given by George W. Bush in 2005 and by Barack Obama in 2009. We see here that Bush
makes more frequent use of freedom, Obama of new. Perhaps surprisingly, the term hope appears more in Bush’s speech than in
Obama’s.

¶ 6

The New York Times has published a collection of specialized interactive visualization interfaces that are
designed to allow users to compare terms in several documents (they are specialized because they do not
allow users to provide texts). Like the Wordles, these are noteworthy exemplars of widely seen and used
visualization interfaces. “Inaugural Words: 1789 to the Present” provides word clouds for inaugural
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speeches, and “The State of the Union Address” compares the words of George W. Bush across seven years
of speeches. One of the more interactive visualizations in Many Eyes is the word tree, which allows people
to study text sequences (phrases) by navigating a tree with phrase-frequency information indicated by type
size (fig. 3).

Figure 3. The Many Eyes word tree combines a concordance with a word cloud. The user selects words as the starting points or end
points in the concordance. This example shows the text of this essay and a search for the word can, which appears twenty-eight
times.

¶ 8

In proliferating the perspectives on data, visualizations can be useful to humanities scholars by providing
additional insight into small amounts of text or data, thus supporting what John Unsworth calls “scholarly
primitives,” especially for showing patterns that result from filtering, sorting, grouping, and otherwise
visually rearranging the material. Visualizations can provide similar insights across large amounts of
information that would otherwise be too abundant to grasp or process (e.g., the Google Books Ngram
Viewer, based on over 5 million books as of December 2010; see also Michel et al.). Visualizations can also
produce comparisons between a pair of documents or of one target document against many other
documents.

¶ 9

In the sciences, information is often numeric, and visualizations typically involve converting observed
numeric data to visual form and then manipulating the form. In the humanities, information is often textual
or graphic from the outset, and the visualizations can support directly manipulating these visual forms in
useful ways. Numeric visualization has a useful role to play, but some of the most striking and innovative
visualizations in the humanities deal directly with texts and images. These visualizations provide an
additional lens that can help us tease out the kinds of information that are not otherwise readily apparent or
manageable.

¶ 10

In the context of the humanities, the availability of data to be visualized has been steadily increasing with
the proliferation of digital collections (see Greenstein). In addition, relatively sophisticated tools are being
developed for working with the various digital materials (see, e.g., the DiRT list). Some of the tools perform
tasks behind the scenes, such as cleaning, searching, or sorting. Others consist of visualization components
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Browsing by Grouping

in the interface, which make the results from the analytic operations accessible in meaningful ways.

Taken individually, many of the available tools for digital humanities scholarship seem relatively simple
(e.g., TAPoRware), intended to perform a single function well (as per the Unix model of piping data through
a variety of tools), and the visualization component may either supplement that function or make it possible
(the TAPoR recipe “Compile Textual Data and Visualize the Results Using Excel” describes such a process).

¶ 12

Many of the simpler tools feature an open-ended search mechanism (similar to a search engine like Google).
When browsing a collection of items like a library database, for instance, the most common strategy for
finding out what is in a collection is to do a series of keyword searches and look at the search results. This
approach is most effective when the goal is a single document for which the searcher knows the title, author,
or some other identifying piece of information (see Seal, Girdlestone, and Warwick).

¶ 13

In the humanities, however, an equally important task is to locate (or discover) new material, with no prior
knowledge of the kinds of details used for retrieval. Using a search-based system, the task becomes a
guessing game, where the searcher begins with some likely candidates for search terms and then reviews the
results and tries again until some relatively sufficient set of items is assembled for further study. Adding
visualizations to the browsing task can supplement this function in several ways, giving the searcher the
option to assemble groups of documents visually instead of working sequentially through a list. These kinds
of interfaces are often referred to as exploratory interfaces (see Shen et al.).

¶ 14

The literature on human-computer interaction provides a wide range of experimental systems that enable
grouping by browsing. The scatter-gather browser developed by Peter Pirolli and his colleagues is a good
example; it uses dots to represent documents for users to collect and disperse (Pirolli, Schank, Hearst, and
Diehl). Ben B. Bederson’s PhotoMesa similarly allows the user to interact with a page display, as seen in the
thumbnails of digital images in figure 4, visually grouping them by keywords. Kerry Rodden, Wojciech
Basalaj, David Sinclair, and Kenneth Wood address the question of how similarity among the grouped
images supports browsing tasks. In 2007, Jonathan Harris and Sepandar Kamvar produced a suite of
dynamic displays involving posts about emotions scraped from blogs and visualized as colored dots
arranged, in one of the displays, by attraction to the current cursor location.
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Figure 4. Bederson’s PhotoMesa provides functionality similar to Pirolli et al.’s scatter/gather browser but uses thumbnail images
to represent items.

¶ 16

We have developed two experimental interfaces that deal with browsing collections or documents through
visual grouping. The first is the Mandala browser (fig. 5), which allows researchers to open a document or
multiple documents at the same time and iteratively construct visual Boolean queries that draw on the
underlying data (such as the XML-encoded version of Romeo and Juliet in fig. 5). The user may perform
conventional searches, but there is also a variety of automatic and semiautomatic mechanisms for exploring
the data.
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Figure 5. The Mandala browser, originally developed by Oksana Cheypesh, Constanza Pacher, Sandra Gabriele, Stéfan Sinclair,
and Stan Ruecker, is a universal space for researchers investigating structured text collections or individual text documents encoded
with XML (although additional formats are supported, such as PDF, plain text, and comma-separated values). This screenshot shows
the browser loaded with Romeo and Juliet, where each dot represents a speech in the play. Multiple search terms can be defined that
attract the items (speeches) toward the label (dots on the periphery represent speeches that do not match any queries). In this
example, the user has defined several magnets to identify different speakers (Romeo, Juliet, Nurse, Mercutio), as well as several
magnets to match terms that indicate family relations in the text (mother, father, sister, brother, cousin). Dots that are displayed
close to the magnet represent speeches that only match that query (e.g., speeches by Romeo or speeches that only contain mother),
whereas dots between magnets match more than one query (e.g., speeches by Romeo that contain mother).

¶ 18

For example, someone might be interested in studying a selection of plays by Shakespeare and looking at
invocations of the natural elements to see how they are used to help define supernatural figures. The
hypothesis might be that Lear on the heath is transformed not just into a madman but also into a
supernatural creature. The researcher could iteratively construct a query space that first asks for all the
speeches by selected characters, such as Puck, Ariel, the three weird sisters, and Lear. Then key vocabulary
could be added to the query, with terms such as wind, water, and air. The point would be to collect the set
of speeches from a specific set of characters that could serve as a baseline for the comparison. It might turn
out that there is very little actual invocation of the elements, even by the acknowledged supernatural
characters, which would invalidate one of the felicity conditions of this line of thought, and the researcher
could stop there. Alternatively, the subsets that appear might prove fruitful, and the study could extend to
other figures with a high degree of agency, such as Prospero in The Tempest or the Duke in Measure for
Measure.

¶ 19

The significance of the Mandala browser is that the queries are built up in single steps, with aggregated
visual feedback at each step, and the sets and subsets of results are usually easy to see and understand. It is
possible to carry out this kind of inquiry using digital copies of all the plays, a word processor, the search
function, and a fairly significant amount of cutting and pasting (Brown et al.). In Mandala, however, the
query space consists of one small dot for each speech and one colored magnet for each part of the query,
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making the entire investigation possible in a single screen that changes dynamically as the user progresses
through the different stages. The Mandala browser provides the crucial mechanism for the user to read text
represented by the items. Our various user studies with humanists have repeatedly indicated that
researchers want to be able to return to the text. Mandala is designed to be open-ended (fed by
user-provided data), but we have experimented in particular with Shakespeare’s plays, the Orlando project
archive, the early modern English witchcraft trial documents from Chadwyck-Healey, the course
descriptions from the 2008 calendar at the University of Alberta, and a variety of interview transcripts.

The second of our experimental interfaces for collection browsing through visual grouping is a family of
transferred interfaces that we call the showcase browsers (fig. 6; see Chow and Ruecker). Like Mandala,
each showcase browser is based on rich-prospect browsing principles; that is, it shows on the default screen
one meaningful representation of every item in the collection, combined with tools for visually grouping the
items.

¶ 21

Figure 6. A screenshot of a showcase browser of biodiversity projects in Edmonton. The projects can be grouped and subgrouped
by any combination of the criteria shown on the buttons on the left.

¶ 22

Our experiments with the showcase family of browsers have included browsers for the following items: pill
identification, conference delegates, historical buildings, crayon drawings, research faculty, and wasp wing
features. There are some particular requirements for the information that is useful for this kind of browser.
There should be a single image that can be used to represent every item in the collection. The metadata
should consist of faceted items, where each collection item has a single value for each facet, although it is
possible to construct sets of items that meet multiple matches. Eye color was used for the conference
delegate browser, for example, since most people have a single eye color. In the rare cases of people who
have one blue eye and one green one, we have to address the design question, Should these people have
their images multiplied when necessary, so that they go into both groups, or should they form a new, third
group? We typically opt for the creation of a new group, which happens automatically, since the system
constructs the groups based on the available metadata. If there was an error in the metadata, for instance,
and someone had an eye color of “square,” then an eye color group with the group heading “square” would
appear with one item in it (we have repeatedly found that visualization interfaces can also serve as useful
checks for the integrity of data).
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Although we originally conceived of the showcase browser as a browser for images and their associated
metadata, we have subsequently developed a version where the photos of pills or people or buildings have
been replaced with tiles containing text—something like the statistics on the reverse side of sports trading
cards. In this case, the tiles show the bibliographic data for the items in a text collection. Our current design,
as seen in figure 7, is dynamic and allows the researcher to add or subtract metadata from the tiles, so that
one researcher might decide to use tiles that show author name, title of work, and date of publication,
whereas another might omit authors and dates and show instead the genre and word count (persistence of
data and user-rights management can be challenging aspects of some visualization interfaces, especially
Web-based ones). The number of kinds of metadata is determined by what is available in the archive.

¶ 24

Figure 7. This image shows a screenshot of a digital image browser for text collections (designer Ian Craig; programmer Alejandro
Giacometti).

¶ 25

Using this kind of faceted browser, the display of the complete set of items is successively reduced as the
user chooses how to group the items and then selects the group of interest. Typically, instead of removing
unselected items entirely, we create a subset of them at a much smaller scale, located at the bottom of the
screen (the trail of remaining smaller items is an important representation of intellectual work that has been
accomplished, as argued by Vannevar Bush in 1945 in his description of the links followed in the Memex
machine, a precursor to the Web). The experience is one of visually sifting from a large body of data to a
smaller one until the remaining items represent the subcollection of interest.

¶ 26

The showcase design would not facilitate the kind of task described for Mandala, where the goal was to find
the speeches in several plays that might support the hypothesis that Lear is transformed on the heath into a
supernatural figure. An appropriate research task for the showcase design would be the creation of a work
set consisting of a smaller number of items from a large collection, in which the bibliographic characteristics
of the items are the distinguishing features. Someone interested in sifting through a collection for plays by
women authors in the eighteenth century, for example, could locate this subset by subdividing the collection
by genre, then selecting the group containing plays. This group could be subdivided by the sex of the
authors; then, the user could choose the subset by women. Finally, the user could divide the plays by women
according to date of first publication or performance, depending on what kinds of dates the archive made
available. Choosing those plays from the eighteenth century would complete the process.
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Revealing Features

This example described steps that proceeded from genre to sex to date, but since the data is faceted, the user
is free to carry out the steps in any order. At each intermediate stage, the resulting subsets will be
significantly different (and potentially generative of different insights), depending on the sequence the user
follows. From the perspective of the interface designer, providing this variety of choices means that it is not
necessary to predict what the most likely sequence will be. The user is not navigating a hierarchy of
information in any conventional sense but is instead working through a series of faceted subdivisions that
are dynamically grouped at each step. The interface is enabling iterative steps that can fit into a fluid
interpretive process.

¶ 28

The experience of navigating a collection using a showcase browser is typically somewhat different from the
experience of navigating a collection using a menu hierarchy. Both systems work by successively subdividing
the collection, but in a showcase browser the order of the subdivision is chosen by the user. It is therefore
optimal to use a showcase browser for collections and their associated metadata where there is a one-to-one
relationship between the subcategories in the metadata and the individual collection items. Most literary
works, for instance, can be categorized under a single genre: Middlemarch is a novel. However, if a work has
more than one genre, then it is necessary to duplicate that work so that it will appear under both genre
categories (or create new, hybrid categories): Oklahoma! is both a musical and a western. We see how
decisions by designers of a tool can have a critical impact on ontological and epistemological aspects of
research.

¶ 29

Browsing a collection can be a fascinating and useful scholarly activity, but it is typically only one early step
in a longer scholarly process of reading and interpretation. Once the user has settled on relevant results
after having done a retrieval task or browsed a collection, what remains is a list of works. A typical approach
to this list is to begin reading at the top and through to the end, perhaps making notes along the way and
beginning the process of interpretation that may lead to a research result. Designers of humanities
visualizations, however, hope to produce systems that can also assist in these subsequent steps. We already
have some evidence that visualizations of this kind have a role to play (Rockwell and Bradley).

¶ 30

Grouping tools like the Mandala browser can also be used in this context, since one of the useful mental
processes in interpretation is to group similar things together and see what kinds of patterns, if any, emerge
from the groupings. The activity is usually iterative, leading to many dead ends before something worth
pursuing further begins to emerge.

¶ 31

The Mandala browser, however, is suitable only for some of these explorations, since it proceeds by small
increments defined by the researcher. Someone looking for material enclosed in a particular XML tag and
combining it with a search term can benefit from the visualization of Mandala. But Mandala is not
currently designed to go beyond Boolean combinations of specific tags and specific search strings. The
system cannot produce a set of magnets, for example, that represent a semantic class rather than a single
word. This situation is common to many tool sets: they enable some processes but not others, and often it is
best to think of how to use several tool sets in combination.

¶ 32

The researcher who is interested in seeing all the speeches in Shakespeare that mention the natural
elements either has to be lucky enough to find them grouped by the collection developers into one tag or has
to list them individually. If the terms are used to define individual magnets (it is possible to define magnets
that correspond to one of several terms), the display quickly becomes overwhelmingly complex, and there is
always the chance that some key elements might be missed.

¶ 33

Other systems circumvent this problem. Two strategies in particular hold significant promise: clustering¶ 34



and classification. We experimented extensively with both in the MONK project (Metadate Offer New
Knowledge). Clustering requires some fairly sophisticated logic in the system, allowing the reader to identify
a set of texts and then to have the interface show how the texts—in variable units, such as paragraphs
—group together into automatically identified clusters. There are dozens of available algorithms for
performing this kind of clustering, which emphasize different features of the works being clustered. Mallet,
developed by Andrew Kachites McCallum, is a widely used topic-modeling tool, although it is less often used
in the digital humanities, partly because it is neither especially user-friendly nor designed for humanistic
inquiry. As Martin Mueller, Jean-Frédéric de Pasquale and Jean-Guy Meunier, and others have pointed out,
for a system to be useful to literary scholars, the clustering must involve more than just an automatic
identification of topics, because, in literary studies, how something is said is often as significant as what is
said.

In the classification tool set (fig. 8), MONK provides an interface that uses a variety of supervised
classification algorithms to find similarities between works or parts of works that have been suggested by
the user (supervised classification is a process in which the user identifies characteristics of a subset of items
and the system uses this training set to classify the remaining items). The result is a tool set (“Search by
Example”) with which the user can collect a set of documents that have some common feature of interest,
then see how the system views the similar features of those works or parts of works and also what other
works in the collection share those features. In one case study, for example, Catherine Plaisant and her
colleagues identified a set of the poems by Emily Dickinson that had erotic content (i.e., “hot” versus “not
hot”), then used a classification system to see what those poems had in common with one another (e.g., an
unusual prevalence of possessive pronouns) and also what other poems the system thought should belong in
the set. Other projects are looking at subjects such as the sentimental in novels (Steger), language in literary
works versus newspapers (Horton), and reports of curses and spells in reports from early modern witchcraft
trials (Uszkalo).

¶ 35

Figure 8. The MONK workbench, designed by Milena Radzikowska and Stan Ruecker and programmed by Amit Kumar, Andrew
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Time and Space

Macdonald, and Stéfan Sinclair, combines tools into tool sets that allow the user to carry out a variety of multistep research tasks
with literary texts. In the classification tool set shown here, the user creates a set of passages representing some phenomenon of
interest, and the system suggests similar documents while also making the set of distinguishing features available for examination.

It is worth saying a few words about the tool-set design of MONK. Although individual tools can be helpful,
often a scholarly process can take advantage of more than one tool in sequence. Several digital humanities
projects have therefore made use of the idea of recipes or tool sets, which guide the researcher through a
process where some steps are facilitated by tools and others are manual, and different kinds of data are
accessed or produced with each step. Examples of these kinds of projects include TAPoR (Text Analysis
Portal for Resarch), MONK, and JiTR (Just-in-Time Research). Similarly, some interfaces are designed
such that multiple modular tools can interact, even if they do not appear in sequential steps; the Voyant
Tools interface is an example, as with this corpus from Shakespeare. Both tool sets and modular tools are
conducive to iterative, interactive processes that depart from a simple model of data input and output.

¶ 37

Another general class of phenomena deals with patterns involving spatial organization, chronological
sequence, or both. Some standard approaches to visualizing this kind of information exist. For spatial data
where a map is involved, geographic information systems provide considerable flexibility in plotting data of
various kinds (see, e.g., F. Black, MacDonald, and J. Black), and there is a growing interest in areas such as
literary cartography. For chronological data, the timeline is a venerable visual format, whether manifested
statically or interactively. Examples include the Simile project from MIT, ThemeRiver from Pacific
Northwest Laboratories, and the somewhat more unusual SpiraClock from L’Ecole des Mines de Nantes.
The Scholars’ Lab has recently released Neatline, an Omeka-based tool that “allows scholars, students, and
curators to tell stories with maps and timelines.” The nondeterministic and interpretive aspects of Neatline
are essential and make it an excellent example of how tools developed by digital humanists can differ from
those developed in more purely scientific disciplines.

¶ 38

Yet not all spatial data can or should be related to geography, and in some cases the sequential data and the
spatial arrangement are related to each other. In Watching the Script (fig. 9), for example, a reader can read
the speeches of a play and also think about the blocking of a particular theatrical performance (Sinclair,
Ruecker, Gabriele, and Sapp). This interface represents characters as colored circles that are positioned on a
stylized stage and speeches as scrolling text. Student directors can arrange the blocking, adding annotations
about their reasons for putting each character in a given location. Readers can choose which portions of the
play or which characters to watch and also control the playback speed.
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Figure 9. Watching the Script, designed by Sandra Gabriele and programmed by Stéfan Sinclair and others, draws on
XML-encoded plays to allow students, directors, and actors to see a stylized reproduction of a play or screenplay that includes the
blocking information.

¶ 40

Recently, we have been working on reimplementing this interface in a prototype called the Simulated
Environment for Theatre (SET), which uses a gaming engine to provide a more realistic 3-D experience (fig.
10). Building on the design of previous visualizations for theater, such as Michael Best’s Scenario, SET
allows the user to choose the viewpoint for seeing the stage, originating from anywhere in the theater
(Roberts-Smith et al., “Visualizing Theatrical Text”). The development of SET was in large part motivated by
feedback from domain experts in theater who, while recognizing the value of our initial interface, felt that
the potential for the interface was limited from a practitioner’s point of view, especially because of its focus
on text rather than on time and space.
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Typographic Form as Interactive Visualization

Figure 10. The 3-D SET interface provides an alternative that focuses more on the line of action in the play than on the text.

¶ 42

Although many visualizations introduce additional graphic elements, it is also possible to use only the
organization of words to convey meaning. A classic example is W. Bradford Paley’s TextArc, which combines
words plotted in sequence around the periphery with the words that appear more than once plotted in the
interior of the circle according to their average position, sometimes called a weighted centroid (fig. 11). The
TextArc interface is less about allowing the user to generate different visualizations based on specified
parameters and more about representing the text in a novel way. TextArc is a time-based visualization in
which the system reads the original text and produces a curving line that navigates within the textual space
depending on where each word is plotted.
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Figure 11. TextArc is a visual collocation tool. This image shows TextArc loaded with Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.

¶ 44

Among our projects, we have a variety of interfaces where text is privileged as a visual indicator of data,
including a series of repetition graphs, designed by Piotr Michura, that show patterns of repetition in the
context of the rest of the document (fig. 12). By plotting the words horizontally in sequence but shifting
down one row for every repetition, the graph results in a visual thumbnail of a book where repeated phrases
show as sharp, steep curves (Michura, Ruecker, Radzikowska, and Fiorentino). This interface is a radically
different view of the text that can help provoke new interpretive insights. The glyphs in figure 12 are actual
words, and, although they are illegible at this scale, they convey graphical meaning. The first text is an
excerpt from Shakespeare’s Hamlet, and the second is from Gertrude Stein’s Making of Americans; Stein’s
propensity for repetition and Shakespeare’s relatively high vocabulary richness are neatly summarized and
confirmed by the graphs.
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Interactive Glyphs

Figure 12. The repetition grid, designed by Piotr Michura, works at two scales. With the text at a legible size, it provides the user
with details of reuse of individual words in a document. Zoomed out to a macro scale, it creates a thumbnail sketch of patterns of
repetition in a document.

¶ 46

To this point, our discussion of visualizations for humanities researchers has focused on displays where
image and text are treated as primary visual objects. Another set of our experiments are slightly more
conventional scientific visualizations, in that they deal with various visual objects that stand in place of
numeric data. These kinds of visualizations allow the user to see the forests that might otherwise appear to
be a lot of individual trees.

¶ 47

For the literary scholar interested in studying patterns, there are two related but distinct needs. First, an
interesting pattern of some sort must be identified. Stan Ruecker, for example, described how, in reading
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the letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, he was struck by the repeated introduction of absurd fantasies.
Montagu had a wide range of correspondents, and, in her letters to many of the principal ones, she
introduced an absurd motif. In more than one instance she proposed leaving society to run off together to a
desert island. In writing to her daughter from Italy, she develops at some length the idea that the local
people have identified her as a witch, and so maintains that she is considering taking up witchcraft. The
presence of these absurd fantasies suggests several questions: What does it mean that this writer chooses to
suggest them? What purpose might they serve? What implications does it have for her relationship with her
correspondent, and what does her correspondent’s response reveal about the nature of that relationship?
Looking further afield, is Montagu the only letter writer of her period who includes absurd fantasies? Do
writers from other periods use them too?

The last two questions lead to the second need of the scholar interested in identifying and studying patterns:
knowing the scope of a pattern. Is it idiosyncratic to a particular writer, genre, historical period, and so on,
or is it a widespread phenomenon? And if it is widespread, is it subject to meaningful local variations? To
take another more general example, many writers employ extended metaphors. In the case of metaphor, the
use is general, spread across genres and historical periods. But the localized use of particular metaphors by a
given writer can be significant enough to be of scholarly interest, especially when understood against a
comparative background.

¶ 49

A visualization intended to show patterns of interest should therefore provide these two features: a way to
find possible patterns to investigate and a means to locate those patterns against a baseline provided by a set
of other relevant works. What constitutes the set of relevant works will vary from project to project and
needs to be selectable by the scholar. For some projects, such as tracing absurd fantasy in Montagu’s letters,
it may be important to compare a pattern in one work with any instances of that pattern in other works of
the same genre and century. For other projects, it may be more useful to look at a pattern in one work
against a comparative background of other works by the same author. Still another project might be
interested in identifying patterns across an entire collection, without reference to a particular work or
author.

¶ 50

An example of this kind of complex visualization is the MONK project’s lexical-bibliographic glyph, which
we placed as the central element in a scrolling list of significant words, lemmas, or parts of speech (fig. 13).
The system identifies the list of words and associates them with a background of bibliographic data. As the
scholar scrolls through the list of words, lemmas, or parts of speech, for each item in the list the system
produces a circular object—an information glyph. The size of the circle in the middle of the glyph is related
to the relative significance of the item and therefore changes from item to item. Plotted in segmented rings
around this central circle are the bibliographic data, which break down the collection by work, author, date,
genre, and so on, depending on which rings the user thinks might be useful for comparison.
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¶ 53

A primary index to the quality of visualizations for humanities scholars is the quality and originality of
scholarship that the systems support. In each of the projects mentioned here, we have been working with
humanities researchers in an effort to produce a useful visual form of the data. Since humanities scholarship
is often exploratory, we have also come to believe that interactive formats are in most cases preferable to
static ones, since they allow the person using the system to add and subtract elements, experiment with
different forms, pursue hunches or insights, and so on. It is therefore important that the expectations of the
scholar correspond to the affordances of the visualization. It is important for the scholar to know enough
about the visualization tools to understand that the interpretive work is being guided and biased by the data
and software. Failing that, we need to have methodologies that are sufficiently well tested and understood
for scholars to be able to use the tools with confidence. The question remains whether humanistic inquiry
lends itself well to well-trodden methodologies when originality and idiosyncrasy are the norm.
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What is visualisation?

LEV MANOVICH

This article proposes that the practice of information
visualisation (infovis), from its beginnings in the second
part of the eighteenth century until today, relied on two key
principles. The first principle is reduction. Infovis uses
graphical primitives such as points, straight lines, curves
and simple geometric shapes to stand in for objects and
relations between them. The second principle is the use of
spatial variables (position, size, shape and, more recently,
movement) to represent key differences in the data and
reveal patterns and relations. Following this analysis, the
author discusses a more recent visualisation method which
we can call ‘direct visualisation’ (or ‘media visualisation’):
creating new visual representations from the actual visual
media objects (images, video) or their parts. The article
analyses the well-known examples of artistic visualisations
that use this method: Listening Post (Ben Rubin and Mark
Hansen), Cinema Redux (Brendan Dawes) and
Preservation of Selected Traces (Ben Fry). It further
suggests that direct visualisation is particularly relevant for
humanities, media studies and cultural institutions. Using
the actual visual artefacts in visualisation as opposed to
representing them by graphical primitives helps the
researcher to understand meaning and/or cause behind the
patterns she may observe, as well as to discover additional
patterns. To illustrate this idea, examples of projects created
in the author’s lab at UCSD (softwarestudies.com) are
presented. Founded in 2007, the lab works on techniques
and software to allow interactive exploration of large sets of
visual cultural data using a direct visualisation approach
and supervisualisation systems such as 215 megapixel
HIPerSpace. The examples of its work are visualisations of
4553 covers of every issue of Time magazine published
between 1923 and 2009; visualisations of all pages of every
issue of Science and Popular Science magazines published
between 1872 and 1922; and a set of visualisations of 1
million pages on Manga series.

I first drew the Chart in order to clear up my
own ideas on the subject, finding it very
troublesome to retain a distinct notion of the
changes that had taken place. I found it
answered the purpose beyond my expectation,
by bringing into one view the result of details
that are dispersed over a very wide and intricate
field of universal history; facts sometimes

Lev Manovich is the author of Software Takes Command (released under CC licence, 2008), Soft Cinema: Navigating the Database (MIT Press, 2005) and The
Language of New Media (MIT Press, 2001), which is hailed as ‘the most suggestive and broad-ranging media history since Marshall McLuhan’. Manovich is a profes-
sor in the Visual Arts Department, University of California-San Diego, a director of the Software Studies Initiative at California Institute for Telecommunications
and Information Technology (CALIT2), and a professor at the European Graduate School.

connected with each other, sometimes not, and
always requiring reflection each time they were
referred to . . . [ In reference to] ‘The Chart, No.
1’, representing the rise and fall of all nations or
countries that have been particularly
distinguished for wealth or power, is the first of
the sort that ever was engraved, and has,
therefore, not yet met with public approbation.

(William Playfair, An Inquiry into the
Permanent Causes of the Decline and Fall of

Powerful and Wealthy Nations [1805])

The pretty photographs we and other tourists
made in Las Vegas are not enough. How do you
distort these to draw a meaning for a designer?
How do you differentiate on a plan between
form that is to be specifically built as shown and
that which is, within constraints, allowed to
happen? How do you represent the Strip as
perceived by Mr. A. rather than as a piece of
geometry? How do you show quality of light –
or qualities of form – in a plan at 1 inch to 100
feet? How do you show fluxes and flows, or
seasonal variation, or change with time?

(Venturi, Izenour, and Scott Brown 1972;
emphasis in the original)

The ‘Whole’ is now nothing more than a
provisional visualization which an be modified
and reversed at will, by moving back to the
individual components, and then looking for
yet other tools to regroup the same elements
into alternative assemblages.

(Latour 2009)

Information visualization is becoming more
than a set of tools, technologies and techniques
for large data sets. It is emerging as a medium in
its own right, with a wide range of expressive
potential.

(Eric Rodenbeck [Stamen Design], in
keynote lecture at Emerging Technology

conference, March 2008)

Visualization is ready to be a mass medium.

(Fernanda B. Viégas and Martin
Wattenberg, in an interview for

infosthetics.com, May 2010)
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In 2010 the Museum of Modern Art in New York
presented a dynamic visualisation of its collection on five
screens created by Imaginary Forces. The New York Times
regularly features custom visualisations both in its
printed and web editions created by the in-house
NYTimes interactive team. The web is crawling with
numerous sophisticated visualisation projects created by
scientists, designers, artists and students. If you search
for certain types of public data, the first result returned
by Google search links to an automatically created
interactive graph of these data. If you want to visualise
your own data set, Many Eyes, Tableau Public and other
sites offer free visualisation tools. It seems that 300 years
after William Playfair’s amazement at the cognitive
power of information visualisation, others are finally
acknowledging the projective power of his method.

What is information visualisation? Despite the growing
popularity of infovis (a common abbreviation for
‘information visualisation’), it is not so easy to come up
with a definition which would work for all kinds of
infovis projects being created today, and at the same time
that would clearly separate it from other related fields
such as scientific visualisation and information design.
So let us start with a provisional definition that we can
modify later. Let us define information visualisation as a
mapping between discrete data and a visual
representation. We can also use different concepts
besides ‘representation’, each bringing an additional
meaning. For example, if we believe that the brain uses a
number of distinct representational and cognitive
modalities, we can define infovis as a mapping from
other cognitive modalities (such as mathematical and
propositional) to an image modality.

My definition does not cover all aspects of information
visualisation – such as the distinctions between static,
dynamic (i.e. animated) and interactive visualisation –
the latter, of course, being most important today. In fact,
most definitions of infovis by computer science
researchers equate it with the use of interactive
computer-driven visual representations and interfaces.
Here are examples of such definitions: ‘Information
visualisation (InfoVis) is the communication of abstract
data through the use of interactive visual interfaces’
(Keim et al. 2006); ‘Information visualization utilizes
computer graphics and interaction to assist humans in
solving problems’ (Purchase et al. 2008).

Interactive graphic interfaces in general, and interactive
visualisation application in particular, bring all kinds of
new techniques for manipulating data elements – from
the ability to change how files are shown on the desktop
in modern operating systems to multiple coordinated
views available in some visualisation software, such as

Mondrian.1 However, regardless of whether you are
looking at a visualisation printed on paper or a dynamic
arrangement of graphic elements on your computer
screen, which you generated using interactive software
and can change at any moment, in both cases the image
you are working with is a result of mapping. So what is
special about images such mapping produces? This is the
focus of my article.

For some researchers, information visualisation is
distinct from scientific visualisation in that the latter uses
numerical data while the former uses non-numeric data
such as text and networks of relations.2 Personally, I am
not sure that this distinction holds in practice. Certainly,
plenty of infovis projects use numbers as their primary
data, but even when they focus on other data types, they
still often use some numerical data as well. For instance,
typical network visualisation may use both the data
about the structure of the network (which nodes are
connected to each other) and the quantitative data about
the strength of these connections (for example, how
many messages are exchanged between members of a
social network). As a concrete example of infovis which
combines non-numerical and numerical data, consider a
well-known project, History Flow (Fernanda B. Viégas
and Martin Wattenberg, 2003), which shows how a given
Wikipedia page grows over time as different authors
contribute.3 The contribution of each author is
represented by a line. The width of the line changes over
time, reflecting the amount of text contributed by an
author to the Wikipedia page. To take another infovis
classic, Flight Patterns (Aaron Koblin, 2005) uses the
numerical data about the flight schedules and
trajectories of all planes that fly over the United States to
create an animated map which displays the pattern
formed by their movement over a 24-hour period.4

Rather than trying to separate information visualisation
and scientific visualisation using some a priori idea, let
us instead enter each phrase in Google image search and
compare the results. The majority of images returned by
searching for ‘information visualisation’ are
two-dimensional and use vector graphics (i.e. points,
lines, curves and other simple geometric shapes). The
majority of images returned by searching for ‘scientific
visualisation’ are three-dimensional; they use solid 3D
shapes or volumes made from 3D points. The results
returned by these searches suggest that the two fields
indeed differ – not because they necessarily use different
types of data, but because they privilege different visual
techniques and technologies.

Scientific visualisation and information visualisation
come from different cultures (science and design,
respectively), and their development corresponds to
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different areas of computer graphics technology.
Scientific visualisation developed in the 1980s along with
the field of 3D computer graphics, which at that time
required specialised graphics workstations. Information
visualisation developed in the 1990s along with the rise
of desktop 2D graphics software and the adoption of PCs
by designers; its popularity accelerated in the 2000s – the
two key factors being the easy availability of big data sets
via Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
provided by major social network services since 2005,
and new high-level programming languages specifically
designed for graphics (e.g. Processing)5 and software
libraries for visualisation (e.g. Prefuse).6

Can we differentiate information visualisation from
information design? This is trickier, but here is my way
of doing it. Information design starts with the data that
already have a clear structure, and its goal is to express
this structure visually. For example, the famous London
tube map designed in 1931 by Harry Beck uses
structured data: tube lines, tube stations and their
locations over London geography.7 In contrast, the goal
of information visualisation is to discover the structure
of a (typically large) data set. This structure is not known
a priori; a visualisation is successful if it reveals this
structure. A different way to express this is to say that
information design works with information, while
information visualisation works with data. As is always
the case with the actual cultural practice, it is easy to find
examples that do not fit such distinction – but a majority
do. Therefore, I think that this distinction can be useful
in allowing us to understand the practices of information
visualisation and information design as partially
overlapping but ultimately different in terms of their
functions.

Finally, what about the earlier practices of visual display
of quantitative information in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries that are known to many via the
examples collected in the pioneering books by Edward
Tufte (Tufte 1983, 1990, 1997, 2006)? Do they constitute
infovis as we understand it today? As I already noted,
most definitions provided by the researchers working
within computer science equate information
visualisation with the use of interactive computer
graphics.8 Using software, we can visualise much larger
data sets than was possible previously; create animated
visualisation; show how processes unfold in time; and,
most importantly, manipulate visualisations
interactively. These differences are very important – but
for the purposes of this article, which is concerned with
the visual language of infovis, they do not matter. When
we switched from pencils to computers, this did not
affect the core idea of visualisation – mapping some
properties of the data into a visual representation.

Similarly, while availability of computers led to the
development of new visualisation techniques (scatter
plot matrix, treemaps, etc.), the basic visual language of
infovis remained the same as it was in the nineteenth
century – points, lines, rectangles and other graphic
primitives. Given this continuity, I will use the term
‘infovis’ to refer to both earlier visual representations of
data created manually and contemporary
software-driven visualisation.

REDUCTION AND SPACE

In my view, the practice of information visualisation
from its beginnings in the second part of the eighteenth
century until today relied on two key principles. The first
principle is reduction. Infovis uses graphical primitives
such as points, straight lines, curves and simple
geometric shapes to stand in for objects and relations
between them – regardless of whether these are people,
their social relations, stock prices, income of nations,
unemployment statistics, or anything else. By employing
graphical primitives (or, to use the language of
contemporary digital media, vector graphics), infovis is
able to reveal patterns and structures in the data objects
that these primitives represent. However, the price being
paid for this power is extreme schematisation. We throw
away 99 per cent of what is specific about each object to
represent only 1 per cent – in the hope of revealing
patterns across this 1 per cent of objects’ characteristics.

Information visualisation is not unique in relying on
such extreme reduction of the world in order to gain new
power over what is extracted from it. It comes into its
own in the first part of the nineteenth century when, in
the course of just a few decades, almost all graph types
commonly found today in statistical and charting
programs were invented.9 This development of the new
techniques for visual reduction parallels the reductionist
trajectory of modern science in the nineteenth century.
Physics, chemistry, biology, linguistics, psychology and
sociology propose that both the natural and the social
world should be understood in terms of simple elements
(molecules, atoms, phonemes, just-noticeable sensory
differences, etc.) and the rules of their interaction. This
reductionism becomes the default ‘meta-paradigm’ of
modern science and it continues to rule scientific
research today. For instance, currently popular
paradigms of complexity and artificial life focus our
attention on how complex structures and behaviour
emerge out of the interaction of simple elements.

Even more direct is the link between nineteenth-century
infovis and the rise of social statistics. Philip Ball
summarises the beginnings of statistics in this way:
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In 1749 the German scholar Gottfried
Achenwall suggested that since this ‘science’
[the study of society by counting] dealt with the
natural ‘states’ of society, it should be called
Statistik. John Sinclair, a Scottish Presbyterian
minister, liked the term well enough to
introduce it into the English language in his
epic Statistical Account of Scotland, the first of
the 21 volumes of which appeared in 1791. The
purveyors of this discipline were not
mathematicians, however, nor barely ‘scientists’
either; they were tabulators of numbers, and
they called themselves ‘statists’. (Ball 2004,
64–5)

In the first part of the nineteenth century many scholars,
including Adolphe Quetelet, Florence Nightingale,
Thomas Buckle and Francis Galton, used statistics to
look for ‘laws of society’. This inevitably involved
summarisation and reduction – calculating the totals
and averages of the collected numbers about citizens’
demographic characteristics, comparing the averages for
different geographical regions, asking if they followed a
bell-shaped normal distribution, etc. It is therefore not
surprising that many – if not most – graphical methods
that are standard today were invented during this time
for the purposes of representations of such summarised
data. According to Michael Friendly and Daniel J. Denis,
between 1800 and 1850,

[i]n statistical graphics, all of the modern forms
of data display were invented: bar and pie
charts, histograms, line graphs and time-series
plots, contour plots, and so forth. (Friendly and
Denis 2010)

Do all these different visualisation techniques have
something in common besides reduction? They all use
spatial variables (position, size, shape and, more recently,
curvature of lines and movement) to represent key
differences in the data and reveal most important
patterns and relations. This is the second (after
reduction) core principle of infovis practice as it was
practised for 300 years – from the very first line graphs
(1711), bar charts (1786) and pie charts (1801) to their
ubiquity today in all graphing software, such as Excel,
Numbers, Google Docs and OpenOffice.10

This principle can be rephrased as follows: infovis
privileges spatial dimensions over other visual
dimensions. In other words, we map the properties of
our data that we are most interested in onto a topology
and geometry. Other less important properties of the
objects are represented through different visual
dimensions – tones, shading patterns, colours or
transparency of the graphical elements.

As examples, consider two common graph types: a bar
chart and a line graph. Both first appeared in William
Playfair’s Commercial and Political Atlas (1786) and
became commonplace in the early nineteenth century. A
bar chart represents the differences between data objects
via rectangles that have the same width but different
heights. A line graph represents changes in the data
values over time via changing height of the line.

Another common graph type – scatter plot – similarly
uses spatial variables (positions and distances between
points) to make sense of the data. If some points form a
cluster, this implies that the corresponding data objects
have something in common; if you observe two distinct
clusters, this implies that the objects fall into two
different classes; and so on.

Consider another example – network visualisations
which function today as distinct symbols of ‘network
society’ (see Manuel Lima’s authoritative gallery,
visualcomplexity.com, which currently houses over 700
network visualisation projects). Like bar charts and line
graphs, network visualisations also privilege spatial
dimensions: position, size and shape. Their key addition
is the use of straight or curved lines to show connections
between data objects. For example, in distellamap, Ben
Fry (2005) connects pieces of code and data by lines to
show the dynamics of the software execution in Atari
2600 games.11 In Marcos Weskamp’s Flickrgraph (2005),
the lines visualise the social relationships between users
of flickr.com.12 (Of course, many other visual techniques
can also be used in addition to lines to show relations –
see, for instance, a number of maps of science created by
Katy Borner and her colleagues at Information
Visualization Lab at Indiana University.)13

I believe that the majority of information visualisation
practices from the second part of the eighteenth century
until today follow the same principle – reserving spatial
arrangement (we can call it ‘layout’) for the most
important dimensions of the data, and using other visual
variables for remaining dimensions. This principle can
be found in visualisations ranging from the famous
dense graphic showing Napoleon’s march on Moscow by
Charles Joseph Minard (1869)14 to the recent The
Evolution of The Origin of Species by Stefanie Posavec and
Greg McInerny (2009).15 Distances between elements
and their positions, shape, size, lines, curvature and
other spatial variables code quantitative differences
between objects and/or their relations (for instance, who
is connected to whom in a social network).

When visualisations use colours, fill-in patterns or
different saturation levels, typically this is done to
partition graphic elements into groups. In other words,
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these non-spatial variables function as group labels. For
example, Google Trends uses line graphs to compare
search volumes for different words or phrases; each line
is rendered in a different colour.16 However, the same
visualisation could have simply used labels attached to
the lines – without different colours. In this case, colour
adds readability but it does not add new information to
the visualisation.

The privileging of spatial over other visual dimensions
was also true of plastic arts in Europe between the
sixteenth and nineteenth centuries. A painter first
worked out the composition for a new work in many
sketches; next, the composition was transferred to a
canvas and shading was fully developed in monochrome;
only after that was colour added. This practice assumed
that the meaning and emotional impact of an image
depends most of all on the spatial arrangements of its
parts, as opposed to colours, textures and other visual
parameters. In classical Asian ‘ink and wash painting’
which first appeared in the seventh century in China and
was later introduced to Korea and then Japan (in the
fourteenth century), colour did not even appear. The
painters used exclusively black ink exploring the
contrasts between objects’ contours, their spatial
arrangements and different types of brushstrokes.

It is possible to find information visualisations where the
main dimension is colour – for instance, a common
traffic light which ‘visualises’ the three possible
behaviours of a car driver: stop, get ready, go. This
example shows that if we fix spatial parameters of
visualisation, colour can become the salient dimension.
In other words, it is crucial that the three lights have
exactly the same shape and size. Apparently, if all
elements of the visualisation have the same values on
spatial dimensions, our visual system can focus on the
differences represented by colours, or other non-spatial
variables.

Why do visualisation designers – be they the inventors of
graph and chart techniques at the end of the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, or millions of people who
now use these graph types in their reports and
presentations, or the authors of more experimental
visualisations featured on infoaesthetics.com and
visualcomplexity.com – privilege spatial variables over
other kinds of visual mappings? In other words, why are
colour, tone, transparency and symbols used to represent
secondary aspects of data while the spatial variables are
reserved for the most important dimensions? Without
going into the rich but still very incomplete knowledge
about vision accumulated by neuroscience and
experimental psychology, we can make a simple guess.
The creators of visualisations follow human visual

perception that also privileges spatial arrangements of
parts of a scene over its other visual properties in making
sense of this scene. Why would the geometric
arrangement of elements in a scene be more important
to human perception than other visual dimensions?
Perhaps this has to do with the fact that each object
occupies a unique part of the space. Therefore it is
crucial for a brain to be able to segment a 3D world into
spatially distinct objects which are likely to have distinct
identities (people, sky, ground, cards, buildings, etc.).
Different object types can also be often identified with
unique 2D forms and arrangements of these forms. A
tree has a trunk and branches; a human being has a head,
a torso, arms and legs; etc. Therefore identifying 2D
forms and their arrangements is also likely to play an
important role in object recognition.

An artist or a designer may pay more attention to other
visual properties of a scene, such as textures and rhythms
of colour (think of twentieth-century art) – but in an
everyday perception, spatial properties are what matters
most. How close two people are to each other; the
expression on their faces; their relative size which allows
the observer to estimate his distance from her; the
characteristic shapes of different objects which allows her
to recognise them – all these and many other spatial
characteristics which our brains instantly compute from
the retinal input are crucial for our daily
existence.

I think that this key of spatial variables for human
perception may be the reason why all standard
techniques for making graphs and charts that developed
from the eighteenth to the twentieth century use spatial
dimensions to represent the key aspects of the data, and
reserve other visual dimensions for less important
aspects. However, we should also keep in mind the
evolution of visual display technologies, which constrain
what is possible at any given time. Only in the 1990s,
when people started using computers to design and
present visualisations on computer monitors, did colour
become the norm. Colour printing is still significantly
more expensive than using a single colour – so even
today science journals are printed in black and white.
Thus, the extra cost associated with creating and printing
colour graphics during the last two centuries was
probably an important factor responsible for the
privileging of spatial variables.

When colour, shading and other non-spatial visual
parameters were used in visualisations created in the
nineteenth century and most of the twentieth century,
they usually represented only a small number of discrete
values – that is, they acted as ‘categorical variables’.
However, today the fields of computer-based scientific
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visualisation, geovisualisation and medical imaging often
use such parameters with much larger scales. Since today
computers commonly allocate 8 bits to store values for
each of red, green and blue channels, computer monitors
can show 16 million unique colours. Therefore colour,
shading and transparency are now commonly employed
in these fields to show continuously varying qualities
such as temperature, gas density, elevation and gravity
waves. Does this not contradict my statement that spatial
arrangement is key to information visualisation?

We can solve this puzzle if we take into account a
fundamental difference between information
visualisation and scientific visualisation/geovisualisation
which I have not yet mentioned. Infovis uses arbitrary
spatial arrangements of elements to represent the
relationships between data objects. Scientific and
medical visualisation and geovisualisation typically work
with an a priori fixed spatial layout of a real physical
object such as a brain, a coastline, a galaxy, etc. Since the
layout in such visualisations is already fixed and cannot
be arbitrarily manipulated, colour and/or other
non-spatial parameters are used instead to show new
information. A typical example of this strategy is a heat
map which uses colour hue and saturation to overlay
information over a spatial map.17

The two key principles that I suggested – data reduction
and privileging of spatial variables – do not account for all
possible visualisations produced during last 300 years.
However, they are sufficient to separate infovis (at least
as it was commonly practised until now) from other
techniques and technologies for visual representation:
maps, engraving, drawing, oil painting, photography,
film, video, radar, MRI, infrared spectroscopy, etc. They
give infovis its unique identity – the identity which
remained remarkably consistent for almost 300 years
(i.e. until the 1990s).

VISUALISATION WITHOUT REDUCTION

The meanings of the word ‘visualise’ include ‘make
visible’ and ‘make a mental image’. This implies that until
we ‘visualise’ something, this ‘something’ does not have a
visual form. It becomes an image through a process of
visualisation.

If we survey the practice of infovis from the eighteenth
century until the end of the twentieth century, the idea
that visualisation takes data that is not visual and maps it
into a visual domain indeed works quite well. However,
it seems to no longer adequately describe certain new
visualisation techniques and projects developed since the
middle of the 1990s. Although these techniques and
projects are commonly discussed as ‘information

visualisation’, is it possible that they actually represent
something else – a fundamentally new development in
the history of representational and epistemological
technologies, or at least a new broad visualisation
method for which we don’t yet have an adequate
name?

Consider a technique called tag cloud.18 The technique
was popularised by Flickr in 2005 and today it can be
found on numerous web sites and blogs. A tag cloud
shows most common words in a text in the font size
corresponding to their frequency in the text.

We can use a bar chart with text labels to represent the
same information – which in fact may work better if the
word frequencies are very similar. But if the frequencies
fall within a larger range, we don’t have to map the data
into a new visual representation such as the bars. Instead,
we can vary the size of the words themselves to represent
their frequencies in the text.

Tag cloud exemplifies a broad method that can be called
media visualisation: creating new visual representations
from the actual visual media objects, or their parts.
Rather than representing text, images, video or other
media through new visual signs such as points or
rectangles, media visualisations build new
representations out of the original media. Images remain
images; text remains text.

In view of our discussion of the data reduction principle,
we can also call this method direct visualisation, or
visualisation without reduction. In direct visualisation,
the data are reorganised into a new visual representation
that preserves its original form. Usually, this does involve
some data transformation, such as changing data size.
For instance, tag cloud reduces the size of text to a small
number of most frequently used words. However, this is
a reduction that is quantitative rather than qualitative.
We do not substitute media objects with new objects (i.e.
graphical primitives typically used in infovis) which only
communicate selected properties of these objects (for
instance, bars of different lengths representing word
frequencies). My phrase ‘visualisation without reduction’
refers to this preservation of a much richer set of
properties of data objects when we create visualisations
directly from them.

Not all direct visualisation techniques, such as tag cloud,
originated in the twenty-first century. If we project this
concept retroactively into history, we can find earlier
techniques that use the same idea. For instance, a
familiar book index can be understood as a direct
visualisation technique. Looking at a book’s index, one
can quickly see if particular concepts or names are
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important in the book – they will have more entries; less
important concepts will take up only a single line.

While both book index and tag cloud exemplify direct
visualisation, it is important to consider the differences
between them. The older book index technique relied on
the typesetting technology used for printing books. Since
each typeface was only available in a limited number of
sizes, the idea that you can precisely map the frequency
of a particular word onto its font size was
counter-intuitive – so it was not invented. In contrast,
the tag cloud technique is a typical expression of what we
can call ‘software thinking’ – that is, the ideas that
explore the fundamental capacities of modern software.
Tag cloud explores the capacities of software to vary
every parameter of a representation and to control it
using external data. The data can come from a scientific
experiment, from a mathematical simulation, from the
body of the person in an interactive installation, from
calculating some properties of the data, and so on. If we
take these two capacities for granted, the idea of
arbitrarily changing the size of words based on some
information – such as their frequency in a text – is
something we may expect to be ‘actualised’ in the process
of cultural evolution. (In fact, all contemporary
interactive visualisation techniques rely on the same two
fundamental capacities.)

The rapid growth in the number and variety of
visualisation projects, software applications and web
services since the late 1990s was enabled by the advances
in computer graphics capacities of personal computers,
including both hardware (processors, RAM, displays)
and software (C and Java graphics libraries, Flash,
Processing, Flex, Prefuse, etc.). These developments both
popularised information visualisation and also
fundamentally changed its identity by foregrounding
animation, interactivity and also more complex
visualisations, which represent connections between
many more objects.19 But along with these three highly
visible trends, the same advances also made possible the
‘direct visualisation’ approach – although it has not been
given its own name so far.

DIRECT VISUALISATION: EXAMPLES

Let us discuss three well-known projects which
exemplify ‘direct visualisation’: Listening Post, Cinema
Redux and Preservation of Selected Traces.20

Cinema Redux was created by interactive designer
Brendan Dawes in 2004.21 Dawes wrote a program in
processing that sampled a film at the rate of one frame
per second and scaled each frame to 8 x 6 pixels. The
program then arranged these minute frames in a

rectangular grid with every row representing a single
minute of the film. Although Dawes could have easily
continued this process of sampling and remapping – for
instance, representing each frame through its dominant
colour – he chose instead to use the actual scaled-down
frames from the film. The resulting visualisation
represents a trade-off between the two possible extremes:
preserving all the details of the original artefact, and
abstracting its structure completely. Higher degrees of
abstraction may make the patterns in cinematography
and narrative more visible, but would also remove the
viewer further from the experience of the film. Staying
closer to the original artefact preserves the original detail
and aesthetic experience, but may not be able to reveal
some of the patterns.

What is important in the context of our discussion is not
the particular parameters which Dawes used for Cinema
Redux, but that he reinterpreted the previous constant of
visualisation practice as a variable. Previously infovis
designers mapped data into new diagrammatic
representation consisting of graphical primitives. This
was the default practice. With computers, a designer can
select any value on the ‘original data’/abstract
representation dimension. In other words, a designer can
now choose to use graphical primitives, or the original
images exactly as they are, or any format in between.
Thus, while the project’s title refers to the idea of
reduction, in the historical content of earlier infovis
practice it can be actually understood as expansion – that
is, expanding typical graphical primitives (points,
rectangles, etc.) into the actual data objects (film frames).

Before software, visualisation usually involved the
two-stage process of first counting or quantifying data,
and then representing the results graphically. Software
allows for direct manipulation of the media artefacts
without quantifying them. As demonstrated by Cinema
Redux, these manipulations can make visible the
relations between a numbers of artefacts. Of course, such
visualisation without quantification is made possible by
the a priori quantification required to turn any analogue
data into a digital representation. In other words, it is the
‘reduction’ first performed by the digitisation process
which paradoxically now allows us to visualise the
patterns across sets of analogue artefacts without
reducing them to graphical signs.

For another example of direct visualisation, let us turn to
Ben Fry’s Preservation of Selected Traces.22 This web
project is an interactive animation of the complete text
of Darwin’s Evolution of the Species. Fry uses different
colours to show the changes made by Darwin in each of
six editions of his famous book. As the animation plays,
we see the evolution of the book’s text from edition to
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FIGURE 1. Visualisations of the text and patterns in Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina. Data: Project Gutenberg. If a line contains the word ‘Anna’ it appears in blue. If a line
contains the word ‘Vronsky’ it appears in red. In this version, each line of text is rendered over rectangles which extend the length of the line. Created by Software
Studies Initiative, Calit2/UCSD (softwarestudies.com).

edition, with sentences and passages deleted, inserted
and re-written. In contrast to typical animated
information visualisations, which show some spatial
structure constantly changing its shape and size in time,
reflecting changes in the data (for example, changing
structure of a social network over time), in Fry’s project
the rectangular shape containing the complete text of
Darwin’s book always stays the same – what changes is its
content. This allows us to see how over time the pattern
of additions and revisions become more and more
intricate, as the changes from all the editions
accumulate.

At any moment in the animation we have access to the
complete text of Darwin’s book – as opposed to only
diagrammatic representation of the changes. At the same
time, it can be argued that that Preservation of Selected
Traces does involve some data reduction. Given the
typical resolution of computer monitors and web
bandwidth today, Fry was not able to actually show all
the actual book text at the same time.23 Instead sentences
are rendered as tiny rectangles in different colours.
However, when you mouse over any part of the image, a
pop-up window shows the actual text. Because all the
text of Darwin’s book is easily accessible to the user in
this way, I think that this project can be considered an
example of direct visualisation.

Finally let us add one more example – Listening Post by
Ben Rubin and Mark Hansen (2001).24 Usually this work
is considered to be a computer-driven installation –
rather than an example of infovis. Listening Post pulls
text fragments from online chat rooms in real time,
based on various parameters set by the authors, and
streams them across a display wall made from a few
hundred small screens in a six-act looping sequence.
Each act uses its own distinct spatial layout to arrange
dynamically changing text fragments. For instance, in
one act, the phrases move across the wall in a wave-like
pattern; in another act, words appear and disappear in a
checkerboard pattern. Each act also has its own distinct
sound environment driven by the parameters extracted
from the same text that is being animated on the display
wall.

One can argue that Listening Post is not a visualisation
because the spatial patterns are pre-arranged by the
authors and not driven by the data. This argument
makes sense – but I think it is important to keep in mind
that while layouts are pre-arranged, the data in these
layouts are not – they are a result of the real-time data
mining of the web. So while the text fragments are
displayed in pre-defined layouts (wave, checkerboard,
etc.), because the content of these fragments is always
different, the overall result is also always unique. Note
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that if the authors were to represent the text via abstract
graphical elements, we would simply end up with the
same abstract pattern in every repetition of an act. But
because they show the actual text that changes all the
time, the patterns that emerge inside the same layout are
always different.

This is why I consider Listening Post to be a perfect
representation of direct visualisation – the patterns it
presents depend as much on what all the text fragments
which appear on the screen wall actually say as on their
pre-defined composition. We can find other examples of
info projects that similarly flow the data into pre-defined
layouts. Manuel Lima identified what he calls a ‘syntax’
of network visualisations – commonly used layouts such
as radial convergence, arc diagrams, radial centralised
networks and others.25 The key difference between most
of these network visualisations and Listening Post lies in
the fact that the former often rely on the existing
visualisation layout algorithms. Thus they implicitly
accept ideologies behind these layouts – in particular the
tendency to represent a network as a highly symmetrical
and/or circular structure. The authors of Listening Post
wrote their own layout algorithms that allowed them to
control the layouts’ intended meanings. It is also
important that they use six very different layouts that
cycle over time. The meaning and aesthetic experience of
this work – showing both the infinite diversity of the web
and at the same time the existence of many repeating
patterns – to a significant extent derive from the
temporal contrasts between these layouts. Eight years
before Bruno Latour’s article (quoted at the beginning) –
where Latour agues that our ability to create ‘a
provisional visualisation which can be modified and
reversed’ allows us to think differently since any ‘whole’
we can construct now is just one of numerous others –
Listening Post beautifully staged this new epistemological
paradigm enabled by interactive visualisation.

The three influential projects considered above
demonstrate that in order to highlight patterns in the
data we don’t have to reduce them by representing data
objects via abstract graphical elements. We also do not
have to summarise the data, as is common in statistics
and statistical graphics – think, for instance, of a
histogram which divides data into a number of bins.
This does not mean that in order to qualify as a ‘direct
visualisation’ an image has to show all 100% of the
original data – every word in a text, every frame in a
movie. Out of the three examples I just discussed, only
Preservation of Selected Traces does this. Both Cinema
Redux and Listening Post do not use all the available data
– instead, they sample them. The first project samples a
feature film at the fixed rate of one frame per second; the

second project filters the online conversations using set
criteria that change from act to act. However, what is
crucial is that the elements of these visualisations are not
the result of the remapping of the data into some new
representation format – they are the original data objects
selected from the complete data set. This strategy is
related to the traditional rhetorical figure of synecdoche
– specifically, its particular case where a specific class of
thing refers to a larger, more general class.26 (For
example, in Cinema Redux one frame stands for a second
of a film.)

While sampling is a powerful technique for revealing
patterns in the data, Preservation of Selected Traces
demonstrates that it is also possible to reveal patterns
while keeping 100 per cent of the data. But you have
already been employing this strategy if you have ever
used a magic marker to highlight important passages of a
printed text. Although text highlighting is not normally
thought of, we can see that in fact it is an example of
‘direct visualisation without sampling’.

Cinema Redux and Preservation of Selected Traces also
break away from the second key principle of traditional
visualisation – communication of meaning via spatial
arrangements of the elements. In both projects, the
layout of elements is dictated by the original order of the
data – shots in a film, sentences in a book. This is
possible and also appropriate because the data they
visualise are not the same as the typical data used in
infovis. A film or a book is not just a collection of data
objects – they are narratives made from these objects (i.e.
the data have a sequential order). Although it is certainly
possible to create effective visualisations that remap a
narrative sequence into a completely new spatial
structure, as in Listening Post (see, for instance, Writing
Without Words by Stefanie Posavec [2008]27 and The
Shape of Song by Martin Wattenberg [2001]),28 Cinema
Redux and Preservation of Selected Traces demonstrate
that preserving the original sequences is also
effective.

Preserving the original order of data is particularly
appropriate in the case of cultural data sets that have a
time dimension. We can call such data sets ‘cultural time
series’. Whether it is a feature film (Cinema Redux), a
book (Preservation of Selected Traces) or a long Wikipedia
article (History Flow), the relationships between the
individual elements (film shots, book’s sentences) and
also between larger parts of a work (film scenes, book’s
paragraphs and chapters) separated in time are of
primary importance to the work’s evolution and
meaning and its experience by the users. We consciously
or unconsciously notice many of these patterns during
watching/reading/interacting with the work and
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projecting time into space – laying out movie frames,
book sentences, magazine pages in a single image – gives
us new possibilities to study them. Thus, space turns out
to play a crucial role in direct visualisation after all: it
allows us to see patterns between media elements that are
normally separated by time.

Let me add to this discussion a few more examples of
direct visualisation that my students and I created at my
lab – Software Studies Initiative (softwarestudies.com).29

Inspired by the artistic projects which pioneered the
direct visualisation approach, as well by the resolution
and real-time capabilities of supervisualisation
interactive systems such as HIPerSpace
(35,840 x 8,000 pixels, 286,720,000 pixels in total)30

developed at California Institute for Telecommunication
and Information (Calit2)31 where our lab is located,
my group has been working on techniques and software
to allow interactive exploration of large sets of visual
cultural data. Some of the visualisations we created use
the same strategy as Cinema Redux – arranging a large set
of images in a rectangular grid. However, having access
to a very high resolution display sometimes allows us to
include all 100% of data – as opposed to having to sample
them. For example, we created an image showing 4553
covers of every issue of Time magazine published between
1923 and 2009 (Mapping Time, Jeremy Douglass and Lev
Manovich, 2009).32 We also compared the use of images
in Science and Popular Science magazines by visualising
approximately 10,000 pages from each magazine
during first decades of their publication (The Shape
of Science, William Huber, Lev Manovich, Tara Zapel,
2010).33 Our most data-intensive direct visualisation
is 44,000 x 44,000 pixels; it shows 1,074,790 Manga
pages organised by their stylistic properties (Manga Style
Space, Lev Manovich and Jeremy Douglass, 2010).34

Like Cinema Redux, Mapping Time and The Shape of
Science make equal the values of spatial variables to
reveal the patterns in the content, colours and
compositions of the images. All images are displayed at
the same size arranged into a rectangular grid according
to their original sequence. Essentially, these direct
visualisation use only one dimension – with the
sequence of images wrapped around into a number of
rows to make it easier to see the patterns without having
to visually scan very long images. However, we can turn
such one-dimensional image timelines into 2D, with the
second dimension communicating additional
information. Consider a 2D timeline of Time covers we
created (Timeline, Jeremy Douglass and Lev Manovich,
2009).35 The horizontal axis is used to position images in
the original sequence: time runs from left to right, and
every cover is arranged according to its publication date.

The positions on the vertical axis represent new
information – in this case, average saturation (the
perceived intensity of colours) of every cover, which we
measured using image analysis software.

Such mapping is particularly useful for showing
variation in the data over time. We can see how colour
saturation gradually increases during Time’s publication,
reaching its peak in 1968. The range of all values (i.e.
variance) per year of publication also gradually increases
– but it reaches its maximum value a few years earlier. It
is perhaps not surprising to see that the intensity (or
‘aggressiveness’) of mass media as exemplified by Time
covers gradually increases up to the end of the 1960s, as
manifested by changes in saturation and contrast. What
is unexpected, however, is that since the beginning of the
twenty-first century, this trend is reversed: the covers
now have less contrast and less saturation.

The strategy used in this visualisation is based on the
familiar technique – a scatter graph. However, if a
normal scatter graph reduces the data displaying each
object as a point, we display the data in their original
form. The result is new graph type, which is literally
made from images – that’s why it is appropriate to call it
an ‘image graph’.36

WHAT IS VISUALISATION?

In an article on the emerging practice of artistic
visualisation written in 2002 I defined visualisation as ‘a
transformation of quantified data which is not visual is
into a visual representation’. At that time I wanted to
stress that visualisation participates in the reduction
projects of modern science and modern art which led to
the choice of the article’s title: ‘Data Visualisation as New
Abstraction and Anti-Sublime’.37 I think that this
emphasis was appropriate given the types of infovis
typically created at that time. (Although I used a
somewhat different formulation for the definition that
appears in the beginning of the present article – ‘a
remapping from other codes to a visual code’ – the two
definitions express the same idea.)

Most information visualisation today continues to
employ graphical primitives. However, as the examples
we looked at demonstrate, alongside this ‘mainstream’
infovis, we can find another trend – projects where the
data being visualised are already visual – text, film
frames, magazine covers. In other words, these projects
create new visual representations of the original visual
data without translating them into graphic signs. They
also often break away from the second key principle of
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FIGURE 2. Mapping Time. Jeremy Douglass and Lev Manovich, 2009. Data: The covers of every issue of Timemagazine published from 1923 to summer 2009. Total
number of covers: 4535. A large percentage of the covers included red borders. We cropped these borders and scaled all images to the same size to allow a user to
see more clearly the temporal patterns across all covers.
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infovis – mapping the most important dimensions in the
data into spatial variables.

So does ‘direct visualisation’ constitute a form of infovis,
or is it a different method altogether? We have two
choices. Either we need to accept that this is something
fundamentally different, or alternatively, we can revise
our understanding of infovis.

Given that all direct visualisations we looked at aim to
make visible patterns and relations in the data, this aim
certainly aligns them with infovis as it developed during
the last 300 years. It is also relevant to note that some of
the most well-known infovis projects of the last 15 years
follow a direct visualisation approach. This is true of
Cinema Redux and Preservation of Selected Traces and
other seminal projects which I have not discussed in
detail, such as Talmud Project (David Small, 1999),
Valence (Ben Fry, 2001) and TextArc (W. Bradford Paley,
2002). This means that people intuitively identify them
as infovis even though they consist not of vector
elements but of media (text or images). In another
example, a Phrase Net technique which was developed by
Frank van Ham, Martin Wattenberg and Fernanda
Viégas and awarded ‘Best Paper’ at the IEEE InfoVis 2009
conference also operates within a direct visualisation
paradigm (van Ham, Wattenberg, and Viégas 2009).

Does this mean that what we took to be the core
principle of information visualisation during its first
three centuries – reduction to graphic primitives – was
only a particular historical choice, an artefact of the
available graphics technologies? I think so. Similarly, the
privileging of spatial variables over other visual
parameters may also turn out to be a historically specific
strategy – rather than the essential principle of infovis.
The relatively new abilities brought by computer
graphics to precisely control – that is, assign values
within a large range – colour, transparency, texture and
any other visual parameter of any part of an image allow
us to start using these non-spatial parameters to
represent the key dimensions of the data. This is already
common in scientific and medical visualisation and
geovisualisation – but not yet in information
visualisation.

Why has infovis continued to rely on computer-
generated vector graphics during the 1990s and 2000s
when the speed with which computers can render images
has been progressively increasing? Perhaps the main
factor has been the focus on the World Wide Web as the
preferred platform for delivering interactive
visualisation. The web technologies made it relatively
easy to create vector graphics and stream video – but not
to render large numbers of continuous tone (i.e. raster)

images in real time. This required use of a graphics
workstation, a high-end PC with a special graphics card
or a game console with optimised graphics processors, as
well as time-consuming software development. Although
video games and 3D animation programs could render
impressive numbers of pixels in real time, this was
achieved by writing code that directly accesses hardware
– something that very high-level media programming
environments such as Processing and Flash/Flex could
not do.

However, as the processing power and RAM size keep
increasing, these differences between the graphics
capacities of various hardware platforms and types of
software are gradually disappearing. For example,
ImagePlot,38 a program which I wrote in 2009 using a
high-level programming environment of imageJ (open
source application for image processing commonly used
in the sciences),39 can render a 30,000 x 4,000 pixels
image which shows 4535 Time covers in a few minutes on
my Powerbook laptop (processor: 2.8 Ghz Intel Core 2
Duo; memory: 4GB 1067 Mhz DDR3). (Most of the time
is spent on scaling down all the covers.) VisualSense40

software that we developed in 2009–2010 with the
National University of Singapore’s Multimodal Analysis
Lab using Flash/Flex allows a user to define a number of
graphs and change their positions and sizes. The graphs
can use vector primitives (points, circles, rectangles) or
they can show the actual images – thus allowing for
interactive construction of direct visualisations.
(Depending on the computer specifications, it can
handle between 500 and 1000 images without slowing
down.) Finally, the HiperView41 application we
developed (also in 2009) together with Calit2 Center of
Graphics, Visualization and Virtual Reality (GRAVITY),
takes advantages of the 286 megapixel resolution and
significant memory of HIPerSpace to enable real-time
interactive manipulation of image graphs which can
contain up to 4000 images of any size.

I believe that direct visualisation methods will be
particularly important for humanities, media studies and
cultural institutions which now are just beginning to
discover the use of visualisation but which eventually
may adopt it as a basic tool for research, teaching and
exhibition of cultural artefacts. (The first conference on
visualisation in the humanities took place at MIT in May
2010.)42 Those who study the humanities always focused
on analysing and interpreting details of the cultural texts,
be they poems, paintings, music compositions,
architecture or, more recently, computer games,
generative artworks and interactive environments. This
is one of the key differences between humanities and
sciences – at least, as they were practised until now. The
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former are interested in particular artifacts (which can
be taken to exemplify larger trends); those who study the
latter are interested in general laws and models.

If scholars in the humanities start systematically using
visualisation for research, teaching and public
presentation of cultural artefacts and processes, the
ability to show the artefacts in full detail is crucial.
Displaying the actual visual media as opposed to
representing them by graphical primitives helps the
researcher to understand meaning and/or cause behind
the pattern she may observe, as well as discover
additional patterns.

While graphical reduction will continue to be used, this
no longer constitutes the only possible method. The
development of computers and the progress in their
media capacities and programming environments now
makes possible a new method for visualisation that I
called ‘direct visualisation’ – that is, visualisation without
reduction.43
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NOTES

[1] See www.theusrus.de/Mondrian/.

[2] For example: ‘In contrast to scientific visualization,

information visualization typically deals with

nonnumeric, nonspatial, and high-dimensional data’

(Chen 2005).

[3] See www.research.ibm.com/visual/projects/

history_flow/.

[4] See http://www.aaronkoblin.com/work/flightpatterns/.

[5] See http://processing.org/.

[6] See http://prefuse.org/.

[7] See http://britton.disted.camosun.bc.ca/beck_map.jpg.

[8] A number of definitions of information visualisation

from the recent literature are available at http://www.

infovis-wiki.net/index.php?title=Information_

Visualization.

[9] See www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/milestone/

sec5.html.

[10] The historical data are from www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/

Gallery/milestone/sec4.html.

[11] See http://benfry.com/distellamap/.

[12] See http://marumushi.com/projects/flickrgraph.

[13] See http://ivl.slis.indiana.edu/research/.

[14] See http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/minard.

[15] See www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=696.

[16] See www.google.com/trends.

[17] One important case which does not fit my analysis is the

use already in the eighteenth century of different tones or

colours to represent terrain elevation and relief in printed

topographic maps. In these maps, tone or colour code

qualitative data rather than categories.

[18] See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tag_cloud.

[19] As an example, open source data visualisation software

Mondrian 1.0 running on my 2009 Apple PowerBook

laptop with 2.8 Ghz processor and 4 GB of RAM takes

approximately seven seconds to render a scatter plot

containing one million points.

[20] Many additional examples of direct visualisation can be

found in the field of motion graphics – film and

television titles and graphics, commercials and music

videos. In many motion graphics, text or images are

animated to create dynamically changing meaningful

patterns made from these media objects.

[21] See http://www.brendandawes.com/sketches/redux/.

[22] See http://benfry.com/traces.

[23] I have created a few visualisations which show a whole

book in a single image. See http://www.flickr.com/

photos/culturevis/sets/72157615900916808/; http://

www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/sets/

72157622994317650/. To display the whole text of

Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina in the smallest font which can be

read, I had to create a 14,000 × 6,000 pixel image – well

beyond the normal screen resolution today.

[24] See http://www.earstudio.com/projects/listeningpost.

html.

[25] To see his taxonomy of network display methods, select

‘filter by method’ on www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/.

[26] See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synecdoche.

[27] See http://www.itsbeenreal.co.uk/index.php?/wwwords/

about-this-project/.

[28] See http://www.turbulence.org/Works/song/.

[29] See http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2008/09/

cultural-analytics.html.

[30] See http://vis.ucsd.edu/mediawiki/index.php/Research_

Projects:_HIPerSpace.

[31] See www.calit2.net.

[32] See http://www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/

4038907270/in/set-72157624959121129/.

[33] See http://www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/sets/

72157623862293839/.

[34] See http://www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/

4497385883/in/set-72157624959121129/.
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http://www.infovis-wiki.net/index.php?title=Information_Visualization
www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/milestone/sec5.html
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http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/minard
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[35] See http://www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/

3951496507/in/set-72157622525012841/.

[36] A number of computer scientists have explored a related

technique for browsing image collection where a part of a

collection is displayed in a similar ‘image graph’ form.

(For a summary of this work, see Marchand-Maillet and

Bruno 2007, 5.) In most of the reported research, images

are organised by visual similarity, which is calculated via

computer image analysis. While this strategy is often

useful for the analysis of cultural patterns, in many cases,

such as the Time covers analysis, we want to see how

visual features vary over time. Therefore we use original

metadata (i.e. dates of publication) for one axis and

measurement of one or more visual features (in this case,

saturation) for the second axis.

[37] The article is available at http://www.manovich.net.

[38] See www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/sets/

72157617847338031/.

[39] See http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/.

[40] See www.flickr.com/photos/culturevis/sets/

72157623553747882/.

[41] See http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2008/09/cultural-

analytics.html.

[42] See hyperstudio.mit.edu/h-digital/.

[43] It is possible, however, that our interactive interfaces to

visualisations are effective precisely because they do

provide certain reduction functions. I am thinking in

particular about the zoom command. We zoom into

direct visualisation such as that of Time covers to

examine the details of particular covers. We zoom out to

see the overall trends. When we do that, the images are

gradually reduced in size, eventually becoming small

colour dots.
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Lev Manovich

Data Visualisation as New Abstraction and Anti-Sublime

Visualization and Mapping

Along with a Graphical User Interface, a database, navigable space, and 

simulation, dynamic data visualization is one of the genuinely new cultural forms 

enabled by computing.1 Of course the fans of Edward Tufte will recall that it is 

possible can find examples of graphical representation of quantitative data 

already in the eighteenth century, but the use of computer medium turns such 

representations from the exception into the norm. It also makes possible a variety 

of new visualization techniques and uses for visualization. With computers we 

can visualize much larger data sets; to create visualizations which are dynamic 

(i.e. animated and interactive); to feed in real-time data; to base graphical 

representations of data on its mathematical analysis using variety of methods 

from classical statistics to data mining; to map one type of representation into 

another (images into sounds, sounds into 3D spaces, etc.)

Since Descartes introduced the system for quantifying space in the seventeenth 

century, graphical representation of functions has been the cornerstone of 

modern mathematics (if you need to remember how it works and you have a 

Mac, start Graphing Calculator and run the demo.) In the last few decades, the 

use of computers for visualization enabled development of a number of new 

1 Graphical User Interface itself includes a set of techniques: interactive control, 
direct manipulation, multiple views, and others. Used not just for data access or 
computer control but also for media access and manipulation, each of these 
techniques itself opens up a new paradigm in cultural representation. For the 
discussion of a database and navigable space, see my The Language of New 
Media (MIT Press, 2001). Simulation (as in The Sims) will be discussed in my 
next book Info-Aesthetics.



scientific paradigms such as chaos and complexity theories, and artificial life. It 

also forms the basis of a new field of scientific visualization.  Modern medicine 

relies on visualization of body and its functioning; modern biology similarly is 

dependent on visualization of DNA and proteins. But while contemporary pure 

and applied sciences, from mathematics and physics to biology and medicine 

heavily relies on data visualization, in the cultural sphere visualization until 

recently has been used on a much more limited scale, being confined to 2D 

graphs and charts in the financial section of a newspaper, or on occasional 3D 

visualization on television to illustrate the trajectory of a space station or of a 

missile.

I will use the term visualization for the situations when quantified data which by 

itself is not visual – the output of meteorological sensors, stock market behaviors, 

the set of addresses describing the trajectory of a message through a computer 

network, and so on – is transformed into a visual representation.2

The concept of mapping is closely related to visualization but it makes sense to 

keep it separate. By representing all data using the same numerical code, 

computers make it easy to map one representation into another: grayscale image 

into 3D surface, a sound wave into an image (think of visualizers in music players  

such as iTunes), and so on. Visualization then can be thought of as a particular 

subset of mapping in which a data set is mapped into an image.  

Human culture practically never uses more than four dimensions in its 

representations because we humans live in 4D space. Therefore we have 

2 Of course, if we also think of all 3D computer animation as a type of data 
visualization in a different sense – after all, any 3D representation is constructed 
from a data set describing the polygons of objects in the scene or from 
mathematical functions describing the surfaces – the role played by data 
visualization becomes significantly larger. After all, 3D animation is routinely used 
in industry, science and in popular culture. But I don’t think we should accept 
such an argument since 3D computer images closely follow traditional Western 
perspectival techniques of space representation, and therefore from the point of 
view of their visual appearance do not constitute a new phenomenon.



difficulty imagining data in more than these four dimensions: three dimensions of 

space (X, Y, Z) and time. However, more often than not, the data sets we want to 

represent have more than four dimensions. In such situations designers and their 

clients have to choose which dimensions to use and which to omit, and how to 

map the selected dimensions. 

This is the new politics of mapping of computer culture. Who has the power to 

decide what kind of mapping to use, what dimensions are selected; what kind of 

interface is provided for the user  – these new questions about data mapping are 

now as important as more traditional questions about the politics of media 

representation by now well rehearsed in cultural criticism (who is represented 

and how, who is omitted). More precisely, these new questions around the 

politics of quantified data representation run parallel to the questions about the 

content of the iconic and narrative media representations. In the later case we 

usually deal with the visual images of people, countries, and ethnicities, in the 

former case, the images are abstract 3D animations, 3D charts, graphs, and 

other types of visual representation used for quantified data. 

 

Data Modernism

Mapping one data set into another, or one media into another, is one of the most 

common operations in computer culture, and it is also common in new media 

art.3 Probably the earliest mapping project which received lots of attention and 

which lies at the intersection of science and art (because it seems to function well 

in both contexts) was Natalie Jeremijenko’s “live wire.” Working in Xerox PARC in 

the early 1990s, Jeremijenko created a functional wire sculpture which reacts in 

real time to network behavior: more traffic causes the wire to vibrate more 

3 Most mappings in both science and art go from non-visual media to visual 
media. Is it possble to create mappings that will go into the opposite direction?



strongly. In the last few years, data mapping has emerged as one of the most 

important and interesting areas in new media art, attracting the energy of some 

of the best people in the field. It is not accidental that out of 10 Net Art projects 

included in 2002 Whitney Biennale, about a  half presented different kinds of 

mapping: the visual map of the space of Internet addresses (Jevbratt), 3D 

navigable model of Earth presenting a range of information about the Earth in 

multiple layers (Klima), another 3D model illustrating  the algorithm used for 

genome searches (Fry); the diagrams of corporate power relationships in the 

United States (John On & Futurefarmers). 4

In order to ground my general observations about data mapping in art in concrete 

material, I would like now to briefly discuss a few projects by some of the best 

artists dealing with data visualization. One of my favorites is John Simon (New 

York). His work is unique for a number of reasons. First of all, he makes explicit 

connections in his pieces between the new ideas of new media and various 

traditions, movements and figures of modern art, in particular Mondrian, Klee, 

and Sol Levitt. Given that art world and culture at large are still largely treating 

new media as a phenomena in itself which has no connections to the past, 

Simon’s explicit and systematic explorations of conceptual linkages between new 

media and modern art is very important. In addition, while new media art field has  

been rapidly growing in size over the last years, and while artists in all disciplines 

are now routinely computer as a tool in their work, there are still literally only a 

few artists out there who focus on one of the most fundamental and radical 

concepts associated with digital computers – that of computation itself (rather 

than interactivity, network, or multimedia). Simon systematically researches how 

real-time computation can be used to create engaging artworks which are both 

conceptual and strongly material, offering the viewer rich visual experiences. In 

his earlier work online piece Every Icon (1998) and his wall-mounted pieces 

included in Bitstreams exhibition at the Whitney Museum (2001) Whitney uses 

4 http://artport.whitney.org/exhibitions/index.shtml.



real-time computation to create artworks that have a starting point in time but no 

end point; as the time progresses, they constantly change. While we can find 

certain precedents for such artworks in modern art (for instance, kinetic art, early 

computer art of the 1960s, and conceptual art), Simon pursues a unique strategy 

of his own: he uses artificial life, cellular automata and other computational 

techniques to create complex and nuanced images which combine figurative and 

abstract and which explicitly insert themselves within the history of modernist 

visual research.

If Simon’s images are the result of real-time computation internal to a work itself, 

whose of Lisa Jevbratt (Santa Barbara) often are driven by the Internet data. 

Jevbratt received her training at CADRE.5 This program was created Joel Slayton 

at San Jose State University who was able to strategically exploit its unique 

location right in the middle of Silicon Valley to encourage creation of computer 

artworks which critically engage with commercial software being created in 

Silicon Valley for the rest of the world: Internet browsers, search engines, 

databases, data visualization tools, etc. With his ex-students, Slayton  formed a 

“company” called C5 to further develop critical software tools and environments. 

Jevbratt is the most well known artist to emerge from the C5 group. While 

“software art” has emerged as a new separate category within new media field 

only about two years ago, Jevbratt, along with other members of CADRE 

community, have been working in this category for much longer. In their 

complexity and functionality, many software projects created at C5 match 

commercial software, which is still not the case for most new media artists. 

In her earlier well-known project 1:1 Jevbratt created a dynamic database 

containing IP addresses for all the hosts on the World Wide Web, along with five 

5  http://cadre.sjsu.edu

http://cadre.sjsu.edu
http://cadre.sjsu.edu


different ways to visualize this information.6 As the project description by Jevratt 

points out:

When navigating the web through the database, one experiences a very 
different web than when navigating it with the "road maps" provided by 
search engines and portals. Instead of advertisements, pornography, and 
pictures of people's pets, this web is an abundance of non-accessible 
information, undeveloped sites, and cryptic messages intended for 
someone else…The interfaces/visualizations are not maps of the web but 
are, in some sense, the web. They are super-realistic and yet function in 
ways images could not function in any other environment or time. They are 
a new kind of image of the web and they are a new kind of image.

In a 2001 project Mapping the Web Infome Jevbratt continues to work with 

databases, data gathering and data visualization tools; and she again focuses on 

the Web as the most interesting data depository corpus available today.7 For this 

project Jevbratt wrote special software that enables easy menu-based creation of 

Web crawlers and visualization of the collected data (crawler is a computer 

programs which automatically moves from a Web site to a Web site collecting 

data from them). She then invited a number of artists to use this software to 

create their own crawlers and also to visualize the collected data in different 

ways. This project exemplifies a new functioning of an artist as a designer of 

software environments that are then made available to others.

Alex Gallaway/RSG collective uses the similar approach in his nework 

visualization project Carnivore (2002). Like Jevbratt, RSG collective created a 

software system that he opened up to other artists to use. Physically Carnivore is  

styled like a morth between a non-distinct box for telephone surveillance such the 

ones used in GDR, and a modernist sculpture; connected to some point in the 

network, it intercepts all data going through it. This by itself does not make it art, 

since a number of commercial software packages perform similar functions. For 

6 http://www.c5corp.com/1to1/

7 http://dma.sjsu.edu/jevbratt/lifelike/



instance, Etherpeek 4.1 is a LAN analyzer that captures packets from attached 

Ethernet or AirPort networks and uses decodes to break these packets into their 

component fields. It can decode FTP, HTTP, POP, IMAP, Telnet, Napster, and 

hundreds of other network protocols. It performs real-time statistical analysis of 

captured packets and it can reconstruct complete e-mail messages from the 

captured packets. As it is often the case with the artist software (software by 

CADRE community being an exception), Carnivore only offers a small fraction of 

the capabilities of its commercial counterparts such as Etherpeek. What it does 

offer instead is the open architecture that allows other artists to write their own 

visualization clients that display the intercepted data in a variety of different ways. 

Some of the most talented artists working with the Net have written visualization 

clients for Carnivore. The result is a diverse and rich menu of forms, all driven by 

the network data. Just as in the first decades of the twentieth century modernist 

artists of the mapped the visual chaos of the metropolitan experience into simple 

geometric images, data visualization artists transform the informational chaos of 

data packets moving through the network into clear and orderly forms. And if 

modernism reduced the particular to its Platonic schemas (think of Mondrian, for 

instance, systematically abstracting the image of a tree in a series of paintings), 

data visualization is engaged in a similar reduction as it allows us to see patterns 

and structures behind the vast and seemingly random data sets. Thus it is 

possible to think of data visualization as a new abstraction. But if modernist 

abstraction was in some sense anti-visual – reducing the diversity of familiar 

everyday visual experience to highly minimal and repetitive structures (again, 

Mondrian’s art provides a good example) – data visualization often employs the 

opposite strategy: the same data set drives endless variations of images (think of 

various visualization plug-ins available for music players such as iTunes.) Thus, 

data visualization moves from the concrete to the abstract, and then again to the 

concrete. The quantitative data is reduced to its patterns and structures that are 

then exploded into many rich and concrete visual images. 



Meaningful Beauty: Data Mapping as Anti-sublime

Having looked at the particular examples of data visualization art, we are now in 

the position to make a few observations and pose a few questions. I often find 

myself moved by these projects emotionally. Why? Is it because they carry the 

promise of rendering the phenomena that are beyond the scale of human senses 

into something that is within our reach, something visible and tangible? This 

promise makes data mapping into the exact opposite of the Romantic art 

concerned with the sublime. In contrast, data visualization art is concerned with 

the anti-sublime. If Romantic artists thought of certain phenomena and effects as 

un-represantable, as something which goes beyond the limits of human senses 

and reason, data visualization artists aim at precisely the opposite: to map such 

phenomena into a representation whose scale is comparable to the scales of 

human perception and cognition. For instance, Jebratt’s 1:1 reduces the 

cyberspace – usually imagined as vast and maybe even infinite – to a single 

image that fits within the browser frame. Similarly, the graphical clients for 

Carnivore transform another invisible and “messy” phenomena – the flow of data 

packets through the network that belong to different messages and files – into 

ordered and harmonious geometric images.  The macro and the micro, the 

infinite and the endless are mapped into manageable visual objects that fit within 

a single browser frame.

The desire to take what is normally falls outside of the scale of human senses 

and to make visible and manageable aligns data visualization art with modern 

science. Its subject matter, i.e. data, puts it within the paradigm of modern art. In 

the beginning of the twentieth century art largely abandoned one of its key – if 

not the key – function – portraying the human being. Instead, most artists turned 

to other subjects, such as abstraction, industrial objects and materials (Duchamp, 

minimalists), media images (pop art), the figure of artist herself or himself 

(performance and video art) – and now data. Of course it can be argued that data 



art represents the human being indirectly by visualizing her or his activities 

(typically the movements through the Net). Here again I would like to single out 

the works of Simon who makes explicit references to the tradition of modernist 

abstraction (one of his works, for instance, refers to Piet Mondrian’s Broadway 

Boogie-Woogie, 1942-43) – and also includes figurative elements in his 

compositions, such as outlines of Manhattan Midtown buildings and street traffic. 

In fact, Simon refers to this piece as a view from his studio window – a type of 

image that has a well-known history in modern art (for instance, views of Paris by 

the impressionists).

Another important question worth posing is about  arbitrary versus motivated 

choices in mapping. Since computers allow us to easily map any data set into 

another set, I often wonder why did the artist choose this or that mapping when 

endless other choices were also possible. Even the very best works which use 

mapping suffer from this fundamental problem. This is the “dark side” of mapping 

and of computer media in general – its built-in existential angst. By allowing us to 

map anything into anything else, to construct infinite number of different 

interfaces to a media object, to follow infinite trajectories through the object, and 

so on, computer media simultaneously makes all these choices appear arbitrary 

– unless the artist uses special strategies to motivate her or his choices.

Lets look at one example of this problem. One of the most outstanding 

architectural buildings of the last decade is Jewish Museum Berlin by Daniel

Liberskind. The architect put together a map that showed the addresses of Jews 

who were living in the neighborhood of the museum site before World War II. He 

then connected different points on the map together and projected the resulting 

net onto the surfaces of the building. The intersections of

The net projection and the design became multiple irregular windows. Cutting 

through the walls and the ceilings at different angles, the windows point to many 

visual references: narrow eyepiece of a tank; windows of a



Medieval cathedral; exploded forms of the cubist/abstract/supermatist paintings 

of the 1910s-1920s. Just as in the case of Janet Cardiff's audio walks, here the 

virtual becomes a powerful force that re-shapes the physical. In Jewish Museum, 

the past literally cuts into the present. Rather than something ephemeral, here 

data space is materialized, becoming a sort of monumental sculpture.

But there was one problem which I kept thinking about when I visited still empty 

museum building in 1999 – the problem of motivation. On the one hand, 

Liberskind's procedure to find the addresses, make a map and connect all the 

lines appears very rational, almost the work of scientist. On the other hand, as far 

as I know, he does not tell us anything about why he projected the net in this way 

as opposed to any other way. So I find something contradictory in fact that all 

painstakingly collected and organized data at the end is arbitrary "thrown" over 

the shapes of the building. I think this example illustrates well the basic problem 

of the whole mapping paradigm. Since usually there are endless ways to map 

one data set onto another, the particular mapping chosen by the artist often is not 

motivated, and as a result the work feels arbitrary. We are always told that in 

good art "form and content form a single whole" and that "content motivates 

form." Maybe in a "good" work of data art the mapping used have to somehow 

relate to the content and context of data - although I am not sure how this would 

work in general.

One way to deal with this problem of motivation is to not to hide but to foreground 

the arbitrary nature of the chosen mapping. Rather than try to always being 

rational, data art can instead make the method out of irrationality.8 This of course 

was the key strategy of the twentieth century Surrealists. In the 1960s the late 

Surrealists – the Situationists – developed a number of methods for their  “the 

8 Read “against the grain,” any descriptive or mapping system which consists 
from quantitative data – a telephone directory, the trace route of a mail message, 
etc. - acquires both grotesque and poetic qualities. Conceptual artists explored 
this well, and data visualization artists may learn from these explorations.



dérive” (the drift). The goal of “the dérive” was a kind of spatial 

“ostranenie” (estrangement): to let the city dweller experience the city in a new 

way and thus politicize her or his perception of the habitat. One of these methods 

was to navigate through Paris using a Map of London. This is the kind of poetry 

and conceptual elegance I find missing from mapping projects in new media art. 

Most often these projects are driven by the rational impulse to make sense out of 

our complex world, the world there many process and forces are invisible and are 

out of our reach. The typical strategy then is to take some data set – Internet 

traffic, market indicators, amazon.com book recommendation, or weather – and 

map it in some way. This strategy echoes not the aesthetics of the Surrealists but 

a rather different paradigm of the 1920s left avant-garde. The similar impulse to 

"read off" underlying social relations from the visible reality animated many left 

artists in the 1920s, including the main hero of my 'The Language of New Media 

– Dziga Vertov. Vertov' 1929 film A Man With a Movie Camera is brave attempt at 

visual epistemology – to reinterpret the often banal and seemingly insignificant 

images of everyday life as the result of the struggle between old and the new.

 Important as the data mapping new media projects are, they miss something 

else. While modern art tried to play the role of "data-epistemology," thus entering 

in completion with science and mass media to explain to us the patterns behind 

all the data surrounding us, it also always played a more unique role: to show us 

other realities embedded in our own, to show us the ambiguity always present in 

our perception and experience, to show us what we normally don't notice or don't 

pay attention to. Traditional  "representational” forms - literature, painting, 

photography, and cinema – played this role very well. For me, the real challenge 

of data art is not about how to map some abstract and impersonal data into 

something meaningful and beautiful – economists, graphic designers, and 

scientists are already doing this quite well. The more interesting and at the end 

maybe more important challenge is how to represent the personal subjective 

experience of a person living in a data society. If daily interaction with volumes of 

data and numerous messages is part of our new “data-subjectivity,” how can we 



represent this experience in new ways? How new media can represent the 

ambiguity, the otherness, the multi-dimensionality of our experience, going 

beyond already familiar and “normalized” modernist techniques of montage, 

surrealism, absurd, etc.? In short, rather than trying hard to pursue the anti-

sublime ideal, data visualization artists should also not forget that art has the 

unique license to portray human subjectivity – including its fundamental new 

dimension of being “immersed in data.” 

Berlin, August 2002
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In the first decade of the 21st century, the researchers in the humanities and humanistic social 
sciences have gradually started to adopt computational and visualization tools. The majority of 
this work often referred as “digital humanities” has focused on textual data (e.g., literature, 
historical records, or social media) and spatial data (e.g., locations of people, places, or 
events).1 However, during this decade, visual media have remained outside of the new 
computational paradigm. To fill this void, in 2007 I established the Software Studies Initiative at 
University of California, San Diego.2 Our first goal was to develop easy to use techniques for 
visualization and computational analysis of large collections of images and video suitable for 
researchers in media studies, the humanities, and the social sciences who do not have 
technical background, and to apply these techniques to progressively large media data sets. 
Our second goal was theoretical - to examine existing practices and assumptions of 
visualization and computational data analysis (thus the name “Software Studies”), and articulate 
new research questions enabled by humanistic computational work with “big cultural data” in 
general, and visual media specifically.3  
 
This chapter draws on the number of my articles written since we started the lab where I discuss 
history of visualization, the techniques that we developed for visualizing large sets of visual 
media, and their applications to various types of media.4 The reader is advised to consult these 
                                                
1 For recent discussions of digital humanities, see David M. Berry, ed., Understanding Digital 
Humanities (Palgrave Macmillan, 2012); Matthew K. Gold, ed. Debates in the Digital Humanities 
(University Of Minnesota Press, 2012); Katherine Hayles, How We Think: Digital Media and 
Contemporary Technogenesis (University Of Chicago Press, 2012); Anne Burdick, Johanna 
Drucker, Peter Lunenfeld, Todd Presner, Jeffrey Schnapp, Digital Humanities (The MIT Press, 
2012); Stephen Ramsay, Reading Machines: Toward an Algorithmic Criticism (University of 
Illinois Press, 2011).  
2 www.softwarestudies.com. 
3 To separate this research from many other kinds of work included in 2000s under the umbrella 
term “digital humanities,” I introduced the term Cultural Analytics to refer to the use of 
visualization and quantitative analysis of large sets of visual and interactive artifacts for 
humanities research and teaching. See Lev Manovich, “Cultural Analytics: Visualizing Cultural 
Patterns in the Era of ‘More Media’,” Domus (Milan), 2009. 
4 The key articles are: Lev Manovich, "What is visualization?" Visual Studies, vol. 26, no.1 
(2011): 36-49; Lev Manovich, “How to compare one million images?” in Understanding Digital 
Humanities, ed. David Berry (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012); Lev Manovich, “Media 
Visualization: Visual Techniques for Exploring Large Media Collections,” in Media Studies 
Futures, ed. Kelly Gates (Blackwell, 2012).  

http://www.softwarestudies.com/
http://www.softwarestudies.com/
http://www.softwarestudies.com/
http://www.softwarestudies.com/
http://www.softwarestudies.com/
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articles on the details of visualization methods presented and detailed analysis of their 
applications. The first purpose of this chapter is to bring together the key theoretical points 
developed across these articles.  
 
In doing this, I also want to articulate the connections between some of the key concepts 
involved in visualizing media for humanities research -  “artifact,” “data,” “metadata,”  “feature”,  
“mapping,” and “remapping.” We can relate these concepts in three ways. Firstly, we can look at 
these and other related concepts as series of oppositions: artifact vs. data, data vs. metadata, 
close reading vs. distant reading. Secondly, since the combination of these concepts 
correspond to fundamental conceptual steps used in various visualization methods, we can 
examine theoretically at each of these steps (translating from artifacts to data, adding new 
metadata, extracting features, mapping and remapping from data to a visual representation.)  
 
Thirdly, we can organize our discussion in terms of these methods. For example, visualization 
can show the metadata about the artifacts or the actual artifacts; a researcher can use existing 
metadata or add new ones. The conceptual characterization of these fundamental methods is 
the third goal of this chapter. It organizes the methods along two conceptual dimensions. The 
first dimension describes what is the prime object being visualized - data or metadata. The 
second dimension describes the two key ways of augmenting the original data with new 
information used in visualization – manual annotation or automatic feature extraction.  
 
Since my lab focused on working with visual media data sets - photography, images of art, films, 
cartoons, motion graphics, video games, book pages, magazine covers and pages, and so on – 
all the methods described will be immediately applicable to all types of visual media. However, 
as I will explain, not all of them will work with other types of media because of the particular 
properties of images and human vision.  
 
 
Artistic Visualization and Humanities 
 
[ INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE ] 
 
There is a multitude of visualization techniques available today.5 The systematic history of their 
development, the connections to the need of modern societies and science analyze and 
manage progressively larger amounts of data, and, more recently, the increasing capacities of 
computer technologies, remains to be written, but at least key milestones are known.6 For 
example, popular software such as Excel, Tableau, manyeyes, and others offer a set of 
graphing techniques which were developed already in the first decades of the 19th century - pie 
charts, bar charts, scatterplots, radar charts, histograms, etc. The same period also witnessed 

                                                
5 See Nathan Yau, Visualize This: The Flowing Data Guide to Design, Visualization, and 
Statistics (Wiley, 2011). 
6 Michael Friendly and Daniel J. Denis, Milestones in the History of Thematic 
Cartography, Statistical Graphics, and Data Visualization, http://datavis.ca/milestones/; 
http://www.datavis.ca/gallery/index.php. 

http://datavis.ca/milestones/
http://www.datavis.ca/gallery/index.php
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the development of 2D thematic maps that visualized data on variety of topics. The adoption of 
computers led to many new techniques, as well as gradual increase in information density of 
representations since software programs could visualize much larger amounts of data when it 
was practical to do by hand. The rapid development of 3D computer graphics technologies in 
the 1980s made possible the development of the new field of scientific visualization. The next 
wave was the rise of information visualization in the 1990s that introduced new 2D techniques 
(such as hyperbolic trees and treemaps) for representing non-numerical data.  
 
In the late 1990s, information visualization started to attract attention of new media artists; by 
2004 multitude of projects they created reached a point where it became meaningful to talk 
about the new area of “artistic visualization.”7 Although this new area of culture continued to 
grow, with visualization projects included in major museum exhibitions, the term itself remained 
problematic. (For one thing most celebrated examples of artistic visualizations were created by 
professionally trained designers Ben Fry and Lee Byron, and scientist Martin Wattenberg). One 
way to define artistic visualization is by contrasting it to the “normal” use of visualization in 
science, business and mass media. If these fields use visualization functionally, with a designer 
aiming to represent the relationships in a data given to her by the client without making any 
independent statement about it (we call this position “design neutrality”), artistic visualization 
projects deliberately aim to make such statements. The goal, in other words, is not a 
representation of data for its own sake but rather a statement about the world and human 
beings made through particular choices of the data sets and their presentation.8  
 
As artistic visualization became popular with digital artists and designers, the number of people 
doing this work kept increasing. (Significant factors here were the development of Processing 
high-level graphics language designed specifically for artists, and the availability of data from 
major social media sites via their APIs.) A constant competition on the level of form became 
another distinguishing feature of artistic visualization. We can say that the history of 
visualization entered a new “modernist” stage where the invention of new techniques (or, at 
least, new variations of the existing techniques) came to be valued for its own sake. Indeed, a 
survey of the most influential artistic visualization projects of 2000s shows that none of them 
used already well-know visualization techniques but instead defined new ones. Some of these 
new techniques were given explicit names and since their introduction in particular projects 
were adopted by other designers (for example, arc diagrams from The Shape of Song by Martin 
Wattenberg, 2001, Streamgraph from Lee Byron’s Listening History, 2006); others only 

                                                
77 See Lev Manovich, “Data Visualization as New Abstraction and Anti-Sublime,” SMAC! 3 (San 
Francisco, 2002),   
http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2008/09/cultural-analytics.html; Andrew Vande Moere, “About the 
Information Aesthetics Weblog” (12/2004), 
http://infosthetics.com/information_aesthetics_about.html; Fernanda B. Viégas and Martin 
Wattenberg, “Artistic Data Visualization: Beyond Visual Analytics,” Proceedings of the 2nd 
International Conference on Online Communities and Social Computing. Springer-Verlag Berlin, 
2007, http://www.research.ibm.com/visual/papers/artistic-infovis.pdf. 
8 For fruther discussion, see Lev Manovich, “Introduction,” in Manual Lima, Visual Complexity 
(Princeton Architectural Press, 2011).  

http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2008/09/cultural-analytics.html
http://infosthetics.com/information_aesthetics_about.html
http://www.research.ibm.com/visual/papers/artistic-infovis.pdf
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appeared in unique visualization projects (Fernanda B. Viégas and Martin Wattenberg, History 
Flow, 2002; On the Origin of Species: The Preservation of Favoured Traces by Ben Fry, 2009.)  
 
However, the artistic projects that are able to introduce really new visualization techniques are 
exceptions; the majority of projects are only able to distinguish themselves by customizing 
already existing techniques. For example, consider visualcomplexity.com, the influential 
collection of important projects that visualize complex networks curated by designer and writer 
Manual Lima since 2004.  Browsing this collection of over 700 visualizations can create an 
impression of almost infinite visual diversity. However, filtering them by “method” shows that 
many of them are variations of the same small number of visualization methods.9 (In other 
words, the visual diversity of visualization field today is partly an artifact of the use of software 
that allows rendering the same fundamental layouts in multitude of ways.)  
 
The endless surface variations of the small number of fundamental visualization techniques and 
layouts may also hide another important constant, which did not change since Charles de 
Fourcroy’s proportional squares graphs (1782) and William Playfair’s line graph and bar chart 
(1786).10 Almost all information visualization techniques use a small vocabulary of discrete 
abstract elements: rectangles, circles, strait and curved lines, and a few others. Typically, a 
restricted set of a few distinct colors is used to color these elements. In other words, the visual 
language of graphs and visualization is the same as that of modernist geometric abstraction 
(1912-) and modern graphic design (1919-). Can we say that the graphs which start to first 
appear in the second part of the 18th century and become commonplace in scientific 
publications in the first part of the 19th century anticipate the development of abstract visual 
language in art and design a hundred years later? This is just one of many intriguing questions 
which waiting to be investigated by the future historians of visualization.11  
 
 
How can we use visualization in humanities and media studies? The common sequence of 
steps in creating a visualization involves getting the data, organizing it in the appropriate format, 
and transforming it into images or animations using already existing or newly proposed 
technique - with the help of existing or newly developed custom software. If we want to visualize 
the existing data about cultural artifacts - for example, the lists of most popular books on 
amazon.com, the numbers of artworks created in different historical periods in different genres 
in museum collections, or the dates and locations of tens of thousands of letters exchanged by 
Enlightment thinkers in the 18th century (as in Mapping the Republic of Letters project at 

                                                
9 http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/, filter by “method.” 
10 Milestones in the History of Thematic Cartography, 1970s, 
http://www.datavis.ca/milestones/index.php?group=1700s.  
11 Such an analysis will have to take into account the popularity of isotypes developed by Otto 
Neurath in 1920s who - while also using modernist aesthetics of simplicity and restricted 
geometry - also believed that isotypes will be more effective because of their iconicity. 

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.datavis.ca/milestones/index.php?group=1700s
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Stanford University)12 - we can follow the same sequence of steps. In this workflow, the 
information about the lives or properties of media artifacts ends up as the familiar graphical 
elements of information visualization (points, lines and other graphical elements). 
 
But can visualization also support - and hopefully augment - the key methodology of humanities: 
systematic and detailed examination of cultural artifacts themselves, as opposed to only the 
data about the social and economic lives of these artifacts? For example, Mapping the Republic 
of Letters projects successfully uses visualization to examine patterns in correspondence 
between European Enlightment thinkers. Can visualization show all the Enlightment letters 
directly rather than only dates, authors and places information – in such a way that we can both 
read any parts of these letters and at the same time see large-scale patterns? Or, to take 
another example, can visualization take further the André Malraux’ idea of “museum without 
walls” (comparing themes and formal elements in all photographed works of art13) which he 
proposed in the middle of the 20th century - to allow us compare millions of professional 
artworks available on museum web sites, or billions of user-generated artworks on social media 
sites? In other words, how do we combine microscopic and telescopic vision, close reading and 
distant reading – “reading” the actual artifacts and “reading” larger patterns abstracted from very 
large sets of these artifacts? 
 
 
Media vs. Data 
 
Normally, a visualization designer works for a client who provides her with the data; the 
designer’s job is to figure out the best way to display this data so the relationships and patterns 
in it become visible. However, if you a media or humanities scholar, there is no given “data” to 
start with. Instead, we have concrete artifacts which can come from a variety of different cultural 
fields: user-generated digital content, interactive design, web design, computer games, web 
sites, blogs, books, photographs, visual art, films, cartoons, motion graphics, graphic design, 
industrial design, fashion, space design, etc. This means that the default assumption of 
visualization that we can start with some already existing data can’t be taken for granted.  
 
There are a number of important conceptual issues involved in doing the translation from 
artifacts to data – here I will describe just three of them.14  
 
                                                
12 Daniel Chang, Yuankai Ge, Shiwei Song, Nicole Coleman, Jon Christensen, and Jeffrey 
Heer, “Visualizing the Republic of Letters”, 
http://www.stanford.edu/group/toolingup/rplviz/papers/Vis_RofL_2009, 2009.  
13 Linda Nochlin, “Museum without Walls,” New York Times, May 1, 2005,  
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9B0CE2DC1431F932A35756C0A9639C8B63. 
14 My discission only touches on the dimensions of this problem which I see as most relevant to 
visualizing media. For the theoretical and historical analysis of data practices in the sciences, 
see Geoffrey C. Bowker, Memory Practices in the Sciences (The MIT Press, 2006). For the 
analysis of the impact of big data on scholarly research and communication, see Christine L. 
Borgman, Scholarship in the Digital Age: Information, Infrastructure, and the Internet (The MIT 
Press, 2007).  

http://www.stanford.edu/group/toolingup/rplviz/papers/Vis_RofL_2009
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1) The steps for translating cultural artifacts into “data” which captures their content, form, and 
use (reading, sharing, remixing, etc.) are not standardized - in many cases, they have to be 
invented and theorized. For example, what it is the “data” in the case of a web page? To make 
web search work, Google algorithms extract over 250 details from every web page they can 
find: all text, all links, fonts and colors of every paragraph, layout, etc. (The concrete details of 
this process are kept secret.) Would such representation of a web page be appropriate for me if 
I want to study and visualize the evolution of the web design since 1996, using a sample of 150 
billion historical snapshots of web pages from archive.org?15 The seemingly logical answer is 
that this depends on the questions one I want to ask (for Google, the goal is to determine most 
relevant pages to the user query). However, in the case of media research, starting with well-
formulated questions does not use what visualization is best at: exploring a large data set 
without preconceived ideas to discover “what it is there” and to find novel patterns, as opposed 
to only test already formulated ideas. (We can call this exploratory visualization.) 

Even in the case of the most familiar “old media” artifacts such as printed books, it is not 
immediately obvious what is their “data.” While typical text analysis looks at dematerialized 
“text” disregarding the particular formats in which it was presented to the readers, the Google 
search example suggests that if we are interested in reception of literature as a print medium, 
we do need to take into account all the details of its appearance and materiality (fonts, colors, 
line spacing, layout, margins, and even weight of a book). 
 
2) Being able to translate media artifacts into data often requires specialized technical 
knowledge besides the domain knowledge: image processing in the case of images, 
computational linguistics in the case of text, audio signal processing in the case of music. To 
take an a concrete example from our lab, we downloaded tens of thousands of pages of 
Science and Popular Science magazines published between 1870 and 1922 from Google 
Books, and found that different sets of pages have different contrast levels. Let’s say we decide 
that we will normalize the contrast (the decision which itself needs to be theoretically motivated). 
There is no single right way of doing it. There are various image processing algorithms that can 
be used, and each will produce a different kind of “data” as a result.  
 
3) Translating collections of artifacts into data and then visualizing this data may “through the 
baby away with the water.” That is, examining information visualizations of data representing 
aspects of cultural artifacts can lead to new understanding but it does not substitute getting 
insights via viewing the artifacts themselves. The last consideration is particularly important for 
the future of visualization in humanities, since perhaps the most important question, which is still 
unresolved, is how to combine distant and close readings. While all normal visualization 
techniques involve some reduction in order to reveal patterns, the price of this reduction is not 
just visibility (of new patterns) but also opacity, as the media artifacts with all their aesthetic 
richness and detail are substituted by abstract points, rectangles, lines, and curves. 
 
In other words, the “close reading” and “distant reading” (as supported by information 
visualization) lead to different knowledge. Examining a text cloud visualization which shows 

                                                
15 http://archive.org/web/web.php. 

http://archive.org/web/web.php
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most frequently used works in a text in order of their frequency is not the same as carefully 
reading the text itself. To take an opposite example, looking at the images of 9000 pages from 
Popular Science magazine (see fig. 2 below) is not the same as examining the graph that only 
shows metadata about these covers over time. 
 
This discussion should explain why I gave the field of artistic visualization a prominent place in 
sketching the recent history of visualization. The “artistic” dimension of artistic visualization 
relevant for humanities is problematizing the standard visualization process, and specifically the 
translation of some “reality” into data. If representational cultural artifacts involve a translation – 
from a story, a visible world, memory, or some other type of “reality” to the signs in the artifact – 
visualization requires the secondary translation that maps the materiality of the artifacts into 
something that can be put into a spreadsheet or a database. In other words, it is a 
representation of a representation, a map of a map. Like any new map, it selects and omits, 
reveals some things and makes invisible others. 
 
 
Data vs. Metadata   
 
Having understood some of the conceptual and practical challenges of translating media 
artifacts into data, let us now assume that this step has been accomplished, so we can move 
forward in our discussion. Usually we can also assume that the media artifacts come with some 
metadata recorded by institutions, individuals, or software systems. For instance, over one 
million digital images of art, architecture and photography available via artstor.org collection are 
annotated with the name of the artist, year and country of creation, original size, etc. The 
metadata for every video on YouTube included category, tags, upload date, number of views, 
numbers of likes and dislikes, and so on. This metadata also needs to be problematized – rather 
than taking for granted the categories that it uses, we need to ask if they are meaningful. (For 
example, in the case of social media, is common to have metadata that specifies the countries 
where the users live. But what does it mean that a particular user leaves in country X? Does she 
leave in a capital or in a small city; was she born there and only moved there recently for 
school? In other words, the automatic assumption that a set of random people who happened to 
list the country X will have something in common is ungrounded.) 
 
Metadata is the data about the data. Normally we assume that our goal is to study media, and 
the role of the metadata is to support this. However, as the amounts of media bring generated 
by billions of consumer devices keep growing (think of all the hours of video uploaded to 
YouTube every minute), the direct study of media data becomes impossible with the current 
methods. Instead, researchers study the metadata – because its much smaller in size than the 
data, because it contains structured categorical information which is easy to graph and analyze, 
and also because it can reveal information which can’t be found in the data itself. For example, 
Mapping the Republic of Letters projects uses visualization to examine patterns in 
correspondence between European Enlightment thinkers. This is a typical example of the 
analysis where metadata itself becomes the primary object of study.  
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Another example comes from a project in my lab to explore images from deviantArt, the largest 
social network for user-generated art. We started by downloading a sample of one million 
images, and we also obtained metadata for these images – user screen names, upload dates, 
and the categories in which its creator placed each image. Having this metadata allows us to 
visualize the images in different ways. For instance, we can compare images submitted by 
different users, look at the patterns in deviantArt growth since 2000 using upload dates, and 
also compare images in different categories. 
 
However, the category structure of DeviantArt is so interesting that we can study it as the 
artifact in its own write. Consisting from close to 2000 separate labels organized into a 
hierarchical tree with as many as seven levels (i.e., Customization/Skins & Themes/Linux and 
Unix Utilities/Desktop Environments/KDE/Styles/, Photography/People & Portraits/Spontaneous 
Portraits), this system presents us with a fascinating portrait of contemporary cultural imaginary. 
Comparing this system with the one used by museums and academics to describe visual media 
reveals the massive gap between the institutions of high culture and the real world. While such 
categories as sculpture, painting, drawing or experimental film are also present in DeviantArt, 
most of its categories do not have high culture equivalents (for examples, Stock images, Street 
Art/Stickers, or Digital Art/Pixel Art/Characters/Isometric), and yet they constitute the larger part 
of “non-professional art” today. 
 
[ INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE ] 
[ Visualization of categories in dA ] 
 
In summary: What is a metadata from one perspective is the data from another perspective.  
 
 
Visualizing Metadata vs. Visualizing Media  
 
Metadata usually consists from text and numbers. We have access to a multitude of 
visualization techniques developed over last 300 years to represent these data types. These 
techniques are available in visualization, graphing and data analysis software, both free and 
commercial. This is another reason why practically all visualizations of humanities artifacts show 
only the metadata, but not the data itself.  
 
In 2000s a few projects by digital media artists and visualization designers showed that it is 
possible to construct visualizations which show not only information about the images or video 
collections, but the images themselves. The technique used in these projects was to sample a 
feature film, and then display the sampled frames in a rectangular grid in the sequence 
corresponding to their order in the film. We created free software tools that implement these 
techniques, adds various options, and also makes it applicable to large collections of still 
images. We successfully applied the techniques introduced in these projects to variety of media 
forms including magazine pages, newspaper pages, comic and manga books, films, animation, 
and motion graphics.  
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Present images in a collection in a grid organized by the existing metadata such as creation or 
upload dates is conceptually the simplest way of visualizing an image collection.16 We call this 
technique collection montage. This technique can be seen as an extension of the most basic 
intellectual operations of humanities – comparison between a small number of artifacts (typically 
just two) However, if 20th century technologies only allowed for a comparison between a small 
number of artifacts at the same time – for example, the standard lecturing method in art history 
was to use two slide projectors to show and discuss two images side by side – we can now 
compare multitudes of images by displaying them simultaneously on a computer screen. The 
computer graphics capacities of the current off-the-shelf computer devices (including smart 
phones, tablets, laptops, desktops) also allow us interact in real time with such visualizations if 
they show a few thousands of images only – zooming, and sorting images in different ways 
using of any of available metadata. But we can also construct and display static visualizations 
that can contain much larger numbers of images (for instance, using the software I wrote I 
rendered visualization which shows one million manga pages.) 
 
This quantitative extension leads to a qualitative change in the kinds of observations that can be 
made. Being able to display thousands of images simultaneously allows us to see gradual 
subtle historical changes over tens of thousands of images, find which images are typical and 
which are unique, understand the patterns of similarity and difference between multiple sets of 
images of any size, and do many other kinds of analysis. 
 
[ INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE ] 
[  Popular Science montage ] 
 
(Note that a rectangular grid is not the only way to display a collection. Fig, 4 below) shows 
another display technique that we use equally frequently. Here images are sorted in two 
dimensions according to their visual characteristics. This technique typically produces a view of 
an image collection that looks like a cloud, with image density varied in different parts of the 
visualization. Image with similar characteristics form tight clusters, while images with unique 
characteristics lie outside these clusters. The technique extends the familiar scatter plot by 
adding images on top of the data points. In general, we refer to the displays which show the 

                                                
16 In computer science a number of researchers published papers which present more complex 
techniques for visualizing media colllections. However, implementing and using any of these 
techniques requires substantial technical knoweldge which the users in humanities and media 
studies do not have currently do not have. Therefore, we focused on first implementing and 
popularizing the techniques which are both very simple to use and very simple to explain – such 
as an image plot.  For examples of research in this area, see G. P. Nguyen, M. Worring, 
“Interactive access to large image collections using similarity-based visualization,” Journal of 
Visual Languages and Computing, v.19 n.2 (April 2008), pp. 203-224; Jing Yang,  “Semantic 
image browser: Bridging information visualization with automated intelligent image analysis,” 
Proc. of 2006 IEEE Symposium on Visual Analytics Science and Technology; Schaefer, Gerald. 
"Interactive Navigation of Image Collections." FGIT 2011: Future Generation Information 
Technology: Third International Conference (Springer, 2012); Gerald Schaefer, "Image 
browsers — Effective and efficient tools for managing large image collections," 2011 
International Conference on Multimedia Computing and Systems (ICMCS.  
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actual images in a collection as media visualizations – to contrast this method with information 
visualization which can only show information about the collection.) 
 
Although collection montage is conceptually the simplest technique, it is quite challenging to 
characterize it theoretically in terms of where it fits into existing media forms.  Given that 
information visualization normally starts with the text, numbers, network connection or other 
data type that is not “visual media” and then represents this data visual domain, is it appropriate 
to consider image montage as a visualization method? In this case, we start with visual domain 
and we end up in the same domain - starting with individual images and zooming out to see all 
of them. In other words, if standard information visualization translates data into pictures, here 
we translate pictures into pictures.  
 
I think that calling this technique “visualization” is justified, if instead of focusing on the 
transformation operation of visualization (from non-visual to visual), we focus on its other key 
operation: layout, i.e., arranging the elements of visualization in such a way that allows the user 
to notice the patterns which are hard to observe in raw data. From this perspective, image 
montage is a visualization method. For example, the current interface of Google Books does not 
allow viewing thousands of pages of a magazine such as Popular science in a single screen, so 
it is hard to observe the historical patterns. However, when gather all these pages and arrange 
them in a particular layout (making their size the same and displaying them in a rectangular 
grid) using the key principle of information visualization - making everything the same on all 
visual dimensions except the ones where the brain will be making comparisons - these patterns 
become easy to see.   
 
In its simplest form, image montage shows all images in a collection. However, with video this 
does not work – typically the changes between each subsequent frames are very so tiny, and 
showing every single frames obscures larger patterns of temporal change in content and visual 
form. Instead, it is more useful to sample the video, and only show the sampled frames (as this 
was done in the pioneering artistic visualization projects which I referred to above.) We can also 
apply this method to any sequential media such as newspaper pages or comic book pages. For 
instance, animated visualization created by my undergraduate student Cyrus Kiani uses 5930 
front pages from The Hawaiian Star covering 1893-1912 period.17 The animation of 5930 front 
pages of the newspaper published during these 20 years for the first time make visible how 
visual design of modern print media changes over time, in search of the form appropriate to the 
new conditions of reception and new rhythm of modern life. (Some of the important relevant 
cultural developments during this period include development of abstract art which leads to 
modern graphic design, the introduction of image oriented magazines such as Vogue, the 
spread of the new medium of cinema, invention of phototelegraph, and the first telefax machine 
to scan any two-dimensional image.) 
 
The sampling procedure should not be thought about as a simple mechanical step (i.e., sample 
a video at 1 frame per second) or a necessary step when the data is big (as it was understood 

                                                
17 http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2012/03/visualizing-newspapers-history-hawaiian.html. 
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in 19th and 20th century statistics). While we can easily create a visualization showing 160,000+ 
frames making up a typical feature film (90 minutes = 5400 seconds = 162000 frames, 
assuming 30 fps rate), doing this is just not useful, as I just explained. Instead, we can think of 
sampling as a creative strategy that can be applied to any dimension of the media data. For 
example, in the case of an image collection, we can sample both in time (selecting every Nth 
image) and in space (selecting only part of every image).  
 
By experimenting with different ways of arranging these media samples, novel patterns can be 
discovered. For instance, I made a visualization which compared fist and last frames of every 
shot in 1928 film Eleventh Year by Russian directory Dziga Vertov. ”Vertov” is a neologism 
invented by the film director who adapted it as his last name early in his career. It comes from 
the Russian verb vertet, which means “to rotate.” “Vertov” may refer to the basic motion involved 
in filming in the 1920s – rotating the handle of a camera – and also the dynamism of film 
language developed by Vertov who, along with a number of other Russian and European 
filmmakers, designers and photographs working in that decade, wanted to “defamiliarize” 
familiar reality by using dynamic diagonal compositions and shooting from unusual points of 
view. However, my visualization suggests a very different picture of Vertov. Almost every shot of 
The Eleventh Year starts and ends with practically the same composition and subject. In other 
words, the shots are largely static.  
 
I refer to the visualization method that this visualization illustrates as remapping. Why? Any 
representation can be understood as a result of a mapping operation. I am using the term 
“mapping” here not in a sense of production of a map of a territory but in its more abstract 
mathematical sense - a function that creates a correspondence between the elements in two 
domains. A familiar example of such mapping is projection systems used to create two-
dimensional images of three-dimensional scenes such as isometric projection and perspective 
projection. We can also think of well-know triad of signs defined by Charles Pierce (icon, index, 
symbol) as different types of mapping between an object and its representation.18 
 
Modern industrial media - photography, film, audio and video recoding - led to an emergence of 
a popular artistic strategy of using an already existing media work and creating a new meaning 
or aesthetic effect by sampling and re-arranging parts of this work. This strategy has been 
central to modern art since the second part of the 1950s. Its different manifestations include pop 
art, remix, appropriation art, and a significant part of media art - from Bruce Conner’s very first 
compilation film A Movie (1958) to Douglas Gordon’s 24 Hour Psycho (1993), Joachim Sauter 
and Dirk Joachim’ The Invisible Shapes of Things Past (1995), Jennifer and Kevin McCoy’ 
Every Shot / Every Episode (2001), and numerous others. 
 

                                                
18 Twentieth century cultural theory often stressed that cultural repesentations are always partial 
maps since they can only show some aspects of the objects. However, given the dozens of 
recently developed methods for capturing data about physical objects and the ability to process 
massive amounts of data to extract new information - something which, for instance Google 
does a few times a day than it analyzes over a trillion web links - this assumption needs to be 
re-thought. 

http://www.mccoyspace.com/
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Because many of these media art projects derive their meaning and aesthetic effect from 
systematically re-arranging the samples of original media in a new configuration, we think it is 
logical to refer to them not simply as mapping, but rather as remapping. If the original media 
object - a TV show, a feature film, a newspaper page, etc. - was an original media map of 
“reality”, the art project that re-arranges its elements is a re-mapping.  
 
Our use of sampling and rearranging of the samples in new layouts can be conceptually related 
to this history. Reversely, many of the art projects that use the strategy of sampling and 
remapping can be retroactively understood as “media visualization.” They examine ideological 
patterns in mass media, experiment with new ways of navigating and interacting with media, 
and defamiliarize our perceptions.  
 
Although on the first glance the purpose of media visualization is simply “revealing patterns in 
the data,” it is certainly possible to defend the position that such visualizations are more close to 
media art. Any remapping is a reinterpretation of the original media map, which not just teases 
out but also creates new interpretation and meanings.   
 
Media visualization represents one answer to the fundamental question of how to bring together 
close and distant reading. Step away, and you can see larger patterns across a whole media 
collection. Step closer, and you can study the details of individual images.  
 
From a semiotic perspective, media visualization breaks away from the traditional semiotics of 
information visualizations. The abstract elements of information visualization are symbols – 
signs that signify by convention. (In this, infovis can be contrasted with maps that signify by 
resemblance, and thus semiotically are icons.) Media visualizations show us the objects 
themselves, so there is no semiotic translation taking place. Rather than being symbolic 
representations of the objects, or their iconic maps, they are the instruments for understanding – 
a new epistemological technology enabled by software. 
 
Media visualization relies on our skill to instantly to see patterns in a single image. It constructs 
a new image out of all images (or their samples) in a collection, arranging them in such a way 
that the patterns across these images can be seen as easily. Note that this method would not 
work with sound or text collections, since listening and reading unfolds in time. So for example, 
while we can arrange thousands of letters in a single high-resolution visualization as we do with 
images, it would not work as visualization. But arrange hundreds of thousands of images 
together (sorted by metadata or visual features, as described below), and the patterns are easy 
to see. 
 
 
Adding New Metadata vs. Extracting Features  
 
The two fundamental methods described above – using information visualization techniques to 
reveal patterns in the metadata, and using techniques drawn from media and digital art to 
display directly large media collections or their samples (and using metadata to organize the 
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layouts) – differ in regards to what is being visualized. Information visualization shows the 
metadata about the media. Media visualization shows the actual data. One thing that they do 
share is that both methods did require adding any new information – they use already existing 
metadata and the contents of a collection.  
 
I will now present two other methods that do rely on augmenting media data with new 
information. Both require additional work of adding this information but they differ in how this 
information is created.  
 
One method that is used both in social media networks and in academic media studies and 
humanities is to manually add tags, or other kinds of annotations (for instance, categorical 
information such as in deviantArt network) using a natural language in which a researcher works 
in  (i.e. English, Mandarin, etc.) For example, people routinely add tags to images they upload to 
Flickr (I am using Flickr as an example here because it popularized tagging which since then 
became the default feature of all social media platforms.) If Flickr’s tag system employs “open 
vocabulary” model where any user can introduce new tags, academics usually follow “closed 
vocabulary” model where researchers agree on the set of tags beforehand, and then annotate a 
media collection using only these tags.  
 
Many social media sites such as deviantArt also use hierarchical categorical systems to 
organize the media submissions (see fig. 2). These categorical metadata systems are more 
useful than simple tags but they also need to be approached with caution. For example, our 
initial investigation of appr. 280,000 image sample from the two top categories “Traditional Art” 
and “Digital Art” showed that while in general most users place their submissions in the 
appropriate categories, many do not (for example, the category “paintings” also contain many 
drawings.) Thus, rather than automatically assuming that categories metadata divides the data 
in the correct and “natural” manner, we need to think of data and metadata as two related but in 
the end independent entities. This view has two consequences. On the hand, the metadata itself 
needs to be approached as separate data set that needs to be investigated in its own right. On 
the other hand, automatic analysis of the data (to be discussed below) is likely to reveal clusters 
and groupings that do not correspond to metadata divisions.  
 
Modern social scientists and qualitative marketing researchers use yet another way of 
describing a set of objects – rating objects using quantitative or qualitative scales. We can also 
use this approach to describe media artifacts: for instance, describing whether each image in a 
collection is abstract or representational on a scale of 1 to 5.   
 
However, whether we add tags, construct our own categories and place data there, or using 
rating scales, all these techniques for adding new information to a media collection manually 
has two crucial limitations. The first limitation is that they don’t work well with really large data 
sets. While annotating every shot of a feature film can be done in one day by a single person, 
imagine annotating seven billion photographs uploaded by Facebook users every month (as of 
early 2012) will be a real challenge if with Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing. (In the 
industry, some companies are able to successfully annotate large media data sets by dedicating 
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a large stuff. For example, Pandora music recommendation engine relies on a team which rates 
each new song using 400 different attributes; after 10 years in business, it had a database of 
800,000 songs.19 A recent newcomer recommendation engine for art Art.sy is rumored to 
employ a large stuff of recent art and art history graduates who describe each artwork using a 
set of 800 attributes.20) 
 
The second limitation is using one semiotic system (natural languages) to describe another 
(visual media). Developing much later than senses, language complements what they do very 
well (capturing analog signals, differentiating between fine gradations in these signals). It allows 
thinking about particular and general, describing temporal relations, forming abstract categories, 
and differentiating between qualities  – but it does not try to compete with the senses that are so 
good in capturing quantitative distinctions. Therefore, words that exist in natural languages to 
describe media aesthetics are quite limited. They can’t describe the full range of variations 
color, texture, composition, rhythm, movement and all other analog dimensions of media. This 
has particular consequences for research into aesthetics of visual media, which today more 
than ever relies on the distinctions on these dimensions. (After abstract visual language is 
formulated in 1910s art, it is adopted in more and more domains –graphic design, industrial 
design, and architecture in 1920s, and later fashion, motion graphics, web design and UI 
design.)  
 
The scale limitations mean that the manual annotation method would not work for researching 
the aesthetics of user-generated media if we don’t want to limit ourselves to very small samples 
but consider patterns across large data sets (dA network contain the “modest” number 150+ 
million images). It can, however, work with small collections of art from the past (for instance, 
BBC Your Paintings digital archive of 200,000 paintings in UK museums21). However, the 
second limitation is always present, regardless of the size of a collection.  
 
Instead of manual annotations, we can use well-established computer techniques to 
automatically process and extract information about images and video. These techniques are 
used in the fields of image processing, and computer vision, and many research areas such as 
content-based image search, video summarization, video fingerprinting, and others. Some of 
these techniques are known to media users – for example, face detection in iPhoto and 
Facebook, or smile detection used digital cameras. Other techniques remain invisible, but they 
form the foundation of digital media culture, as they are built in all digital media devices and 
applications. For example, when you take a picture with a digital camera using automatic 
setting, the software in the camera chip first analyzes light information captured by the image 
sensor, measuring gray and color values of every pixels, and then algorithmically adjusts these 
values to produce the image with the best contrast. 
 

                                                
19 Eric Shonfeld, "With 80 Million Users, Pandora Files To Go Public". TechCrunch, 2/11/2011, 
http://techcrunch.com/2011/02/11/pandora-files-to-go-public/. 
20 “About,” art.sys, http://art.sy/about.  
21  BBC Your paintings,  http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings. 

http://techcrunch.com/2011/02/11/pandora-files-to-go-public/
http://art.sy/about
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings
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The difference between these two fundamental methods of augmenting data is not just a matter 
of procedure: creating new information manually or via computer image processing.  The two 
also represent two different ways of understanding media.  When we tag or annotate, its logical 
to describe this process as adding additional information to the media. We can also say that we 
are adding new metadata to already existing metadata.  
 
In Computer Science, the process of automatically analyzing images and video is called feature 
extraction.22 The assumption is that computer automatically and objectively extracts the 
information that is already present in the images or video. The features are the statistics 
summarizing different types of information that can be calculated from all the pixels making up 
an image. Examples include average brightness, saturation and hue, number of edges and their 
orientations, the positions of corners, and hundreds of others. In the case of video, in addition to 
analyzing visual properties of every frame, temporal features such as the positions of cuts and 
other types of transitions between shots are also extracted (this process is called cuts 
detection). 
 
In practical applications such as content-based image search (searching images by their 
content which in this context means both the objects in images and their visual elements such 
as dominant colors), hundreds of features are extracted to provide a comprehensive and yet 
compact representation of every image. Note that while it if well known that the choice of 
features has crucial effect on the success of a particular application, there is no general theory 
that would specify which features are to be used in different cases, so the choice of features 
depends on the experience of the researchers.   
  
 
The two approaches – manual annotation and automatic analysis to extract features - have 
complementary strengths. While computers can capture the fine details of visual form, it is very 
difficult for them to understand the representational content of media (what images represent) - 
but humans can do it easily. Given an arbitrary image, we immediately detect any objects in it 
that have recognizable names (face, sky, house, car, etc.) 
 
In their turn, natural languages can’t capture the small differences on the visual non-narrative 
dimensions. For instance, try to describe using words movement patterns in tens of thousands 
of motion graphics works on behance.com, or other design portfolio sites.23 While our brain can 
certainly compute such fine differences - over wise they would not be used universally in visual 
art and media - the results of these computations that drive our aesthetic and emotional 
responses to visual media are not accessible to the language system.  
 
Instead of small numbers of linguistic categories, computers describe the details of visual form 
using real numbers. For example, let’s say that we want to measure average brightness of an 
image. In consumer digital media brightness values are typically represented using the 256 
                                                
22 See, for example, Mark Nixon and Alberto Aguado, Feature Extraction & Image Processing 
for Computer Vision, 3rd edition, (Academic Press, 2012).  
23 Motion graphics projects gallery on behance.net, http://www.behance.net/?field=63. 
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value scale (i.e. one byte). Every pixel in an image has a gray scale value between 0 (pure 
black) and 255 (pure white). To measure average brightness, we add the gray scale values of 
every pixel and divide them by the total number of pixels. The result is a real number (i.e. 
129.54, or 178,51, etc.). Which means that our measurement scale is infinite. But even if we 
round off these numbers, we will still have s scale of 256 distinct values describing average 
brightness – which obviously provides with a much more nuanced system than the few terms 
available in English language (dark, medium, light). 
 
In the same way, we can use numerical scale to characterize orientations of all lines in an 
image, its most prominent colors, the size and positions of all distinct shapes, and hundreds of 
other characteristics.  
 
Since the two methods (manual annotation and feature extraction) complement one another, we 
can combine them in studying massive media data sets. For example, in our deviantArt analysis 
project, we run image processing software on the whole set of one million images, extracting 
various features from every image. We also selected a small sample of a few hundred images 
and tagged it manually, describing characteristics of images that computers can’t capture.  
  
 
Media visualizations using extracted features  
 
While the features extracted from media collections can be explored using standard information 
visualization techniques such as histograms and scatter plots, they can be also used together 
with media visualization method. For example, we can sort all images according to a particular 
visual feature, and then render a collection montage visualization using the sorted sequence. 
We can also create a two dimensional scatter plot by mapping individual features to horizontal 
and vertical axis, and then render the images on top of the points. We find this type of 
visualization to be particularly useful, and we call it image plot.24  
 
Image plots allow us to compare different image collections (or subsets of a single collection) 
along various visual dimensions. As an example, figure 4 shows an image plot that compares 
equal size samples of images from Traditional and Digital Art categories in our deviantArt 
sample.  
 
[ INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE ]  
[ Imageplot comparing Traditional and Digital Art categories in deviantArt sample ]  
 
Our method of extracting visual features and then using them for media visualization draws 
upon existing practices in computer science – but there is one crucial difference. In computer 

                                                
24 While the similar technique has been previosly described in a number of computer science 
publications, it has not beem implemented in any free or commercial software. Therefore, we 
developed a free software tool ImagePlot. It allows rendering of high resolution visualizations 
which can show very large image collections. The tool and documentation are available from 
http://lab.softwarestudies.com/p/imageplot.html.  

http://lab.softwarestudies.com/p/imageplot.html
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science applications of image processing such as computer vision, content-based image search 
and image classification, single extracted visual features are never used by themselves. 
Instead, hundreds of features are combined together in the hope of creating a unique 
“signature” for every image. If, for instance, a user wants to find all images a database similar to 
a particular image, the computer compares the signatures of the input image to the signatures 
of all other in the database images, and returns the images that have most similar signatures. 
(Google “search similar images” features introduced in 2009 is implemented in the similar 
way.25) 
 
This approach can be also used for media research - for instance, to identify all faces in a 
museum collection. However, only using computers to analyze media according to our a priori 
linguistic categories which can only label types of content (“people,” “faces,” etc.) does not use 
its other powerful capacity – exploring big data to see what is there, and having this exploration 
problematize our default understanding and assumptions. And if we want to start with a free 
exploration of a collection to see all kinds of patterns it can contain, or comparison between its 
parts, a much simpler technique is sufficient. While many of the features that can be extracted 
from images are not meaningful to a human observer (for instance, gray scale differences 
between neighborhood pixels used to characterize texture), some of them do have direct 
perceptual meaning. The examples of such features are contrast, the most frequently used 
colors, or average brightness and average saturation used in visualization in Fig. 5.  
 
This simple but powerful technique combined with an image plot technique is our answer for 
how to explore image collections. The images in a collection are sorted along the dimensions 
defined by perceptually meaningful features. The method is simple enough so it can be taught in 
a single session, and it has been successfully used by my undergraduate students in a number 
of classes. (Obviously, we can also use existing or newly added semantic metadata in 
combination with image plot – as, for example, in fig. 5 which compares two subsets of our 
deviantArt collection using existing category information.) 
 
It is certainly also possible to combine single visual features to arrive at more “high-level” 
dimensions of visual form – for instance, “calm/dynamic,” or “flat/three-dimensional.” However, 
doing this is not trivial.26 It is not apriori clear what features best characterize such high-level 
dimensions, or what is the right way to combine them. In computer vision and related fields, 
researchers use the term “semantic” gap to describe the distance which needs to be overcomes 
between what computer can see - features extracted from pixel values -  and the content and 
meaning an of image as perceived by a human. More recently, scientists introduced a related 
term “emotional gap” defined as ““the lack of coincidence between the measurable signal 

                                                
25 http://www.google.com/insidesearch/features/images/searchbyimage.html; 
http://support.google.com/images/bin/answer.py?hl=en&p=searchbyimagepage&answer=13258
08. 
26 For an example of such research, see the the following paper which investigates how low-
level features can be used to describe empotional content of images: Jana Machajdik, Allan 
Hanbury, “Affective image classification using features inspired by psychology and art theory.” 
MM '10 Proceedings of the international conference on Multimedia (ACM, 2010), pp. 83-92.  

http://www.google.com/insidesearch/features/images/searchbyimage.html
http://support.google.com/images/bin/answer.py?hl=en&p=searchbyimagepage&answer=1325808
http://support.google.com/images/bin/answer.py?hl=en&p=searchbyimagepage&answer=1325808
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properties, commonly referred to as features, and the expected affective state in which the user 
is brought by perceiving the signal.”27 Similarly, we can talk about “media aesthetics gap” – the 
distance between such low-level features and human judgments of visual form in media 
artifacts.  
 
 
Museum Without Walls, Art History Without Names 
 
In this chapter I looked at some of the key concepts and operations involved in the use of 
visualization for media analysis. These concepts are artifact, data, metadata, feature, mapping, 
and remapping. These concepts are basic building blocks that can be combined to form the 
methods that can all take us from the artifacts to their visualizations - but in different ways and 
with different outputs supporting different types of questions.  
 
Once media artifacts are translated into digital data, we can decide what will be visualized. 
Traditional information visualization techniques are useful for exploring patterns in metadata that 
comes with these artifacts, new metadata manually added by researchers, or the features 
automatically extracted from the data representations. Media visualizations techniques originally 
pioneered by media and digital artists and further developed in our lab allow us to explore the 
patterns in images and video data itself by displaying whole collections sorted in a variety of 
ways. These techniques offer one solution to the fundamental question of digital humanities – 
how to brings together macro and micro, distant reading and close reading.  
 
While natural languages are powerful tools for describing representational and narrative content 
of media, they do not work as well to describe visual form. In contrast, computers can use large 
numerical scales to capture nuances of form in a much more precise way. Combined with the 
massive media data sets now available (both digitized visual media created before 21st century, 
and born-digital contemporary media created by both professionals and non-professional 
users), this opens the door to the amazing research possibilities. Rather than only relying on 
small samples as media researchers did in the 20th century, we can now map histories of media 
aesthetics and also explore the patterns in contemporary media production, sharing and remix 
by analyzing billions of artifacts. 
 
Following up on his idea of an imaginary “museum without walls” made possible by 
photographic reproductions of artworks, André Malraux’s included 638 photographs of artworks 
in his book Voices of Silence which appeared in English translation in 1953. This was certainly a 
pioneering work for its time. Using media visualization, such a sample today can be expanded 
many times, with the numbers of images only limited by what has been digitized and what has 
been made available by the museums and other collections – or what can be scraped from the 
web. (To assemble our collection of almost 6000 images of Impressionist works that represents 
approximately half of the estimated number of paintings and pastels created by these artists, we 
scraped a number of different web sites and combined the results. For our manga project, we 
                                                
27 A. Hanjalic, “Extracting moods from pictures and sounds: Towards truly personalized TV,” 
IEEE Signal Processing Magazine 23(2), 90–100 (2006).  
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scraped over one million manga pages from the most popular fan manga web site together with 
fan assigned categories.) By interactively sorting the images using both existing metadata and 
extracted features, displaying them in different layouts, and overlaying other historical 
information, we can explore their relations in ways which go beyond simple side by side 
comparison of a 20th century slide lecture. 
 
This basic technique of 20th century art history was introduced by the art history Heinrich 
Wölfflin (1864-1945) after he became Art History Chair at Basel in 1897. He developed a 
teaching method of using two projectors positioned side by side in art history lectures to allow 
simultaneous display and comparisons of pairs of images. But this is not the only relevance of  
Wölfflin for our discussion. The introduction to his classical 1915 book Kunstgeschichtliche 
Grundbegriffe ("Principles of Art History") was called “Art History Names.” This title reflects the 
ambition of art history founders - Wölfflin, Riegl, Panofsky  - to analyze broad patterns of 
historical changes in visual representation and form on the scale of thousands of years 
manifested in all of the artifacts which were produced, without limiting these investigations to 
small sets of only important “art” objects.  In Principles of Art History, Wölfflin writes: 
 

As every history of vision must lead beyond mere art, it goes without saying that such 
national differences of the eye are more than a mere question of taste; conditioned and 
conditioning, they contain the bases of the whole world picture of people. That is why the 
history of art as the doctrine of the modes of vision can claim to be, not only a mere 
super in the company of historical disciplines, but as necessary as sight itself (1932 
[1915], p. 237).28 

 
The broad “history of vision” advocated by Wölfflin and his contemporaries is certainly an 
inspiration for the use of computational analysis and visualization together with massive media 
collections. However, its crucial to keep in mind that this generation of researchers was limited 
not only by their samples and techniques of comparison, but also by the intellectual paradigms 
which made them read cultural artifacts as expressions of the unique characteristics describing 
“spirit,” “mentalities,” and “world picture” of different “nations.”  
 
Today, a different “art history without names” became possible – think of many millions of user-
generated media artifacts and the opportunity they offer for the study of contemporary human 
imaginations, including both their “content” and the patterns of imitation, diffusion and innovation 
on a global scale. Media visualization methods allow us to explore such massive collections 
without a priori reducing them to small number of categories as Wölfflin and others had to do. 
And rather than assuming that media created by users which have similar demographic profiles 
has something in common (to translate Wölfflin’s assumptions in contemporary terms), we can 
instead use the combination of feature extraction and media visualization to find clusters of 
similar media objects, and then see if they correspond to user demographics or any other 
existing categories.  
 
                                                
28 Quoted in Michael Hatt, Charlotte Klonk, Art History: A Critical Introduction to Its Methods 
(Mancester University Press, 1998), p. 66.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_W%C3%B6lfflin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_W%C3%B6lfflin
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Ultimately, visualization can help us to question our existing metadata labels and ways of 
dividing the objects of study, showing that that every narrative and map we construct is only one 
possibility - as Bruno Latour puts this, “a provisional visualization which can be modified and 
reversed at will, by moving back to the individual components, and then looking for yet other 
tools to regroup the same elements into alternative assemblages.”29 
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Humanities Approaches to Graphical Display
Johanna Drucker

As digital visualization tools have become more ubiquitous, humanists have adopted
many applications such as GIS mapping, graphs, and charts for statistical display that
were developed in other disciplines. But, I will argue, such graphical tools are a kind of
intellectual Trojan horse, a vehicle through which assumptions about what constitutes
information swarm with potent force. These assumptions are cloaked in a rhetoric taken
wholesale from the techniques of the empirical sciences that conceals their
epistemological biases under a guise of familiarity. So naturalized are the google maps
and bar charts generated from spread sheets that they pass as unquestioned
representations of “what is.” This is the hallmark of realist models of knowledge and
needs to be subjected to a radical critique to return the humanistic tenets of constructed-
ness and interpretation to the fore. Realist approaches depend above all upon an idea that
phenomena are observer-independent and can be characterized as data. Data pass
themselves off as mere descriptions of a priori conditions. Rendering observation (the act
of creating a statistical, empirical, or subjective account or image) as if it were the same
as the phenomena observed collapses the critical distance between the phenomenal world
and its interpretation, undoing the basis of interpretation on which humanistic knowledge
production is based. We know this. But we seem ready and eager to suspend critical
judgment in a rush to visualization. At the very least, humanists beginning to play at the
intersection of statistics and graphics ought to take a detour through the substantial
discussions of the sociology of knowledge and its developed critique of realist models of
data gathering. 1 At best, we need to take on the challenge of developing graphical
expressions rooted in and appropriate to interpretative activity.

Because realist approaches to visualization assume transparency and equivalence,
as if the phenomenal world were self-evident and the apprehension of it a mere
mechanical task, they are fundamentally at odds with approaches to humanities
scholarship premised on constructivist principles. I would argue that even for realist
models, those that presume an observer-independent reality available to description, the
methods of presenting ambiguity and uncertainty in more nuanced terms would be useful.
Some significant progress is being made in visualizing uncertainty in data models for
GIS, decision-making, archaeological research and other domains.2 But an important
distinction needs to be clear from the outset: the task of representing ambiguity and
uncertainty has to be distinguished from a second task – that of using ambiguity and
uncertainty as the basis on which a representation is constructed. This is the difference
between putting many kinds of points on a map to show degrees of certainty by shades of
color, degrees of crispness, transparency etc., and creating a map whose basic coordinate
grid is constructed as an effect of these ambiguities. In the first instance, we have a
standard map with a nuanced symbol set. In the second, we create a non-standard map
that expresses the constructed-ness of space. Both rely on rethinking our approach to
visualization and the assumptions that underpin it.

To overturn the assumptions that structure conventions acquired from other
domains requires that we re-examine the intellectual foundations of digital humanities,
putting techniques of graphical display on a foundation that is humanistic at its base. This
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requires first and foremost that we reconceive all data as capta. Differences in the
etymological roots of the terms data  and capta make the distinction between
constructivist and realist approaches clear. Capta is “taken” actively while data is
assumed to be a “given” able to be recorded and observed. From this distinction, a world
of differences arises. Humanistic inquiry acknowledges the situated, partial, and
constitutive character of knowledge production, the recognition that knowledge is
constructed, taken, not simply given as a natural representation of pre-existing fact.

My distinction between data and capta is not a covert suggestion that the
humanities and sciences are locked into intellectual opposition, or that only the humanists
have the insight that intellectual disciplines create the objects of their inquiry. Any self-
conscious historian of science or clinical researcher in the natural or social sciences
insists the same is true for their work. Statisticians are extremely savvy about their
artifices. Social scientists may divide between realist and constructivist foundations for
their research, but none are naïve when it comes to the rhetorical character of statistics.
The history of knowledge is the history of forms of expression of knowledge, and those
forms change. What can be said, expressed, represented in any era is distinct from that of
any other, with all the attendant caveats and reservations that attend to the study of the
sequence of human intellectual events, keeping us from any assertion of progress while
noting the facts of change and transformation. The historical, critical study of science is
as full of discussions of this material as the humanities.

Thus the representation of knowledge is as crucial to its cultural force as any
other facet of its production. The graphical forms of display that have come to the fore in
digital humanities in the last decade are borrowed from a mechanistic approach to
realism, and the common conception of data in those forms needs to be completely
rethought for humanistic work. To reiterate what I said above, the sheer power of the
graphical display of “information visualization” (and its novelty within a humanities
community newly enthralled with the toys of data mining and display) seems to have
produced a momentary blindness among practitioners who would never tolerate such
literal assumptions in textual work.

The polemic I set forth here outlines several basic principles on which to proceed
differently by suggesting that what is needed is not a set of applications to display
humanities “data,” but a new approach that uses humanities principles to constitute
capta and its display. At stake, as I have said before and in many contexts, is the
authority of humanistic knowledge in a culture increasingly beset by the claims of
quantitative approaches that operate on claims of certainty. Bureaucracies process human
activity through statistical means and when the methods grounded in empirical sciences
are put at the service of the social sciences or humanities in a crudely reductive manner,
basic principles of critical thought are violated, or at the very least, put too far to the side.
To intervene in this ideological system, humanists, and the values they embrace and
enact, must counter with conceptual tools that demonstrate humanities principles in their
operation, execution, and display. The digital humanities can no longer afford to take its
tools and methods from disciplines whose fundamental epistemological assumptions are
at odds with humanistic method.

This paper is a call to imaginative action and intellectual engagement with the
challenge of rethinking digital tools for visualization on basic principles of the
humanities. I take these principles to be, first, that the humanities are committed to the
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concept of knowledge as interpretation, and, second, that the apprehension of the
phenomena of the physical, social, cultural world is through constructed and constitutive
acts, not mechanistic or naturalistic realist representations of pre-existing or self-evident
information. Nothing in intellectual life is self-evident or self-identical, nothing in
cultural life is mere fact, and nothing in the phenomenal world gives rise to a record or
representation except through constructed expressions. The rhetorical force of graphical
display is too important a field for its design to be adopted without critical scrutiny and
the full force of theoretical insight. Let me suggest what that means for the visualization
of informational, temporal, and spatial phenomena.

Data as capta: from information visualization to graphical expressions of
interpretation

If I set up a bar chart or graph, my first act is to draw a set of one or more axes
and divide them into units. The conventional forms of the graphical display of
information, ‘data,’ make use of a formal, unambiguous system of standard metrics.
Charts use simple (if often misleading) geometric forms that lend themselves to legible
comparison of values, proportions, or the exhibition of state changes across time. Lines,
bars, columns, and pie charts are the common and familiar forms. They render
quantitative relations with a transparency that seems natural, so that, for instance, if we
look at the changes in population across a series of years for a particular location, we can
simply accept that from one year to the next rises or drops occurred in the numbers of
persons alive in X city in X country at X time. A pie chart showing percentage of
resource allocation from national budgets seems completely transparent, self-evident
even. A bar chart could compare daylight hours at different longitudes, or the average
size of men and women in different countries, or the number of hospital beds in different
institutions in a single geographical location and not raise a skeptical eyebrow, right?
Yes, but the rendering of statistical information into graphical form gives it a simplicity
and legibility that hides every aspect of the original interpretative framework on which
the statistical data were constructed. The graphical force conceals what the statistician
knows very well—that no “data” pre-exist their parameterization. Data are capta, taken
not given, constructed as an interpretation of the phenomenal world, not inherent in it.

To expose the constructedness of data as capta a number of systematic changes
have to be applied to the creation of graphical displays. That is the foundation and
purpose of a humanistic approach to the qualitative display of graphical information.
Read that last formulation carefully, humanistic approach means that the premises are
rooted in the recognition of the interpretative nature of knowledge, that the display itself
is conceived to embody qualitative expressions, and that the information is understood as
graphically constituted. Each of these factors contains an explicit critique of assumptions
in the conventional “visual display of quantitative information” that is the common
currency.

Let me work through an example to show how each of these
principles–humanistic approach, qualitative display, and graphical information—can be
demonstrated. As an example, we can use that bar chart mentioned above, one that
compares the percentage of men and women in various national populations at the
present time. Figure 1a.
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Certain issues immediately arise. A standard critique of data introduces
reservations about the appearance of certainty such a chart presents. What counts as a
nation? Are transient and immigrant populations documented? What kind of time span
counts as “the present time” within which these populations are counted? If the basic bar
chart would have looked like a series of bands showing discrete categories of information
in finite and certain numbers (all due statistical caveats noted), what are the problems?
Gender definition assumes a simple binary distinction of men and women, an assumption
much debated and highly problematic (gender can be understood as a factor of behavior,
physiological changes, social expectations, dress, etc., and nation as a function of
permeability of borders, citizenship patterns, naturalization rules, immigration
regulations, quotas and border policies).  So the bar chart reifies several categories,
naturalizing them as discrete and fixed: national populations, time span, and gender
defined as a simple binary. The representation can only be modified by changing the
terms and premises on which it is constructed. What would a representation of gender by
sliding scale look like? How would permeable boundaries to nations whose populations
cross each others borders be shown? How would they dissolve the bar chart’s basic
structure? How would notions of the present be defined? Figure 1b and 1c.

The point I’m making is that the basic categories of supposedly quantitative
information, the fundamental parameters of chart production, are already interpreted
expressions. But they do not present themselves as categories of interpretation, riven with
ambiguity and uncertainty, because of the representational force of the visualization as a
“picture” of “data.”  For instance, the assumption that gender is a binary category, stable
across all cultural and national communities, is an assertion, an argument. Gendered
identity defined in binary terms is not a self-evident fact, no matter how often Olympic
committees come up against the need for a single rigid genital criterion on which to
determine difference.  By recognizing the always interpreted character of data we have
shifted from data to capta, acknowledging the constructed-ness of the categories
according to the uses and expectations for which they are put in service. Nations,
genders, populations, and time spans are not self-evident, stable entities that exist a priori.
They are each subject to qualifications and reservations that bear directly on and arise
from the reality of lived experience. The presentation of the comparison in the original
formulation grotesquely distorts the complexity – but also, the basic ambiguity—of the
phenomenon under investigation (gender, nations, populations). If the challenge we are
facing were merely to accommodate higher levels of complexity into a data
representation model, that would require one set of considerations and modifications. But
the more profound challenge we face is to accept the ambiguity of knowledge, the
fundamentally interpreted condition on which data is constructed, in other words, the
realization of my refrain–that all data is capta.

The humanistic aspect of this approach should be obvious—that knowledge
created with the acknowledgement of the fundamentally constructed nature of its
premises is not commensurate with principles of certainty guiding empirical or realist
methods. Humanistic methods are counter to the idea of reliably repeatable experiments
or standard metrics that assume observer independent phenomena. By definition, a
humanistic approach is centered in the experiential, subjective conditions of
interpretation. Phenomena and their observers are co-dependent, not necessarily in equal
measure. A viewer gazing on a sublime landscape or recording migrations at a large scale
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may be more affected by the phenomena than the phenomena is by the observation.
Theoretical physicist Werner Heisenberg never suggested that the relation of intervening
observer and effect on phenomena were symmetrical, merely that they were codependent,
when he introduced the concept of uncertainty in the early 20th century.

 Creating bar charts with ambiguity and degrees of uncertainty or other variables
in them might cause champions of legibility and transparency some unease, but the shift
away from standard metrics to metrics that express interpretation is an essential move for
humanists and/or constructivists across disciplines. To emphasize the expressive quality
of interpretation, I’m going to characterize constructed information as subjective –
expressing the marks of its inflection in some formal way. The shift to expressive metrics
and graphics is essential in changing from the expression of subjective information to the
subjective expression of perceived phenomena, but subjectivity and inflection are not the
only features of interpretative approaches. Capta is not an expression of idiosyncracy,
emotion, or individual quirks, but a systematic expression of information understood as
constructed, as phenomena perceived according to principles of interpretation. To do this,
we need to conceive of every metric “as a factor of X,” where X is a point of view,
agenda, assumption, presumption, or simply a convention. By qualifying any metric as a
factor of some condition, the character of the “information” shifts from self-evident
“fact” to constructed interpretation motivated by a human agenda. 3

The standard elements of graphic display for statistical information are simple and
limited: scale divisions, coordinate lines, scale figures, circles, rectangles, curves, bars (or
columns or percentages of pie charts or other forms) and labels (numbers and terms),
signs of movement, flow, or state change (arrows, vectors, paths). The ordering and
arrangement of elements within a chart create another level of information, relational
information. Relational information is graphically produced – the ordering of elements by
size, by color, by alphabetical order, by texture, shape or other feature happens in
graphical space. The resulting arrangement has a semantic value produced by features of
proximity, grouping, orientation, apparent movement, and other graphical effects.

Now take these basic elements of graphical display and rethink them according to
humanistic principles:

 In conventional statistical graphics, the scale divisions are equal units. In
humanistic, interpretative, graphics, they are not.

In statistical graphics the coordinate lines are always continuous and straight. In
humanistic, interpretative, graphics, they might have breaks, repetitions, and curves or
dips.  Interpretation I stochastic and probabilistic, not mechanistic, and its uncertainties
require the same mathematical and computational models as other complex systems.

The scale figures and labels in statistical graphics need to be clear and legible in
all cases, and all the more so in humanistic, interpretative, graphics since they will need
to do quite a bit of work.

Perhaps the most striking feature distinguishing humanistic, interpretative,  and
constructivist graphical expressions from realist statistical graphics is that the curves,
bars, columns, percentage values would not always be represented as discrete bounded
entities, but as conditional expressions of interpretative parameters–a kind of visual fuzzy
logic or graphical complexity. Thus their edges might be permeable, lines dotted and
broken, dots and points vary in size and scale or degree of ambiguity of placement, and
so on. These graphical strategies express interpreted knowledge, situated and partial,
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rather than complete. They can be employed as systematically as other charting elements,
though part of my intention is to disturb the grounds of certainty on which conventions of
statistical legibility are based. Point of view systems introduced into graphs and charts
will make evident a perspectival position with respect to their information, an inner
standing point in the graphical rendering of space. This is true of all cartographic
projections. Every map contains within its coordinate system for graphical expression, a
set of assumptions about the place from which the map is drawn. Information spaces
drawn from a point of view, rather than as if they were observer independent, reinsert the
subjective standpoint of their creation into the graphical expression. Finally, any point or
mark used as a specific node in a humanistic graph is assumed to have many dimensions
to it – each of which complicates its identity by suggesting the embedded-ness of its
existence in a system of co-dependent relations. Information entities, or units, are thus
understood as fictional abstractions serving a purpose. But their potential to be read again
in relation to any number of other equally significant relations can be made evident. This
approach destroys the ground on which standard metrics are used to abstract quantitative
information from human circumstances. Humanistic premises replace notions of
statistical concepts of self-identity with entangled co-dependence and contingencies.

All of this may sound unduly complicated to someone merely wanting to count
the number of pupils enrolled in a group, calculate the number of pencils needed, or to
show budgetary expenditures on a per capita basis in the classroom, for example. But this
example–an instance of administrative and bureaucratic management–shows that such
crudely conceived numeric statistics are useful only in the most reductive circumstances.
They tell us nothing about whether the pencils can be used, whether the pupils are
prepared or disposed to their work, or whether the budgets will have any effect on
learning outcomes or any of the many other factors that come into play in assessments
based on metrics extracted from lived experience. But each metric – number of X or
Y—is actually a number as a factor of a particular intellectual assumption or decision:
pupils as a factor of seats in a room, birthdates, population, illness, etc. pencils as a factor
of resource allocation, and so on. All metrics are metrics about something for some
purpose.

Any humanistic study based on statistical methods, even the simplest techniques
of counting, has to address the assumption involved in the categories on which such
techniques (“how many of X”) are based. Take another example from work in data
mining or “distant reading” as it is known in the digital humanities: counting the number
of novels published in a given year. This involves an enormous number of interpretative
decisions – each of which has more intellectual dimensions than any numeric assessment
could. Figure 2a and b

For instance, what is a novel, what does “published” mean in this context (date of
appearance, editing, composition, acquisition, review, distribution), and how was the
“year” determined. Statistical methods come into play after these decisions have been
made, counting objects whose identity was established by interpretative decisions. Many
aspects of constructed-ness are in play. But the graphical presentation of supposedly self-
evident information (again, formulated in this example as “the number of novels
published in a year”) conceals these complexities, and the interpretative factors that bring
the numerics into being, under a guise of graphical legibility. I cannot overstate the
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perniciousness of such techniques for the effect of passing construction off as real, and
violating the very premises of humanistic inquiry.

The challenge is to design graphical expressions suited to the display of
interpreted phenomena: information about subjective user-dependent metrics, subjective
displays of information, and subjective methods of graphical expression. The term
“subjective” is used as shorthand for interpretative construction, for the registration of
point of view, position, the place from which and agenda according to which
parameterization occurs. Subjectivity is not the same as individual inflection or mere
idiosyncracy, but is meant to put codependent relations of observer and phenomena (in
contrast to presumptions of objectivity, or observer-independent phenomena).

The display of information about affect often uses standard metrics. For example,
a chart that shows mood changes or degrees of attraction or any other information related
to subjectivity can be created with standard metrics and visual conventions. Figure 4a

The next task is more complicated. Subjective information, that is information
whose constitution exhibits its subjective character, deviates from the standard norms by
using graphic variables such as intensity of tone, size, color, or other feature to embody
its qualities. Subjective information can use graphical means to show its inflected
character, demonstrating its deviation from standard norms in the way the display looks,
or, in dynamic displays, the way it acts. One might imagine skittish points on an unstable
grid to display the degrees of anxiety around a particular event or task, for instance, or
points that glow hot or cold depending on the other elements that approach them. Figure
4b That would be a subjective display of information.

Creating a display that uses subjective methods of graphical expression extends
this last example to the design of the basic visual structure. A subjective grid to show
anxiety might have a widely varying set of spacings to show that the information on
display is constituted as a variable of some other aspect of experience (number of family
members present at an event, for instance). Figure 5 Recognizing that such subjective
methods are anathema to the empirically minded makes me even more convinced that
they are essential for the generation of graphical displays of interpretative and interpreted
information.

The basic principle underlying such graphical displays is that capta marks its
interpreted status. Interpreted knowledge is situated, observer co-dependent, and partial.
Its variables are, in theory, infinite, but they are always present in some degree or
measure by virtue of the performative and participatory character of interpretative
information. Interpretation depends upon and is an expression of an individual reading in
a particular set of circumstances and never presumes to completeness or observer
independence. The requirements for legibility increase with these unfamiliar graphics,
and they will need labeling to make explicit the justifications for their non-normative
seeming  appearance. I’m not advocating idiosyncracy, or intellectual solipsism. I am
urging the humanistic community to create a systematic approach to graphics that is
appropriate to its principles.

These humanistic principles can be readily applied to the graphical display of
temporal and spatial information.  So I will turn my attention in these next two sections to
some of the principles on which temporality and spatiality can also be given graphical
expression through humanistic approaches.
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Time as Temporality
Since antiquity, human conceptions of time have divided between those that consider
time a given, an a priori existing container within which events occur, and those who
consider time an effect of occurrences in temporal relation to each other. I take the latter
view. The relational structure of temporality is always constituted according to inflections
and variables. Not all days are equal. Or all minutes. Or all hours. Time understood as
temporality can be succinctly stated as follows: Temporality = time as a factor of X
where X is any variable (fear, speed, anxiety, foreshadowing, regret, reconsideration,
narration, etc.).

Humanists deal with the representation of temporality of documents (when they
were created), in documents (narrated, represented, depicted temporality), the
construction of temporality across documents (the temporality of historical events), and
also the shape of temporality that emerges from documentary evidence (the shape of an
era, a season, a period or epoch). They need a way to graph and chart temporality in an
approach that suits the basic principles of interpretative knowledge.

Conceptions of temporality in humanities documents do not conform to those
used in the social and empirical sciences. In empirical sciences, time is understood as
continuous, uni-directional, and homogenous. Its metrics are standardized, its direction is
irreversible, and it has no breaks, folds, holes, wrinkles, or reworkings. But in the
humanities time is frequently understood and represented as discontinuous, multi-
directional, and variable. Temporal dimensions of humanities artifacts are often
expressed in relational terms – before such and such happened, or after a significant
event. Retrospection and anticipation factor heavily in humanistic works, and the models
of temporality that arise from historical and literary documents include multiple
viewpoints.

The temporal modeling project Bethany Nowviskie and I designed almost ten
years ago made use of these basic insights in order to create a graphical application that
was the working proof of a concept. We were intent on demonstrating that a graphical
model could be created intuitively as an interpretation and then used to generate
structured data as a result. Inverting the sequence of intellectual events was a radical
move for digital humanities, especially at the time, suggesting that graphical knowledge
could be primary, leading an interpretation, rather than always and only functioning to
display what was already known (or assumed to be known). We wanted to demonstrate
that visual spaces could be a primary site of intellectual work. Of course, that added yet
another level of unfamiliarity to our already complex project – and many even in our
immediate community were unsettled by elastic or stretchy timelines, multiple points of
view from within the system, or other novel seeming conventions meant to serve for
interpretation of literary and historical artifacts.

Briefly summarized, the original Temporal Modelling project aimed at creating a
set of conceptual primitives for the modeling of temporal relations. These included
graphical expressions meant to meet the needs of multiple points of view, reworking
events according to a changed position within a temporal sequence, and a set of what we
called inflections. Inflections, a kind of legend for marking points, intervals, or events
(our basic units) with a quality or attribute, were divided into semantic and syntactic
types. Semantic inflections were given their characteristics independently, as entities, and
the vocabulary of attributes included degrees of intensity and other qualities. Syntactic
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inflections were characterized as relational, marking the effect of one event, point, or
interval or another.
 Methods for graphing the elastic or “rubber-sheet” timelines meant to show the
subjective variations in temporality can be derived from catastrophe theory, chaos
diagrams, and the visualizations of stochastic and complex systems. Figure 6a These
visualizations express the topological and systemic complexity necessary to model the
number of variables (of coordinates, forces, and the changing relations of variables)
present in the experience of events, and/or analysis of their representation in humanistic
documents (e.g. novels, films, letters, etc.). Some of the features of our earlier design,
such as the dynamic behaviors of syntactic relations, could not be expressed in a standard
Cartesian coordinate system (such as the one on which XML output is generated), even
though dynamic and performative  syntactic relations can be made operational by using
vectors or forces. Figure 6b. But even standard coordinate systems, such as the
conventions of perspectival drawing, allow for the interpretative quality temporal
experience to be expressed more fully than is possible with standard timelines. A parallax
view, in which prospective anticipation is gradually replaced with retrospective
reassessment, can be generated with a slider that animates the dynamic transformation in
the value, identity, and relation of temporal events. In such a view, temporal events
expressed as a set of conditions, rather than givens. Figure 6c By breaking the
relentlessly regular grid, the potential for graphing temporal modeling as a complex
system of events is greatly enhanced. The relational, and co-dependent quality of
temporal events finds its expression in these more sophisticated models

Several fundamental principles can now guide these designs. These  principles of
non-continuous, non-homogenous, and multi-directional temporality, as well as the point
of view parallax, refine the reductive crudeness of models linked to standard a priori
metrics of uni-directional, continuous, homogenous time. In this  refinement temporality
is conceived according to the basic formulation mentioned above: time as a function of x
(temporality= time (x)). In these formulations, x is any of the (theoretically infinite)
variables that inflect the model (mood, events, influences, events, constraints, etc.).
Because temporality is an act of form-making (constructivist), not an act of expressing
pre-existing or a priori phenomena (realism), the sequence of intellectual events in this
formulation insists on temporality (and, likewise, spatiality as the result of constitutive
relations among temporal and spatial phenomena. The full realization of this approach
requires a multi-dimensional, complex, model of space and time and imaginative
realizations as graphical expression. Figure 6d-g

Space as Spatiality
The discussion of space corresponds exactly to that of time, and the distinctions between
the conception of space as an a priori given and that of space as relationally constituted
marks the same philosophical division of approaches as those that are used in charting or
understanding time and temporality. Likewise, spatiality is to be understood as space as a
function of x (spatiality= space (x) ).4

To give graphical expression to these ideas requires using non-standard metrics,
intuitive and subjective principles of design. They are meant as provocations to the larger
project of creating more systematic renderings of humanistic phenomena, introducing
basic transformations of the graphical fields we created for time lines into mapping and
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GIS applications. Precedents for such renderings can be found–e.g. Francis Galton’s
rendering of space as a function of travel time. Galton’s problem, formulated in the mid
19th century, takes into account that most statistical phenomena are observer-dependent
and situated, and can’t be separated from the various dependencies that bear upon the
creation of data. Galton, in other words, recognized that in many circumstances, data
were capta. The statistical description of phenomena depend upon the observer’s
circumstances. A more recent demonstration of these principles is a map designed in
1981 by the team, Dicken and Lloyd, to show England’s geography distorted by travel
time. In a related example, designer Tom Carden created a dynamic interface that
redraws the  London Underground map as function of time of travel from any selected
station to any other station. Figure 7a and 7b

Subjective parameters are even more difficult to inscribe, since they cannot, by
definition, be based on simple consensual standards. We can easily understand these
distortions– space as a result of travel time. But how could we visualize the spatial
distortions introduced by variables such as fearfulness, anxiety, anticipation, distraction,
or dalliance and thus render space as spatiality, space as a factor of x? Some variable is
always in play in the experience of space as well as its representation, so space is also
always constructed according to a specific agenda and a situated experience etc. While
this is the common experience of the phenomenal world, representations of spatiality
have lagged behind, dominated by the navigational or descriptive systems of standard
mapping whose conventions are well known and recognized, and which partake of and
impose the dominant realist model.

 In proposing a new model for humanities’ work, I am suggesting that the
subjective display of humanistic phenomena can be applied across the domains with
which we are concerned at at least four basic levels of interpretation or knowledge
production.

1) Modelling phenomenological experience in the making of humanities (data as
capta, primary modeling, the representation of temporal and spatial experience);

2) Modelling relations among humanities documents i.e. discourse fields (a
different metric is needed to understand dates on diplomatic documents in the spring of
1944 than one needed to constitute understanding of those dated to the same period of the
spring of 1950 etc.);

3) Modeling the representations of temporality and spatiality that are in
humanities documents (narrative is the most obvious);

4) Modeling the interpretation of any of the above (depicting or graphing the
performative quality of interpretation).

Let me describe a concrete example and see how it can be understood across these
four different models. Take the first instance, the modeling of a phenomenon. Three
people are waiting for a bus, how long does it take? One is late for work and anxious, one
is in desperate need of a bathroom, and the other does not want to go to the afterschool
program. How the variations in perception be expressed? Recent experiments on the way
time is understood in relation to different circumstances and tasks have made this
experiential variable apparent to psychologists. So, the initial graphical expression of the
humanistic phenomenon requires a variable metric, an elastic timeline, even a field that
might fold or break under extreme circumstances.
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When we shift from modeling experience to find graphical expressions for the
representation of experience, the complexity of the problem increases. The modeling of
time in documents, in relation to the duration of the documents (time of telling) and the
experiences they recount (the time of the told) as well as the relations among these and
possible external temporal references, forms a subset of linguistic and narrative analyses.
The graphical forms to represent these are generally inadequate to the complexity of the
textual or visual (and/or filmic and audio) documents.

Modelling the temporal relations among documents about temporal experience
(imagine letters, emails, text messages, or diary entries from these various bus riders,
only some of which is date stamped), gives rise to yet further ambiguities and
complexities. A letter sent that was delayed, email re-routed, messages held in suspense
on a server will change the temporal effect. For instance, letters or emails arranging
family events and travels over the holidays contain many temporal values that are
contingent on each other and often in constant flux as plans are being made. The temporal
sequence and the date stamps are not one and the same, a temporal relation of the
exchanges might include messages that cross in mid-stream, and whose temporal
sequence does not match the simple alignment with dates on a line.

Plans change, travel times are altered, arrivals and departures re-arranged, moods
shift, frustrations intensify, disappointments or unexpected surprises arise in relation to
the sequence of events. An email recounting something that occurred “yesterday” in
relation to a date stamp might also contain more vaguely identified “earlier” and “before”
statements that put events into a relative sequence without explicitly identifying when
these occurred. As the telling unfolds, these relations may change in the writer’s
expression and perception, so that the textual description of a recollected event continues
to shift its place in the temporal order. Who was supposed to do what when and who was
depending on which order of events? By the time holiday travels and expectations are
sorted out, each family member has a very distinct view of what happened when and how
the sequence of lived events occurred and where. Was the bus station large or small, far
or near to any other spot in the itinerary, or located in a familiar landscape. How was the
space experienced as a function of time spent in it? These constructions of temporality
and spatiality from within documents, across documents or a discourse field, and of
phenomena are all created with time/space as functions of interpretation. The act of
interpreting a series of documents creates its own temporality, that of the production of a
reading, that is not the same as the telling or the told within the documents, but an
independent phenomenon. An interpretation has its own temporality ad spatiality.

We can construct a concrete example of spatiality that parallels this example of
temporality, and also depends on temporal models. For instance, imagine an open stretch
of beach, relatively unconstrained and unconstructed. When a sailing ship is washed up at
a certain point on the beach, not only that point, but the space around it, becomes
transformed. The presence of the wreck creates a huge impact, and the space almost
palpably bends, compresses, expands, and warps around it, with waves of resonance
rippling outward from that point. Figure 8 Police barriers are set up and suddenly make
that bit of beach into a highly charged site. Additional fences create zones of potential
transgression and prohibition, lines in the literal sand that when crossed by graffiti artists
and taggers, vandals and looters, introduce a whole set of spatial relations governed by
different rules and expectations. The space of and around the shipwreck becomes a hot
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point, a zone, an arena of complex spatial negotiations and marked coordinates, each
differently charged depending on the players and circumstances (law enforcement,
owners, passersby, taggers at night, in early morning, broad daylight etc.). Even more
than the open, indeterminate space of the beach, this spot becomes an area of shifting
values and interpretation. Space, always marked, has become explicitly so, and the spatial
relations demarcate regions of authority and behavior whose dimensions are not in strict
correspondence to physical space. The same amount of physical space half a mile down
the beach has none (or few) of these dimensions. Can we still locate the wreck on a
Cartesian grid available through any GPS system? Of course, the two approaches,
constructivist and realist, don’t cancel each other out. But they are not equivalent. The
GPS standards locate the spot within those coordinates, but say nothing about the
constituted space as a phenomenon created by these many variables. We have many
adequate models for the first mode of visualization, but very few for the constructivist
approach grounded in an interpretative mode of experience.

Take another example, a map tracing a journey between London and Prague in the
1810s.5 How does the space change dimensions to reflect hazard, delays, dalliances,
terrain changes, interruptions of war and political strife, danger, weather, or illness? A
legend or set of labels or markings could indicate these inflections of the space simply by
putting symbols on a map. That would be the registration of subjective data on a
conventional map. But mapping conventions don’t morph the landscape to accommodate
the effects of fear, anger, or violence. Now change the map, distort its proportions so that
it becomes a terrain shaped by fear, by obstacles, by disruptions and confusions. Figure 9
That is a subjective expression. The two approaches are radically different. In the second
instance, space is an effect of spatial relations, spatiality is expressed as a factor of
disturbance, and it might be expressed as a factor of many variables occurring across a
temporal extension (fear, anxiety, confusion, anger, disorientation).

The challenge of representing large corpora of texts and immense archives also
requires attention, in part because the conventions of wayfinding and navigation that are
part of print media and its institutional structures are not yet reworked in a digital
environment meant to address the shifts in scale and experience brought on by new
media. On top of the challenge of representing repositories and their use, we can point to
another challenge –that of giving  graphical expression to interpretations built on and out
of documents, or collections of documents. These present different challenges than the
humanistic interpretation of temporal, spatial, and informational phenomena, but depend
upon the basic recognition that subjective and co-dependent principles must govern their
design. The conventional graphical features of texts that inscribe interpretation include all
of the features of layout and format, typography, and design that organize and structure
its presentation on the page, screen, or other surface or medium. The features that
inscribe interpretation in archives are those that embody or express the imprint of the
point of view according to which the archive takes shape. These include classification
systems, nomenclature, hierarchies and categories of organization and ordering, systems
of search and access, information architecture, the format of storage and display, and any
other feature of the archive that is intrinsic to the forms of its expression. While all of
these are expressions of arguments, and thus interpretations, they do not show or model
interpretation on the fly as a constitutive act of reading, relating, connecting, and sense
making. In sum, these acts of interpretation make use of the format features of graphical
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presentation as well as responding to and thus producing the “content” of these artifacts.
Some combination of user-centered but co-dependent systems analysis and critical
reading practices as performative acts would have to underpin such graphical
visualizations. But that is also work for another time.

Conclusion
My argument is a polemical call to humanists to think differently about the graphical
expressions in use in digital environments. A fundamental prejudice, I suggest, is
introduced by conceiving of data within any humanistic interpretative frame on a
conventional, uncritical, statistical basis. Few social scientists would proceed this way,
and the abandonment of interpretation in favor of a naïve approach to statistical certainly
skews the game from the outset in favor of a belief that data is intrinsically
quantitative–self-evident, value neutral, and observer-independent. This belief excludes
the possibilities of conceiving data as qualitative, co-dependently constituted—in other
words, of recognizing that all data is capta.

Again, to reiterate, I am not suggesting that we simply introduce a quantitative
analysis of qualitative experience into our data sets. I am suggesting that we rethink the
foundation of the way data are conceived as capta by shifting its terms from certainty to
ambiguity and find graphical means of expressing interpretative complexity. In some
circumstances (the example of the bar chart given earlier that was displaying information
about gender, nations, and populations) ambiguity merely requires a higher order level of
complexity in the model, so that apparent “certainties” are qualified by variables and
nuances that can  be specified in mathematical terms. But the idea of capta as
fundamentally co-dependent, constituted relationally, between observer and observed
phenomena, is fundamentally different from the concept of data created as an observer-
independent phenomena. That realization has to be at the heart of humanistic approaches
to the graphical display of interpretative phenomena, of interpreted artifacts and the acts
of interpretation themselves. Because interpretation is performative, bringing objects into
view through a reading or other act of intervention, it forecloses the possibility that
autonomous objects or phenomena exist within the horizon of human experience.
Phenomena of human experience are constituted as interpretative acts.

The natural world and its cultural corollary exist, but the humanistic concept of
knowledge depends upon the interplay between a situated and circumstantial viewer and
the objects or experiences under examination and interpretation. That is the basic
definition of humanistic knowledge, and its graphical display must be specific to this
definition in its very foundational principles. The challenge is enormous, but essential, if
the humanistic worldview, grounded in the recognition of the interpretative nature of
knowledge, is to be part of the graphical expressions that come into play in the digital
environment. If we don’t engage with this challenge, we give the game away in advance,
ceding the territory of interpretation to the ruling authority of certainty established on the
false claims of observer-independent objectivity in the “visual display of quantitative
information.” 1

I’ll finish with one more concrete example of the shift from observer-independent
realism to co-dependent constructivism. Snow’s justly famous chart of deaths from

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  The	  citation	  is	  of	  course	  the	  title	  of	  Edward	  Tufte’s	  first	  volume.
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cholera allowed city officials to track the source of the epidemic to a single water pump.
Figure 10 The distribution of dots on the street map makes evident the role of the pump
by the way they cluster. A useful map, crucial to analysis, its clarity and succinctness
served an important purpose. It was sufficient to that purpose, adequate, but we could
revisit that map and use it to express other factors. Who are those dots? Each individual
had a profile, age, size, health, economic potential, family and social roles. In short, each
dot represents a life, and none of these are identical. Many demographic features could be
layered into this map to create a more complex statistical view of the epidemic. That is
neither subjective data nor a subjective display. But what if we take the rate of deaths,
their frequency, and chart that on a temporal axis inflected by increasing panic. Then give
a graphical expression to the shape of the terrain, that urban streetscape, as it is redrawn
to express the emotional landscape. Then imagine drawing this same streetscape from the
point of view of a mother of six young children, a recent widow, a small child, or an
elderly man whose son has just died. These latter are all instances of the graphical
expression of humanistic interpretation. They are as different from the visual display of
quantitative information as a close reading of a poem is from the chart of an eyetracker
following movements across a printed page. They are fundamentally different in
character and in their basic assumptions about the role of graphical expression as an
aspect of knowledge production. We have a very long way to go in creating graphical
expressions that serve humanistic interpretation, but I hope I have suggested some of the
premises on which this work  might begin.
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Bruno	  Latour,	  “Visualization	  and	  Cognition:	  Drawing	  Things	  Together,”	  Knowledge
and	  Society	  6:1-‐40.	  1986.
www.lse.ac.uk/collections/economicHistory/Research/…/readings.pdf.	  Lochlann,
Jain,	  “The	  Mortality Effect: Counting the Dead in the Cancer Trial,” Public Culture,
22:1: (2010); 89-117 Ted Porter, Trust in Numbers: The Pursuit of Objectivity,
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995); Margo Anderson, Presidential
Address, “The Census, Audiences, and Publics,” Social Science History 32:1 (Spring
2008), 1-18; Margo Anderson, “Quantitative History,” The Sage Handbook of Social
Science Methodology, edited by William Outwaite and Stephen Turner (London: Sage
Publications, 2007), pp246-63; Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar, “Introduction”
Soiological orientations to representational practice in science,” Human Studies 11:99-
116 (1988); and my current favorite, Karin Knorr-Cetina and Klaus Amann, “Image
Dissection in Natural Scientific Inquiry,” Science, Technology, and Human Values 1990;
15: 259.
2 Griethe, Henning and Heidrun Schumann, “Visualizing Uncertainty for Improved
Decision Making,” SimVis (2006) 143-156; Josh Jones, Remco Chang, Thomas
Butkiewicz, William Ribarsky, “Visualizing uncertainty for geographical information in
the terrorism database,” SPIE Defense and Security Symposium (2008)
dvg.uncc.edu/publications/index.html; MacEachren, Alan M., Anthony Robinson, Susan
Hopper, Steven Gardner, Robert Murray, Mark Gahegan, and Elisabeth Hetzler,
“Visualizing Geospatial Information Uncertainty: What We Know and What We Need to
Know,” Cartography and Geographic Information Science, Vol. 32, No. 3, (2005), pp.
139-160; Shneiderman, Ben and Alex Pang, Visualizing Uncertainty: Computer
Science Perspective, National Academy of Sciences Workshop, March 3-4, 2005,
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Washington, DC http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pubs/presentations/NAS-
VisUncertainty6_files/frame.htm; Skeels, Meredith, Bongshin Lee, Greg Smith, and
George Robertson, “Revealing Uncertainty for Information Visualization,” Microsoft
Publications, http://research.microsoft.com/pubs/64267/avi2008-uncertainty.pdf;
Wells, Audrey Elizabeth, Virtual Reconstruction of a Seventeenth-Century Portuguese
Nau, 2008, Master’s Thesis, Texas &M University, Visualization Sciences,
repository.tamu.edu/bitstream/handle/1969.1/86071/Wells.pdf.

3	  Subjective	  carries	  structuralist	  connotations,	  as	  position	  and	  enunciated	  identity;
and	  is	  meant	  to	  suggest	  both	  the	  codependent	  conditions	  of	  construction	  and
expressive	  graphical	  features.
4	  I	  first	  understood	  this	  notion	  when	  I	  read	  Seigfried	  Gideions’s	  Space	  Time	  and
Architecture	  about	  thirty	  years	  ago.	  His	  arguments	  about	  structure	  as	  space-‐making
left	  a	  deep	  impression.
5	  Alternate	  example	  was	  a	  street	  map	  of	  Tehran	  on	  which	  points	  are	  plotted	  to	  show
a	  disturbance	  in	  progress.	  Let	  the	  points	  expand	  to	  register	  degrees	  of	  intensity	  of
impact,	  disruption	  of	  normal	  function,	  fear	  and	  anger,	  violence.	  That	  would	  be	  the
registration	  of	  subjective	  data	  on	  a	  conventional	  map.	  Now	  change	  the	  map,	  distort
its	  proportions	  so	  that	  it	  becomes	  a	  terrain	  shaped	  by	  fear,	  by	  obstacles,	  by
disruptions	  and	  confusions.
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Layouts

D3 contains a variety of functions, referred to as layouts, that help you format your
data so that it can be presented using a popular charting method. In this chapter
we’ll look at several different layouts so that you can understand general layout
functionality, learn how to deal with D3’s layout structure, and deploy one of these
layouts (some of which are shown in figure 5.1) with your data.

 In each case, as you’ll see with the following examples, when a dataset is associ-
ated with a layout, each of the objects in the dataset has attributes that allow for
drawing the data. Layouts don’t draw the data, nor are they called like components
or referred to in the drawing code like generators. Rather, they’re a preprocessing
step that formats your data so that it’s ready to be displayed in the form you’ve cho-
sen. You can update a layout, and then if you rebind that altered data to your
graphical objects, you can use the D3 enter/update/exit syntax you encountered in
chapter 2 to update your layout. Paired with animated transitions, this can provide
you with the framework for an interactive, dynamic chart.

This chapter covers
■ Histogram and pie chart layouts
■ Simple tweening
■ Tree, circle pack, and stack layouts
■ Sankey diagrams and word clouds
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This chapter gives an overview of layout structure by implementing popular layouts
such as the histogram, pie chart, tree, and circle packing. Other layouts such as the
chord layout and more exotic ones follow the same principles and should be easy to
understand after looking at these. We’ll get started with a kind of chart you’ve already
worked with, the bar chart or histogram, which has its own layout that helps abstract
the process of building this kind of chart.

5.1 Histograms
Before we get into charts that you’ll need layouts for, let’s take a look at a chart that we
easily made without a layout. In chapter 2 we made a bar chart based on our Twitter
data by using d3.nest(). But D3 has a layout, d3.layout.histogram(), that bins val-
ues automatically and provides us with the necessary settings to draw a bar chart based
on a scale that we’ve defined. Many people who get started with D3 think it’s a chart-
ing library, and that they’ll find a function like d3.layout.histogram that creates a
bar chart in a <div> when it’s run. But D3 layouts don’t result in charts; they result in
the settings necessary for charts. You have to put in a bit of extra work for charts, but

Figure 5.1 Multiple layouts are demonstrated in this chapter, including the circle pack (section 5.3), 
tree (section 5.4), stack (section 5.5), and Sankey (section 5.6.1), as well as tweening to properly 
animate shapes like the arcs in pie charts (section 5.2.3).
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you have enormous flexibility (as you’ll see in this and later chapters) that allows you
to make diagrams and charts that you can’t find in other libraries.

 Listing 5.1 shows the code to create a histogram layout and associate it with a particu-
lar scale. I’ve also included an example of how you can use interactivity to adjust the orig-
inal layout and rebind the data to your shapes. This changes the histogram from showing
the number of tweets that were favorited to the number of tweets that were retweeted.

d3.json("tweets.json", function(error, data) { histogram(data.tweets) });

function histogram(tweetsData) {

   var xScale = d3.scale.linear().domain([ 0, 5 ]).range([ 0, 500 ]);
   var yScale = d3.scale.linear().domain([ 0, 10 ]).range([ 400, 0 ]);

   var xAxis = d3.svg.axis().scale(xScale).ticks(5).orient("bottom");

   var histoChart = d3.layout.histogram();

   histoChart.bins([ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ]).value(function(d) {
          return d.favorites.length; 
     });

     histoData = histoChart(tweetsData); 

     d3.select("svg").selectAll("rect").data(histoData).enter()
               .append("rect").attr("x", function(d) {
                      return xScale(d.x);
               }).attr("y", function(d) {
                      return yScale(d.y);
               }).attr("width", xScale(histoData[0].dx) - 2)
               .attr("height", function(d) {
                      return 400 - yScale(d.y); 
               }).on("click", retweets);

     d3.select("svg").append("g").attr("class", "x axis")
               .attr("transform", "translate(0,400)").call(xAxis);

     d3.select("g.axis").selectAll("text").attr("dx", 50); 

     function retweets() {
          histoChart.value(function(d) {
               return d.retweets.length; 
          });

          histoData = histoChart(tweetsData);

          d3.selectAll("rect").data(histoData) 
               .transition().duration(500).attr("x", function(d) {
                    return xScale(d.x)
               }).attr("y", function(d) {
                    return yScale(d.y)
               }).attr("height", function(d) {
                    return 400 - yScale(d.y);
               });
     };

};

Listing 5.1 Histogram code

Creates a
new layout

function

Determines 
the values the 
histogram 
bins forThe value the layout 

is binning for from 
the datapointFormats

the data

Formatted 
data is used to 
draw the bars

Centers the 
axis labels 
under the bars

Changes the value 
being measured

Binds and redraws 
the new data
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You’re not expected to follow the process of using the histogram to create the results
in figure 5.2. You’ll get into that as you look at more layouts throughout this chapter.
Notice a few general principles: first, a layout formats the data for display, as I pointed
out in the beginning of chapter 4. Second, you still need the same scales and compo-
nents that you needed when you created a bar chart from raw data without the help of
a layout. Third, the histogram is useful because it automatically bins data, whether it’s
whole numbers like this or it falls in a range of values in a scale. Finally, if you want to
dynamically change a chart using a different dimension of your data, you don’t need
to remove the original. You just need to reformat your data using the layout and
rebind it to the original elements, preferably with a transition. You’ll see this in more
detail in your next example, which uses another type of chart: pie charts.

5.2 Pie charts
One of the most straightforward layouts available in D3 is the pie layout, which is used
to make pie charts like those shown in figure 5.3. Like all layouts, a pie layout can be
created, assigned to a variable, and used as both an object and a function. In this sec-
tion you’ll learn how to create a pie chart and transform it into a ring chart. You’ll also
learn how to use tweening to properly transition it when you change its data source.
After you create it, you can pass it an array of values (which I’ll refer to as a dataset),
and it will compute the necessary starting and ending angles for each of those values
to draw a pie chart. When we pass an array of numbers as our dataset to a pie layout in
the console as in the following code, it doesn’t produce any kind of graphics but
rather results in the response shown in figure 5.4:

var pieChart = d3.layout.pie();
var yourPie = pieChart([1,1,2]);

Figure 5.2 The histogram in its initial state (left) and after we change the measure from favorites to 
retweets (right) by clicking on one of the bars.  
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Our pieChart function created a new array of three objects. The startAngle and
endAngle for each of the data values draw a pie chart with one piece from 0 degrees to
pi, the next from pi to 1.5 pi, and the last from 1.5 pi to 2 pi. But this isn’t a drawing,
or SVG code like the line and area generators produced. 

Figure 5.3 The traditional pie chart (bottom 
right) represents proportion as an angled slice 
of a circle. With slight modification, it can be 
turned into a donut or ring chart (top) or an 
exploded pie chart (bottom left).

Original dataset

A layout takes one (and sometimes more)

datasets. In this case, the dataset is an array

of numbers [1,1,2]. It transforms that dataset

for the purpose of drawing it.

Transformed dataset

The layout returns a dataset that has

a reference to the original data but also

includes new attributes that are meant to be

passed to graphical elements or generators.

In this case, the pie layout creates an array

of objects with the endAngle and startAngle

values necessary for the arc generator to

create the pie pieces necessary

for a pie chart.

Figure 5.4 A pie layout applied to an array of [1,1,2] shows objects created with a start 
angle, end angle, and value attribute corresponding to the dataset, as well as the original 
data, which in this case is a number.
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5.2.1 Drawing the pie layout

These are settings that need to be passed to a generator to make each of the pieces of
our pie chart. This particular generator is d3.svg.arc, and it’s instantiated like the
generators we worked with in chapter 4. It has a few settings, but the only one we need
for this first example is the outerRadius() function, which allows us to set a dynamic
or fixed radius for our arcs:

var newArc = d3.svg.arc();
newArc.outerRadius(100); 
console.log(newArc(yourPie[0])); 

Now that you know how the arc constructor works and that it works with our data, all we
need to do is bind the data created by our pie layout and pass it to <path> elements to
draw our pie chart. The pie layout is centered on the 0,0 point in the same way as a circle.
If we want to draw it at the center of our canvas, we need to create a new <g> element to
hold the <path> elements we’ll draw and then move the <g> to the center of the canvas:

     d3.select("svg")
          .append("g") 
          .attr("transform","translate(250,250)")
          .selectAll("path")
          .data(yourPie) 
          .enter()
          .append("path")
          .attr("d", newArc) 
          .style("fill", "blue")
          .style("opacity", .5)
          .style("stroke", "black")
          .style("stroke-width", "2px");

Figure 5.5 shows our pie chart. The pie chart layout, like most layouts, grows more
complicated when you want to work with JSON object arrays rather than number

Gives our
arcs and
resulting

pie chart a
radius of

100 px

Returns the d attribute necessary to draw 
this arc as a <path> element: 
"M6.123031769111886e-15,100A100,100 
0 0,1 -100,1.2246063538223773e-14L0,0Z"

Figure 5.5 A pie chart showing three pie 
pieces that subdivide the circle between 
the values in the array [1,1,2].  

Appends a new <g> and 
moves it to the middle of the 
canvas so that it’ll be easier 
to see the results

Binds the array
that was created

using the pie
layout, not our

original array or
the pie layout itself

Each path drawn based on that 
array needs to pass through the 
newArc function, which sees the 
startAngle and endAngle attributes 
of the objects and produces the 
commensurate SVG drawing code.
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arrays. Let’s bring back our tweets.json from chapter 2. We can nest and measure it to
transform it from an array of tweets into an array of Twitter users with their number of
tweets computed:

     var nestedTweets = d3.nest()
          .key(function (el) {
            return el.user;
          })
          .entries(incData);

     nestedTweets.forEach(function (el) {
          el.numTweets = el.values.length;
          el.numFavorites = d3.sum(el.values, function (d) {
               return d.favorites.length;
          }); 
          el.numRetweets = d3.sum(el.values, function (d) {
               return d.retweets.length;
          }); 
     });

5.2.2 Creating a ring chart
If we try to run pieChart(nestedTweets) like with the earlier array illustrated in fig-
ure 5.4, it will fail, because it doesn’t know that the numbers we should be using to size
our pie pieces come from the .numTweets attribute. Most layouts, pie included, can
define where the values are in your array by defining an accessor function to get to
those values. In the case of nestedTweets, we define pieChart.value() to point at
the numTweets attribute of the dataset it’s being used on. While we’re at it, let’s set a
value for our arc generator’s innerRadius() so that we create a donut chart instead of
a pie chart. With those changes in place, we can use the same code as before to draw
the pie chart in figure 5.6:

pieChart.value(function(d) {
                  return d.numTweets;
              });
newArc.innerRadius(20)
yourPie = pieChart(nestedTweets);

Gives the total 
number of favorites 
by summing the 
favorites array length 
of all the tweets

Gives the total 
number of 
retweets by 
doing the same 
for the retweets 
array length

Figure 5.6 A donut chart showing the number 
of tweets from our four users represented in the 
nestedTweets dataset  
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5.2.3 Transitioning

You’ll notice that for each value in nestedTweets, we totaled the number of tweets,
and also used d3.sum() to total the number of retweets and favorites (if any). Because
we have this data, we can adjust our pie chart to show pie pieces based not on the
number of tweets but on those other values. One of the core uses of a layout in D3 is to
update the graphical chart. All we need to do is make changes to the data or layout
and then rebind the data to the existing graphical elements. By using a transition, we
can see the pie chart change from one form to the other. Running the following code
first transforms the pie chart to represent the number of favorites instead of the num-
ber of tweets. The next block causes the pie chart to represent the number of retweets.
The final forms of the pie chart after running that code are shown in figure 5.7.

pieChart.value(function(d) {
          return d.numFavorites
});
d3.selectAll("path").data(pieChart(nestedTweets))
         .transition().duration(1000).attr("d", newArc);

pieChart.value(function(d) {return d.numRetweets});
d3.selectAll("path").data(pieChart(nestedTweets))
           .transition().duration(1000).attr("d", newArc);

Although the results are what we want, the transition can leave a lot to be desired. Fig-
ure 5.8 shows snapshots of the pie chart transitioning from representing the number
of tweets to representing the number of favorites. As you’ll see by running the code

Figure 5.7 The pie charts 
representing, on the left, the 
total number of favorites and, 
on the right, the total number 
of retweets

Figure 5.8 Snapshots of the transition of the pie chart representing the number of tweets to the 
number of favorites. This transition highlights the need to assign key values for data binding and to 
use tweens for some types of graphical transition, such as that used for arcs.
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and comparing these snapshots, the pie chart doesn’t smoothly transition from one
state to another but instead distorts quite significantly.

 The reason you see this wonky transition is because, as you learned earlier, the
default data-binding key is array position. When the pie layout measures data, it also
sorts it in order from largest to smallest, to create a more readable chart. But when you
recall the layout, it re-sorts the dataset. The data objects are bound to different pieces in
the pie chart, and when you transition between them graphically, you see the effect
shown in figure 5.8. To prevent this from happening, we need to disable this sort:

pieChart.sort(null);

The result is a smooth graphical transition between numTweets and numRetweets,
because the object position in the array remains unchanged, and so the transition in
the drawn shapes is straightforward. But if you look closely, you’ll notice that the circle
deforms a bit because the default transition() behavior doesn’t deal with arcs well.
It’s not transitioning the degrees in our arcs; instead, it’s treating each arc as a geo-
metric shape and transitioning from one to another.

 This becomes obvious when you look at the transition from either of those versions
of our pie chart to one that shows numFavorites, because some of the objects in our
dataset have 0 values for that attribute, and one of them changes size dramatically. To
clean this all up and make our pie chart transition properly, we need to change the
code. Some of this you’ve already dealt with, like using key values for your created ele-
ments and using them in conjunction with exit and update behavior. But to make our
pie pieces transition in a smooth graphical manner, we need to extend our transitions
to include a custom tween to define how an arc can grow or shrink graphically into a
different arc.

pieChart.value(function(d) {
                  return d.numRetweets;
              }); 

d3.selectAll("path").data(pieChart(nestedTweets.filter(function(d) {
                               return d.numRetweets > 0; 
                         })), 
                         function (d) {
                              return d.data.key;
                         } 
)
.exit() 
.remove();

d3.selectAll("path").data(pieChart(nestedTweets.filter(function(d) {
        return d.numRetweets > 0;
})), 
function (d) {
         return d.data.key}
)

Listing 5.2 Updated binding and transitioning for pie layout

Updates the function that 
defines the value for which 
we’re drawing arcs

Binds only the 
objects that have 
values, instead of 
the entire array

User id
becomes our

key value; this
same key

value needs
to be used

in the initial
enter()

behavior

Removes the 
elements that have no 
corresponding data
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.transition()

.duration(1000)

.attrTween("d", arcTween); 

    function arcTween(a) {
       var i = d3.interpolate(this._current, a);
       this._current = i(0);
     return function(t) {
     return newArc(i(t)); 
     };
   }

The result of the code in listing 5.2 is a pie chart that cleanly transitions the individual
arcs or removes them when no data corresponds to the pie pieces. You’ll see more of
attrTween and styleTween, as well as a deeper investigation of easing and other tran-
sition properties, in later chapters.

 We could label each pie piece <path> element, color it according to a measure-
ment or category, or add interactivity. But rather than spend a chapter creating the
greatest pie chart application you’ve ever seen, we’ll move on to another kind of lay-
out that’s often used: the circle pack.

5.3 Pack layouts
Hierarchical data is amenable to an entire family of layouts. One of the most popular
is circle packing, shown in figure 5.9. Each object is placed graphically inside the

Calls a tween on 
the d attribute

Uses the arc generator to tween 
the arc by calculating the shape 
of the arc explicitly

Figure 5.9 Pack layouts are useful for representing nested data. 
They can be flattened (top), or they can visually represent hierarchy 
(bottom). (Examples from Bostock, https://github.com/mbostock/
d3/wiki/Pack-Layout.)
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hierarchical parent of that object. You can see the hierarchical relationship. As with
all layouts, the pack layout expects a default representation of data that may not align
with the data you’re working with. Specifically, pack expects a JSON object array where
the child elements in a hierarchy are stored in a children attribute that points to an
array. In examples of layout implementations on the web, the data is typically formatted
to match the expected data format. In our case, we would format our tweets like this:

{id: "All Tweets", children: [
{id: "Al’s Tweets", children: [{id: "tweet1"}, {id: "tweet2"}]},
{id: "Roy’s Tweets", children: [{id: "tweet1"}, {id: "tweet2"}]}
...

But it’s better to get accustomed to adjusting the accessor functions of the layout to
match our data. This doesn’t mean we don’t have to do any data formatting. We still
need to create a root node for circle packing to work (what’s referred to as “All
Tweets” in the previous code). But we’ll adjust the accessor function .children() to
match the structure of the data as it’s represented in nestedTweets, which stores the
child elements in the values attribute. In the following listing, we also override the
.value() setting that determines the size of circles and set it to a fixed value, as shown
in figure 5.10.

var nestedTweets = d3.nest().key(function (el) {
        return el.user;
     }).entries(incData);

var packableTweets = {id: "All Tweets", values: nestedTweets}; 

Listing 5.3 Circle packing of nested tweets data

A

B

C

Figure 5.10 Each tweet is 
represented by a green circle (A) 
nested inside an orange circle (B) 
that represents the user who made 
the tweet. The users are all nested 
inside a blue circle (C) that 
represents our “root” node.  

Puts the array that d3.nest
creates inside a "root" object that

acts as the top-level parent
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var depthScale = d3.scale.category10([0,1,2]); 

var packChart = d3.layout.pack();
packChart.size([500,500]) 
     .children(function(d) {
                 return d.values;
     }) 
     .value(function(d) {
                return 1;
     }); 

d3.select("svg")
        .selectAll("circle")
        .data(packChart(packableTweets)) 
        .enter()
        .append("circle")
        .attr("r", function(d) {return d.r;}) 
        .attr("cx", function(d) {return d.x;})
        .attr("cy", function(d) {return d.y;}) 
        .style("fill", function(d) {return depthScale(d.depth);}) 
        .style("stroke", "black")
        .style("stroke", "2px");

Notice that when the pack layout has a single child (as in the case of Sam, who only
made one tweet), the size of the child node is the same as the size of the parent. This
can visually seem like Sam is at the same hierarchical level as the other Twitter users
who made more tweets. To correct this, we can modify the radius of the circle. That
accounts for its depth in the hierarchy, which can act as a margin of sorts:

.attr("r", function(d) {return d.r - (d.depth * 10)})

Creates a color scale to 
color each depth of the 
circle pack differently

Sets the size of the 
circle-packing chart to 
the size of our canvas

Sets the pack accessor function for child 
elements to look for "values", which 
matches the data created by d3.nest

Creates a
function

that returns
1 when

determining
the size of
leaf nodes

Binds the results of 
packChart transforming 
packableTweets

Radius and xy
coordinates are all

computed by the
pack layout

Gives each node a depth attribute that we
can use to color them distinctly by depth

Figure 5.11 An example of a fixed 
margin based on hierarchical depth. 
We can create this by reducing the 
circle size of each node based on its 
computed “depth” value.
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If you want to implement margins like those shown in figure 5.11 in the real world, you
should use something more sophisticated than just the depth times 10. That scales
poorly with a hierarchical dataset with many levels or with a crowded circle-packing lay-
out. If there were one or two more levels in this hierarchy, our fixed margin would result
in negative radius values for the circles, so we should use a d3.scale.linear() or other
method to set the margin. You can also use the pack layout’s built-in .padding() func-
tion to adjust the spacing between circles at the same hierarchical level.

 I glossed over the .value() setting on the pack layout earlier. If you have some
numerical measurement for your leaf nodes, then you can use that measurement to
set their size using .value() and therefore influence the size of their parent nodes. In
our case, we can base the size of our leaf nodes (tweets) on the number of favorites
and retweets each has received (the same value we used in chapter 4 as our “impact
factor”). The results in figure 5.12 reflect this new setting.

.value(function(d) {return d.retweets.length + d.favorites.length + 1})

Layouts, like generators and components, are amenable to method chaining. You’ll
see examples where the settings and data are all strung together in long chains. As
with the pie chart, you could assign interactivity to the nodes or adjust the colors, but
this chapter focuses on the general structure of layouts. Notice that circle packing is
quite similar to another hierarchical layout known as treemaps. Treemaps pack space
more effectively because they’re built out of rectangles, but they can be harder to
read. The next layout is another hierarchical layout, known as a dendrogram, that more
explicitly draws the hierarchical connections in your data.

Figure 5.12 A circle-packing layout 
with the size of the leaf nodes set to 
the impact factor of those nodes  

Adds 1 so that tweets with no retweets or favorites
still have a value greater than zero and are displayed
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5.4 Trees 
Another way to show hierarchical data is to lay it out like a family tree, with the parent
nodes connected to the child nodes in a dendrogram (figure 5.13).

 The prefix dendro means “tree,” and in D3 the layout is d3.layout.tree. It follows
much the same setup as the pack layout, except that to draw the lines connecting the

Figure 5.13 Tree layouts are another useful method for expressing hierarchical relationships 
and are often laid out vertically (top), horizontally (middle), or radially (bottom). (Examples 
from Bostock.)
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nodes, we need a new generator, d3.svg.diagonal, which draws a curved line from
one point to another.

     var treeChart = d3.layout.tree();
     treeChart.size([500,500])
          .children(function(d) {return d.values});

     var linkGenerator = d3.svg.diagonal(); 

     d3.select("svg")
        .append("g") 
        .attr("id", "treeG")
        .selectAll("g") 
        .data(treeChart(packableTweets)) 
        .enter()
        .append("g")
        .attr("class", "node")
        .attr("transform", function(d) {
                return "translate(" +d.x+","+d.y+")"  
        }); 

     d3.selectAll("g.node")
        .append("circle") 
        .attr("r", 10)
        .style("fill", function(d) {return depthScale(d.depth)})  
        .style("stroke", "white")
        .style("stroke-width", "2px");

     d3.selectAll("g.node")
        .append("text")
        .text(function(d) {return d.id || d.key || d.content}) 

     d3.select("#treeG").selectAll("path")
       .data(treeChart.links(treeChart(packableTweets))) 
       .enter().insert("path","g")
       .attr("d", linkGenerator) 
       .style("fill", "none")
       .style("stroke", "black")
       .style("stroke-width", "2px");

Our dendrogram in figure 5.14 is a bit hard to read. To turn it on its side, we need to
adjust the positioning of the <g> elements by flipping the x and y coordinates, which
orients the nodes horizontally. We also need to adjust the .projection() of the diag-
onal generator, which orients the lines horizontally:

     linkGenerator.projection(function (d) {return [d.y, d.x]})
...

     .append("g")
...
     .attr("transform", function(d) {return "translate(" +d.y+","+d.x+")"});

Listing 5.4 Callback function to draw a dendrogram

Creates a diagonal 
generator with the 
default settings

Creates a parent <g#treeG> 
to put all these elements in

This time we’ll 
create <g> 
elements so we 
can label them.

Uses 
packableTweets 
and depthScale 
from the 
previous 
example

Like the pack
layout, the tree

layout computes
the XY coordinates

of each node.

A little circle
representing

each node that
we color with

the same scale
we used for the

circle pack

A text label 
for each 
node, with 
the text 
being either 
the id, key, 
or content 
attribute, 
whichever 
the node has

The .links
function of the
layout creates

an array of links
between each
node that we

can use to draw
these links.

Just like all the 
other generators
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The result, shown in figure 5.15, is more legible because the text isn’t overlapping on
the bottom of the canvas. But critical aspects of the chart are still drawn off the canvas.
We only see half of the root node and the leaf nodes (the blue and green circles) and
can’t read any of the labels of the leaf nodes, which represent our tweets.  

Figure 5.14 A dendrogram laid 
out vertically using data from 
tweets.json. The level 0 “root” 
node (which we created to 
contain the users) is in blue, the 
level 1 nodes (which represent 
users) are in orange, and the 
level 2 “leaf” nodes (which 
represent tweets) are in green.

Figure 5.15 The same 
dendrogram as figure 5.14 
but laid out horizontally.  
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We could try to create margins along the height and width of the layout as we did ear-
lier. Or we could provide information about each node as a information box that opens
when we click it, as with the soccer data. But a better option is to give the user the ability
to drag the canvas up and down and left and right to see more of the visualization.

 To do this, we use the D3 zoom behavior, d3.behavior.zoom, which creates a set of
event listeners. A behavior is like a component, but instead of creating graphical
objects, it creates events (in this case for drag, mousewheel, and double-click) and ties
those events to the element that calls the behavior. With each of these events, a zoom
object changes its .translate() and/or .scale() values to correspond to the tradi-
tional dragging and zooming interaction. You’ll use these changed values to adjust the
position of graphical elements in response to user interaction. Like a component, the
zoom behavior needs to be called by the element to which you want these events
attached. Typically, you call the zoom from the base <svg> element, because then it
fires whenever you click anything in your graphical area. When creating the zoom
component, you need to define what functions are called on zoomstart, zoom, and zoom-
end, which correspond (as you might imagine) to the beginning of a zoom event, the
event itself, and the end of the event, respectively. Because zoom fires continuously as
a user drags the mouse, you may want resource-intensive functions only at the begin-
ning or end of the zoom event. You’ll see more complicated zoom strategies, as well as
the use of scale, in chapter 7 when we look at geospatial mapping, which uses zoom-
ing extensively.

 As with other components, to start a zoom component you create a new instance
and set any attributes of it you may need. In our case, we only want the default zoom
component, with the zoom event triggering a new function, zoomed(). This function
changes the position of the <g> element that holds our chart and allows the user to
drag it around:

     treeZoom = d3.behavior.zoom(); 
     treeZoom.on("zoom", zoomed); 
     d3.select("svg").call(treeZoom); 

     function zoomed() { 
       var zoomTranslate = treeZoom.translate();
       d3.select("g.treeG").attr("transform",
            "translate("+zoomTranslate[0]+","+zoomTranslate[1]+")")
     };

Now we can drag and pan our entire chart left and right and up and down. In figure 5.16,
we can finally read the text of the tweets by dragging the chart to the left. The ability
to zoom and pan gives you powerful interactivity to enhance your charts. It may seem
odd that you learned how to use something called zoom and haven’t even dealt with

Creates a new 
zoom component

Keys the
"zoom"

event to the
zoomed()
function

Calls our zoom 
component with 
the SVG canvas

Transform attribute changes 
to reflect the zoom behavior

Updating the <g> to set it to the
same translate setting of the zoom
component updates the position of
the <g> and all its child elements.
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zooming in and out, but panning tends to be more universally useful with charts like
these, while changing scale becomes a necessity when dealing with maps. 

 We have other choices besides drawing our tree from top to bottom and left to
right. If we tie the position of each node to an angle, and use a diagonal generator
subclass created for radial layouts, we can draw our tree diagrams in a radial pattern:

     var linkGenerator = d3.svg.diagonal.radial()
     .projection(function(d) { return [d.y, d.x / 180 * Math.PI]; });

To make this work well, we need to reduce the size of our chart, because the radial
drawing of a tree layout in D3 uses the size to determine the maximum radius, and is
drawn out from the 0,0 point of its container like a <circle> element:

     treeChart.size([200,200])

With these changes in place, we need only change the positioning of the nodes to take
rotation into account:

.attr("transform", function(d) { return "rotate(" + (d.x - 90) + 
")translate(" + d.y + ")"; })

Figure 5.17 shows the results of these changes.
 The dendrogram is a generic way of displaying information. It can be repurposed

for menus or information you may not think of as traditionally hierarchical. One
example (figure 5.18) is from the work of Jason Davies, who used the dendrogram
functionality in D3 to create word trees.

Figure 5.16 The dendrogram, 
when dragged to the left, shows 
the labels for the tweets.  
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Figure 5.17 The same 
dendrogram laid out in a radial 
manner. Notice that the <g> 
elements are rotated, so their 
child <text> elements are 
rotated in the same manner.

Figure 5.18 Example of using a dendrogram in a word tree by Jason Davies 
(http://www.jasondavies.com/wordtree/).
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Hierarchical layouts are common and well understood by readers. This gives you the
option to emphasize the nested container nature of a hierarchy, as we did with the circle
pack layout, or the links between parent and child elements, as with the dendrogram.

5.5 Stack layout
You saw the effects of the stack layout in the last chapter when we created a stream-
graph, an example of which is shown in figure 5.19. We began with a simple stacking
function and then made it more complex. As I pointed out then, D3 actually imple-
ments a stack layout, which formats your data so that it can be easily passed to
d3.svg.area to draw a stacked graph or streamgraph.

To implement this, we’ll use the area generator in tandem with the stack layout in list-
ing 5.5. This general pattern should be familiar to you by now: 

1 Process the data to match the requirements of the layout.
2 Set the accessor functions of the layout to align it with the dataset.
3 Use the layout to format the data for display.
4 Send the modified data either directly to SVG elements or paired with a genera-

tor like d3.svg.diagonal, d3.svg.arc, or d3.svg.area.

The first step is to take our original streamdata.csv data and transform it into an array
of movies objects that each have an array of values at points that correspond to the
thickness of the section of the streamgraph that they represent.

d3.csv("movies.csv", function(error,data) {dataViz(data)});

  function dataViz(incData) {
    expData = incData;
    stackData = [];

Listing 5.5 Stack layout example

Figure 5.19 The streamgraph used in a New York Times piece on movie grosses (figure from The New 
York Times, February 23, 2008; http://mng.bz/rV7M)
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    var xScale = d3.scale.linear().domain([0, 10]).range([0, 500]);

    var yScale = d3.scale.linear().domain([0, 100]).range([500, 0]);

    var movieColors = d3.scale
      .category10(["movie1","movie2","movie3","movie4","movie5","movie6"]);

    var stackArea = d3.svg.area()
        .interpolate("basis")
        .x(function(d) { return xScale(d.x); })
        .y0(function(d) { return yScale(d.y0); })
        .y1(function(d) { return yScale(d.y0 + d.y); });

    for (x in incData[0]) {
      if (x != "day") { 
        var newMovieObject = {name: x, values: []}; 
        for (y in incData) {
          newMovieObject.values.push({
                x: parseInt(incData[y]["day"]) ,
                y: parseInt(incData[y][x]) 
          }); 
        };
        stackData.push(newMovieObject);
      };
    };

    stackLayout = d3.layout.stack()
       .offset("silhouette")
       .order("inside-out")
       .values(function(d) { return d.values; });

    d3.select("svg").selectAll("path")
       .data(stackLayout(stackData))
       .enter().append("path")
       .style("fill", function(d) {return movieColors(d.name);})
       .attr("d", function(d) { return stackArea(d.values); });
  };

After the initial dataset is reformatted, the data in the object array is structured so that
the stack layout can deal with it:

[
{"name":"movie1","values":[{"x":1,"y":20},{"x":2,"y":18},{"x":3,"y":14},{"x":

4,"y":7},{"x":5,"y":4},{"x":6,"y":3},{"x":7,"y":2},{"x":8,"y":0},{"x":9,
"y":0},{"x":10,"y":0}]},

{"name":"movie2","values":[{"x":1,"y":8},{"x":2,"y":5},{"x":3,"y":3},{"x":4,"
y":3},{"x":5,"y":3},{"x":6,"y":1},{"x":7,"y":0},{"x":8,"y":0},{"x":9,"y"
:0},{"x":10,"y":0}]}

...

The x value is the day, and the y value is the amount of money made by the movie that
day, which corresponds to thickness. As with other layouts, if we didn’t format our
data this way, we’d need to adjust the .x() and .y() accessors to match our data
names for those values. One of the benefits of formatting our data to match the
expected data model of the layout is that the layout function is very simple:

   stackLayout = d3.layout.stack()
   .values(function(d) { return d.values; }); 

We want to skip the 
day column, because, 
in this case, the day 
becomes our x value.

For each movie, we 
create an object with 
an empty array 
named "values".

Fill the "values" array with 
objects that list the x 
coordinate as the day and 
the y coordinate as the 
amount of money made by 
a movie on that day.

Function chains on the newly 
created stack() layout function
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After our stackLayout function processes our dataset, we can get the results by run-
ning stackLayout(stackData). The layout creates x, y, and y0 functions correspond-
ing to the top and bottom of the object at the x position. If we use the stack layout to
create a streamgraph, then it requires a corresponding area generator:

   var stackArea = d3.svg.area()
   .x(function(d) { return xScale(d.x); }) 
   .y0(function(d) { return yScale(d.y0); })
   .y1(function(d) { return yScale(d.y0 + d.y); });

After we have our data, layout, and area generator in order, we can call them all as
part of the selection and binding process. This gives a set of SVG <path> elements the
necessary shapes to make our chart:

   d3.select("svg").selectAll("path")
      .data(stackLayout(stackData)) 
      .enter()
      .append("path")
      .style("fill", function(d) {return movieColors(d.name);}) 
      .attr("d", function(d) { return stackArea(d.values); }); 

The result, as shown in figure 5.20, isn’t a streamgraph but rather a stacked area chart,
which isn’t that different from a streamgraph, as you’ll soon find out.

 The stack layout has an .offset() function that determines the relative positions
of the areas that make up the chart. Although we can write our own offset functions to
create exotic charts, this function recognizes a few keywords that achieve the typical
effects we’re looking for. We’ll use the silhouette keyword, which centers the drawing

Usually at some point you 
need to pass the data to a scale 
function to fit it to the screen.

The data being bound is 
stackData processed by 
stackLayout().

A color scale 
that associates 
a unique color 
with each object 
in the array

The area generator takes the values
from our data processed by the

layout to get the SVG drawing code.

Figure 5.20 The stack layout 
default settings, when tied to an 
area generator, produce a stacked 
area chart like this one.
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of the stacked areas around the middle. Another function useful for creating stream-
graphs is the .order() function of a stack layout, which determines the order in
which areas are drawn, so that you can alternate them like in a streamgraph. We’ll use
inside-out because that produces the best streamgraph effect. The last change is to
the area constructor, which we’ll update to use the basis interpolator because that
gave the best look in our earlier streamgraph example:

stackLayout.offset("silhouette").order("inside-out");
stackArea.interpolator("basis");

This results in a cleaner streamgraph than our example from chapter 4, and is shown
in figure 5.21.

 The last time we made a streamgraph, we explored the question of whether it was a
useful chart. It is useful, for various reasons, not least of which is because the area in
the chart corresponds graphically to the aggregate profit of each movie. 

 But sometimes a simple stacked bar graph is better. Layouts can be used for various
types of charts, and the stack layout is no different. If we restore the .offset() and
.order() back to the default settings, we can use the stack layout to create a set of
rectangles that makes a traditional stacked bar chart:

   stackLayout = d3.layout.stack()
        .values(function(d) { return d.values; });

    var heightScale = d3.scale.linear()
        .domain([0, 70])
        .range([0, 480]);

    d3.select("svg").selectAll("g.bar")
        .data(stackLayout(stackData))
        .enter()
        .append("g")

Figure 5.21 The streamgraph effect from 
a stack layout with basis interpolation for 
the areas and using the silhouette and 
inside-out settings for the stack 
layout. This is similar to our hand-built 
example from chapter 4 and shows the 
same graphical artifacts from the basis 
interpolation.  
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        .attr("class", "bar")
        .each(function(d) {

            d3.select(this).selectAll("rect")
               .data(d.values)
               .enter()
               .append("rect")
               .attr("x", function(p) { return xScale(p.x) - 15; })
               .attr("y", function(p) { return yScale(p.y + p.y0); })
               .attr("height", function(p) { return heightScale(p.y); })
               .attr("width", 30)
               .style("fill", movieColors(d.name));
    });

In many ways, the stacked bar chart in figure 5.22 is much more readable than the
streamgraph. It presents the same information, but the y-axis tells us exactly how
much money a movie made. There’s a reason why bar charts, line charts, and pie
charts are the standard chart types found in your spreadsheet. Streamgraph, stacked
bar charts, and stacked area charts are fundamentally the same thing, and rely on the
stack layout to format your dataset to draw it. Because you can deploy them equally
easily, your decision whether to use one or the other can be based on user testing
rather than your ability to create awesome dataviz.

 The layouts we’ve looked at so far, as well as the associated methods and generators,
have broad applicability. Now we’ll look at a pair of layouts that don’t come with D3 that
are designed for more specific kinds of data: the Sankey diagram and the word cloud.
Even though these layouts aren’t as generic as the layouts included in the core D3 library
that we’ve looked at, they have some prominent examples and can come in handy.

Figure 5.22 A stacked bar chart 
using the stack layout to determine 
the position of the rectangles that 
make up each day’s stacked bar  
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5.6 Plugins to add new layouts
The examples we’ve touched on in this chapter are a few of the layouts that come with
the core D3 library. You’ll see a few more in later chapters, and we’ll focus specifically
on the force layout in chapter 6. But layouts outside of core D3 may also be useful to
you. These layouts tend to use specifically formatted datasets or different terminology
for layout functions.

5.6.1 Sankey diagram

The Sankey diagram provides you with the ability to map flow from one category to
another. It’s the kind of diagram used in Google Analytics (figure 5.23) to show
event flow or user flow from one part of your website to another. Sankey diagrams
consist of two types of objects: nodes and edges. In this case, the nodes are the web
pages or events, and the edges are the traffic between them. This differs from the
hierarchical data you worked with before, because nodes can have many overlap-
ping connections.

 The D3 version of the Sankey layout is a plugin written by Mike Bostock a couple
of years ago, and you can find it at https://github.com/d3/d3-plugins along with
other interesting D3 plugins. The Sankey layout has a couple of examples and sparse
documentation—one of the drawbacks of noncore layouts. Another minor draw-
back is that they don’t always follow the patterns of the core layouts in D3. To under-
stand the Sankey layout, you need to examine the format of the data, the examples,
and the code itself.

Figure 5.23 Google Analytics uses Sankey diagrams to chart event and user flow for website visitors.
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D3 PLUGINS The core d3.js library that
you download comes with quite a few lay-
outs and useful functions, but you can
find even more at https://github.com/
d3/d3-plugins. Besides the two noncore
layouts discussed in this chapter, we’ll
look at the geo plugins in chapter 7 when
we deal with maps. Also available is a fish-
eye distortion lens, a canned boxplot lay-
out, a layout for horizon charts, and more
exotic plugins for Chernoff faces and
implementing the superformula. 

The data is a JSON array of nodes and a second JSON array of links. Get used to this
format, because it’s the format of most of the network data we’ll use in chapter 6. For
our example, we’ll look at the traffic flow in a website that sells milk and milk-based
products. We want to see how visitors move through the site from the homepage to
the store page to the various product pages. In the parlance of the data format we
need to work with, the nodes are the web pages, the links are the visitors who go from
one page to another (if any), and the value of each link is the total number of visitors
who move from that page to the next.

{
  "nodes":[ 
    {"name":"index"},
    {"name":"about"},
    {"name":"contact"},
    {"name":"store"},
    {"name":"cheese"},
    {"name":"yoghurt"},
    {"name":"milk"}
  ],
  "links":[
    {"source":0,"target":1,"value":25}, 
    {"source":0,"target":2,"value":10},
    {"source":0,"target":3,"value":40},
    {"source":1,"target":2,"value":10},
    {"source":3,"target":4,"value":25},
    {"source":3,"target":5,"value":10},
    {"source":3,"target":6,"value":5},
    {"source":4,"target":6,"value":5},
    {"source":4,"target":5,"value":15}
  ]
}

The nodes array is clear—each object represents a web page. The links array is a bit
more opaque, until you realize the numbers represent the array position of nodes in
the node array. So when links[0] reads "source": 0, it means that the source is

Listing 5.6 sitestats.json

Each entry in this 
array represents 
a web page.

Each entry in this array 
represents the number of 
times someone navigated 
from the "source" page to 
the "target" page.
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nodes[0], which is the index page of the site. It connects to nodes[1], the about page,
and indicates that 25 people navigated from the home page to the about page. That
defines our flow—the flow of traffic through a site.

 The Sankey layout is initialized like any layout:

var sankey = d3.sankey()
   .nodeWidth(20) 
   .nodePadding(200)  
   .size([460, 460])
   .nodes(data.nodes)
   .links(data.links)
   .layout(200); 

Until now, you’ve only seen .size(). It controls the graphical extent that the layout
uses. The rest you’d need to figure out by looking at the example, experimenting with
different values, or reading the sankey.js code itself. Most of it will quickly make sense,
especially if you’re familiar with the .nodes() and .links() convention used in D3
network visualizations. The .layout() setting is pretty hard to understand without div-
ing into the code, but I’ll explain that next.

 After we define our Sankey layout as in listing 5.7, we need to draw the chart by
selecting and binding the necessary SVG elements. In this case, that typically consists
of <rect> elements for the nodes and <path> elements for the flows. We’ll also add
<text> elements to label the nodes.

   var intensityRamp = d3.scale.linear()
     .domain([0,d3.max(data.links, function(d) {
                       return d.value;
}) ])
.range(["black", "red"]);

 d3.select("svg").append("g")
    .attr("transform", "translate(20,20)").attr("id", "sankeyG"); 

 d3.select("#sankeyG").selectAll(".link")
     .data(data.links)
     .enter().append("path")
     .attr("class", "link")
     .attr("d", sankey.link()) 
     .style("stroke-width", function(d) { return d.dy; }) 
     .style("stroke-opacity", .5)
     .style("fill", "none")
     .style("stroke", function(d){ return intensityRamp(d.value); }) 
     .sort(function(a, b) { return b.dy - a.dy; })
     .on("mouseover", function() {
               d3.select(this).style("stroke-opacity", .8); 
     }) 
     .on("mouseout", function() {
     d3.selectAll("path.link").style("stroke-opacity", .5)
});

Listing 5.7 Sankey drawing code

Where to start and stop drawing 
the flows between nodes

The distance between 
nodes vertically; a lower 
value creates longer bars 
representing our web pages

The number of times to 
run the layout to optimize 
placement of flows

Offsets the
parent <g> of
the entire chart

Sankey
layout’s

.link()
function is

a path
generator

Note that layout 
expects us to use 
a thick stroke and 
not a filled area.

Sets the
stroke color

using our
intensity

ramp,
black to red

indicating
weak to

strong

Emphasizes the 
link when we 
mouse over it by 
making it less 
transparent
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 d3.select("#sankeyG").selectAll(".node")
     .data(data.nodes)
     .enter().append("g")
     .attr("class", "node")
     .attr("transform", function(d) { 
         return "translate(" + d.x + "," + d.y + ")"; 
     }); 

 d3.selectAll(".node").append("rect")
     .attr("height", function(d) { return d.dy; })
     .attr("width", 20)
     .style("fill", "pink")
     .style("stroke", "gray");

 d3.selectAll(".node").append("text")
     .attr("x", 0)
     .attr("y", function(d) { return d.dy / 2; })
     .attr("text-anchor", "middle")
     .text(function(d) { return d.name; });

The implementation of this layout has some interactivity, as shown in figure 5.24. Dia-
grams like these, with wavy paths overlapping other wavy paths, need interaction to make
them legible to your site visitor. In this case, it differentiates one flow from another.

 With a Sankey diagram like this at your disposal, you can track the flow of goods,
visitors, or anything else through your organization, website, or other system.
Although you could expand on this example in any number of ways, I think one of the
most useful is also one of the simplest. Remember, layouts aren’t tied to particular
shape elements. In some cases, like with the flows in the Sankey diagram, you’ll have a

Calculates node 
position as x and 
y coordinates on 
our data

Figure 5.24 A Sankey diagram 
where the number of visitors is 
represented in the color of the 
path. The flow between index 
and contact has an increased 
opacity as the result of a 
mouseover event.  
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hard time adapting the layout data to any element other than a <path>, but the nodes
don’t need to be <rect> elements. If we adjust our code, we can easily make nodes
that are circles:

  sankey.nodeWidth(1);

 d3.selectAll(".node").append("circle")
     .attr("height", function(d) { return d.dy; })
     .attr("r", function(d) { return d.dy / 2; })
     .attr("cy", function(d) { return d.dy / 2; })
     .style("fill", "pink")
     .style("stroke", "gray");

Don’t shy away from experimenting with tweaks to traditional charting methods.
Using circles instead of rectangles, like in figure 5.25, may seem frivolous, but it may
be a better fit visually, or it may distinguish your Sankey from all the boring sharp-
edged Sankeys out there. In the same vein, don’t be afraid of leveraging D3’s capac-
ity for information visualization to teach yourself how a layout works. You’ll remem-
ber that d3.layout.sankey has a layout() function, and you might discover the
operation of that function by reading the code. But there’s another way for you to
see how this function works: by using transitions and creating a function that
updates the .layout() property dynamically, you can see what this function does to
the chart graphically.

VISUALIZING ALGORITHMS Although you may think of data visualization as all
the graphics in this book, it’s also simultaneously a graphical representation

Figure 5.25 A squid-like 
Sankey diagram
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of the methods you used to process the data. In some cases, like the Sankey
diagram here or the force-directed network visualization you’ll see in the next
chapter, the algorithm used to sort and arrange the graphical elements is
front and center. After you have a layout that displays properly, you can play
with the settings and update the elements like you’ve done with the Sankey
diagram to better understand how the algorithm works visually.

First we need to add an onclick function to make the chart interactive, as shown in
listing 5.8. We’ll attach this function to the <svg> element itself, but you could just as
easily add a button like we did in chapter 3.

 The moreLayouts() function does two things. It updates the sankey.layout()
property by incrementing a variable and setting it to the new value of that variable. It
also selects the graphical elements that make up your chart (the <g> and <path> ele-
ments) and redraws them with the updated settings. By using transition() and
delay(), you’ll see the chart dynamically adjust.

var numLayouts = 1;
d3.select("svg").on("click", moreLayouts);
sankey.layout(numLayouts); 

function moreLayouts() {
   numLayouts += 20; 
   sankey.layout(numLayouts);

   d3.selectAll(".link")
   .transition()
   .duration(500)
   .attr("d", sankey.link()) 

   d3.selectAll(".node")
   .transition()
   .duration(500)
   .attr("transform", function(d) { 
           return "translate(" + d.x + "," + d.y + ")"; 
   });
}

Listing 5.8 Visual layout function for the Sankey diagram

Figure 5.26 The Sankey layout algorithm attempts to optimize the positioning of nodes to reduce 
overlap. The chart reflects the position of nodes after (from left to right) 1 pass, 20 passes, 40 passes, 
and 200 passes.

Initializes the sankey 
with only a single 
layout pass

We choose 20 passes because it 
shows some change without 
requiring us to click too much.

Because the layout updates the 
dataset, we just have to call the 
drawing functions again and they 
automatically update.
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The end result is a visual experience of the effect of the .layout() function. This
function specifies the number of passes that d3.layout.sankey makes to determine
the best position of the lines representing flow. You can see some snapshots of this in
figure 5.26 showing the lines sort out and get out of each other’s way. This kind of
position optimization is a common technique in information visualization, and drives
the force-directed network layout that you’ll see in chapter 6. In the case of our San-
key example, even one pass of the layout provides good positioning. That’s because
this is a simple dataset, and it stabilizes quickly. As you can see as you click your chart
and in figure 5.26, the layout doesn’t change much with progressively higher numbers
of passes in the layout() setting.

 It should be clear by this example that when you update the settings of the layout,
you can also update the visual display of the layout. You can use animations and transi-
tions by simply calling the elements and setting their drawing code or position to
reflect the changed data. You’ll see much more of this in later chapters.

5.6.2 Word clouds

One of the most popular information visualization charts is also one of the most
maligned: the word cloud. Also known as a tag cloud, the word cloud uses text and
text size to represent the importance or frequency of words. Figure 5.27 shows a

Figure 5.27 A word or tag cloud uses the size of a word to indicate its importance or 
frequency in a text, creating a visual summary of text. These word clouds were created 
by the popular online word cloud generator Wordle (www.wordle.net).
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thumbnail gallery of 15 word clouds derived from text in a species biodiversity data-
base. Oftentimes, word clouds rotate the words to set them at right angles or jumble
them at random angles to improve the appearance of the graphics. Word clouds, like
streamgraphs, receive criticism for being hard to read or presenting too little informa-
tion. But both are surprisingly popular with audiences.

 I created these word clouds using my data with the popular Java applet Wordle,
which provides an easy UI and a few aesthetic customization choices. Wordle has
flooded the internet with word clouds because it lets anyone create visually arresting
but problematic graphics by dropping text onto a page. This caused much consterna-
tion among data visualization experts, who think word clouds are evil because they
embed no analysis in the visualization and only highlight superficial data such as the
quantity of words in a blog post.

 But word clouds aren’t evil. First of all, they’re popular with audiences. But more
than that, words are remarkably effective graphical objects. If you can identify a numeri-
cal attribute that indicates the significance of a word, then scaling the size of a word in
a word cloud relays that significance to your reader.

 So let’s start by assuming we have the right kind of data for a word cloud. Fortu-
nately, we do: the top twenty words used in this chapter, with the number of each word.

text,frequency
layout,63
function,61
data,47
return,36
attr,29
chart,28
array,24
style,24
layouts,22
values,22
need,21
nodes,21
pie,21
use,21
figure,20
circle,19
we'll,19
zoom,19
append,17
elements,17

To create a word cloud with D3, you have to use another layout that isn’t in the core
library, created by Jason Davies (who created the sentence trees using the tree layout
shown in figure 5.17). You’ll also need to implement an algorithm written by Jonathan
Feinberg (http://static.mrfeinberg.com/bv_ch03.pdf). The layout, d3.layout.cloud(),
is available on GitHub at https://github.com/jasondavies/d3-cloud. It requires that

Listing 5.9 worddata.csv
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you define what attribute will determine word size and what size you want the word
cloud to lay out for. 

 Unlike most other layouts, cloud() fires a custom event "end" that indicates it’s
done calculating the most efficient use of space to generate the word cloud. The lay-
out then passes to this event the processed dataset with the position, rotation, and size
of the words. We can then run the cloud layout without ever referring to it again, and
we don’t even need to assign it to a variable, as we do in the following listing. If we
plan to reuse the cloud layout and adjust the settings, we assign it to a variable like
with any other layout.

   var wordScale=d3.scale.linear().domain([0,75]).range([10,160]); 

   d3.layout.cloud()
     .size([500, 500])
     .words(data) 
     .fontSize(function(d) { return wordScale(d.frequency); }) 
     .on("end", draw)
     .start(); 

   function draw(words) { 

     var wordG = d3.select("svg").append("g")
         .attr("id", "wordCloudG")
         .attr("transform","translate(250,250)");

     wordG.selectAll("text")
       .data(words)
       .enter()
       .append("text")
       .style("font-size", function(d) { return d.size + "px"; })
       .style("opacity", .75)
       .attr("text-anchor", "middle")
       .attr("transform", function(d) {
          return "translate(" + [d.x, d.y] + ")rotate(" + d.rotate + ")";
       }) 
       .text(function(d) { return d.text; });
  };

This code creates an SVG <text> element that’s rotated and placed according to the
code. None of our words are rotated, so we get the staid word cloud shown in figure 5.28.

 It’s simple enough to define rotation, and we only need to set some rotation value
in the cloud layout’s .rotate() function:

   randomRotate=d3.scale.linear().domain([0,1]).range([-20,20]); 

    d3.layout.cloud()
     .size([500, 500])
     .words(data)
     .rotate(function() {return randomRotate(Math.random())} ) 

Listing 5.10 Creating a word cloud with d3.layout.cloud

Uses a scale
rather than
raw values

for the font

Assigns data to the cloud 
layout using .words()

Sets the size 
of each word 
using our 
scale

The cloud layout needs to be 
initialized; when it’s done it 
fires "end" and runs whatever 
function "end" is associated with.

We’ve assigned draw() to 
"end", which automatically 
passes the processed dataset 
as the words variable.

Translation and 
rotation are calculated 
by the cloud layout.

This scale takes a 
random number 
between 0 and 1 
and returns an 
angle between 
-20 degrees and 
20 degrees.

Sets the
rotation for

each word
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     .fontSize(function(d) { return wordScale(d.frequency); })
     .on("end", draw)
     .start();

At this point, we have your traditional word cloud (figure 5.29), and we can tweak the
settings and colors to create anything you’ve seen on Wordle. But now let’s take a look
at why word clouds get such a bad reputation. We’ve taken an interesting dataset, the
most common words in this chapter, and, other than size them by their frequency,
done little more than place them on screen and jostle them a bit. We have different
channels for expressing data visually, and in this case the best channels that we have,
besides size, are color and rotation.

 With that in mind, let’s imagine that we have a keyword list for this book, and that
each of these words is in a glossary in the back of the book. We’ll place those keywords

Figure 5.28 A word 
cloud with words that are 
arranged horizontally  

Figure 5.29 A word cloud using the 
same worddata.csv but with words 
slightly perturbed by randomizing the 
rotation property of each word
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in an array and use them to highlight the words in our word cloud that appear in the
glossary. The code in the following listing also rotates shorter words 90 degrees and
leaves the longer words unrotated so that they’ll be easier to read.

var keywords = ["layout", "zoom", "circle", "style", "append", "attr"] 

d3.layout.cloud()
     .size([500, 500])
     .words(data)
     .rotate(function(d) { return d.text.length > 5 ? 0 : 90; }) 
     .fontSize(function(d) { return wordScale(d.frequency); })
     .on("end", draw)
     .start();

   function draw(words) {

     var wordG = d3.select("svg").append("g")
          .attr("id", "wordCloudG").attr("transform","translate(250,250)");

     wordG.selectAll("text")
        .data(words)
        .enter()
        .append("text")
        .style("font-size", function(d) { return d.size + "px"; })
        .style("fill", function(d) { 
            return (keywords.indexOf(d.text) > -1 ? "red" : "black"); 
       }) 
       .style("opacity", .75)
       .attr("text-anchor", "middle")
       .attr("transform", function(d) {
          return "translate(" + [d.x, d.y] + ") rotate(" + d.rotate + ")";
       })
       .text(function(d) { return d.text; });
 };

Listing 5.11 Word cloud layout with key word highlighting

Our
array of

keywords

The rotate function rotates by
90 degrees every word with

five or fewer characters.

If the word
appears in the

keyword list,
color it red;

otherwise,
color it black.

Figure 5.30 This word cloud 
highlights keywords and places 
longer words horizontally and 
shorter words vertically.  
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The word cloud in figure 5.30 is fundamentally the same, but instead of using color
and rotation for aesthetics, we used them to encode information in the dataset. You
can read about more controls over the format of your word cloud, including selecting
fonts and padding, in the layout’s documentation at https://www.jasondavies.com/
wordcloud/about/.

  Layouts like the word cloud aren’t suitable for as wide a variety of data as some
other layouts, but because they’re so easy to deploy and customize, you can combine
them with other charts to represent the multiple facets of your data. You’ll see this
kind of synchronized chart in chapter 9.

5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we took an in-depth look at D3 layout structure and experimented
with several datasets. In doing so, you learned how to use layouts not just to draw one
particular chart, but also variations on that chart. You also experimented with interac-
tivity and animation.

 In particular, we covered

■ Layout structure and functions common to D3 core layouts
■ Arc and diagonal generators for drawing arcs and connecting links
■ How to make pie charts and donut charts using the pie layout
■ Using tweens to better animate the graphical transition for arc segments

(pie pieces)
■ How to create circle-packing diagrams and format them effectively using the

pack layout
■ How to create vertical, horizontal, and radial dendrograms using the tree layout
■ How to create stacked area charts, streamgraphs, and stacked bar charts using

the stack layout
■ How to use noncore D3 layouts to build Sankey diagrams and word clouds

Now that you understand layouts in general, in the next chapter we’ll focus on how to
represent networks. We’ll spend most of our time working with the force-directed lay-
out, which has much in common with general layouts but is distinguished from them
because it’s designed to be interactive and animated. Because the chapter deals with
network data, like the kind you used for the Sankey layout in this chapter, you’ll also
learn a few tips and tricks for processing and measuring networks.
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Narrative Visualization: Telling Stories with Data

Edward Segel and Jeffrey Heer

Abstract—Data visualization is regularly promoted for its ability to reveal stories within data, yet these “data stories” differ in important
ways from traditional forms of storytelling. Storytellers, especially online journalists, have increasingly been integrating visualizations
into their narratives, in some cases allowing the visualization to function in place of a written story. In this paper, we systematically
review the design space of this emerging class of visualizations. Drawing on case studies from news media to visualization research,
we identify distinct genres of narrative visualization. We characterize these design differences, together with interactivity and mes-
saging, in terms of the balance between the narrative flow intended by the author (imposed by graphical elements and the interface)
and story discovery on the part of the reader (often through interactive exploration). Our framework suggests design strategies for
narrative visualization, including promising under-explored approaches to journalistic storytelling and educational media.

Index Terms—Narrative visualization, storytelling, design methods, case study, journalism, social data analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many have commented on the storytelling potential
of data visualization. News organizations including the New York
Times, Washington Post, and the Guardian regularly incorporate dy-
namic graphics into their journalism. Politicians, activists, and televi-
sion reporters use interactive visualizations as a backdrop for stories
about global health and economics [10] and election results [9]. A re-
cent feature in The Economist [6] explores the proliferation of digital
data and notes that visualization designers are “melding the skills of
computer science, statistics, artistic design and storytelling.”

Static visualizations have long been used to support storytelling,
usually in the form of diagrams and charts embedded in a larger body
of text. In this format, the text conveys the story, and the image typ-
ically provides supporting evidence or related details. An emerging
class of visualizations attempts to combine narratives with interactive
graphics. Storytellers, especially online journalists, are increasingly
integrating complex visualizations into their narratives.

Crafting successful “data stories” requires a diverse set of skills.
Gershon and Page [12] note that effective story-telling “require[s]
skills like those familiar to movie directors, beyond a technical expert’s
knowledge of computer engineering and science.” While techniques
from oration, prose, comic books, video games, and film production
are applicable to narrative visualization, we should also expect this
emerging medium to possess unique attributes. Data stories differ in
important ways from traditional storytelling. Stories in text and film
typically present a set of events in a tightly controlled progression.
While tours through visualized data similarly can be organized in a
linear sequence, they can also be interactive, inviting verification, new
questions, and alternative explanations.

Currently, most sophisticated visualization tools focus on data ex-
ploration and analysis. Applications such as spreadsheets and visual-
ization tools support an array of analysis routines and visual encod-
ings, but beyond exporting images for presentation typically provide
scant support for crafting stories with analysis results. As such, they
provide powerful vehicles for discovering “stories”, but do little to aid
narrative communication of these findings to others. As tools mature
and more richly integrate with the web (e.g., Many Eyes [25], Tableau
Public [22], GeoTime Stories [8]), they are enabling the publication
of dynamic graphics with variably constrained levels of interactivity.
It remains an open question how the design of such tools might be
evolved to support richer and more diverse forms of storytelling.
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In this paper, we investigate the design of narrative visualizations
and identify techniques for telling stories with data graphics. We take
an empirical approach, analyzing visualizations from online journal-
ism, blogs, instructional videos, and visualization research. After re-
viewing related work, we share five selected case studies which high-
light varied design strategies and illustrate our analytic approach. We
then formulate a design space constructed from an analysis of 58 ex-
amples. Our analysis identifies salient dimensions of visual story-
telling, including how graphical techniques and interactivity can en-
force various levels of structure and narrative flow. We describe seven
genres of narrative visualization: magazine style, annotated chart, par-
titioned poster, flow chart, comic strip, slide show, and video. These
genres can be combined with interactivity and messaging to produce
varying balances of author-driven and reader-driven experiences. Fi-
nally, we discuss the implications of our framework, noting recurring
design strategies, promising yet under-utilized approaches to integrat-
ing visualization with other media, and the potential for improved user
interfaces for crafting data stories. By focusing on the graphical and
interactive elements of narrative visualization, our approach gives less
attention to the cognitive and emotional experience of the reader. We
recognize the importance of these elements, however, and describe di-
rections for future reader-centric research in our conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

Storytelling and visual expression are integral parts of human culture;
storytelling has even been referred to as “the world’s second-oldest
profession” [12]. Without summarizing millennia of achievement, we
describe a few of the key concepts informing narrative visualization.

2.1 Narrative Structure
The Oxford English Dictionary defines narrative as “an account of a
series of events, facts, etc., given in order and with the establishing of
connections between them.” Central to this definition is the notion of
a chain of causally related events. Stories of this form often have a
beginning, middle, and end [3, 24]: an introduction to the situation, a
series of events often involving tension or conflict, and a resolution.

Since ancient times, people have tried to understand and formalize
the elements of storytelling. For example, writers (e.g., [5, 19, 21])
have developed typologies of dramatic situations and identified plot
lines common to many narratives, such as the “hero’s journey” [5].
This research typically distinguishes between the content of the story
and the form in which it is told. While stories often concern interacting
characters, they may also present a sequence of facts and observations
linked together by a unifying theme or argument.

Storytelling strategies vary among media and genre. For instance,
stories told through writing have access to a different set of formal
mechanisms and narrative structures (e.g., stream of consciousness)
than stories told through film (e.g., split-screen sequences [3]). Blun-
dell [2] describes narrative devices for journalism such as the anecdo-



tal lead—an initial story, often involving dialogue and characters, that
presents a microcosm of the larger news story—and the nut graf—a
paragraph explicitly describing the news value of an article. These de-
vices are largely unique to journalism, as opposed to literary fiction or
film. Visualizations themselves may incorporate a variety of media,
including text, images and video, and can also be interactive, enabling
stories whose telling relies as much on the reader as on the author.

2.2 Visual Narratives

Artists, designers, and psychologists have all explored ways in which
visual media can be organized to engender a narrative experience.
They have developed nuanced techniques for sequentially directing
a viewer’s attention and keeping viewers oriented across transitions.
While a full treatment of these devices is beyond the scope of this
paper, we present some salient principles here.

Many narratives are rooted in a clear starting point. In visual media,
an establishing shot or overview [3, 19] is often used to introduce the
scene. Of course, not all elements in a scene are of equal importance
throughout a story, and so authors often manipulate a scene to direct
attention to a point of interest. Psychologists have extensively stud-
ied phenomena of visual salience [11, 17, 23], showing that outliers
among visual features such as color, size, and orientation preferentially
attract one’s attention. The strength of this attraction is modulated by
multiple factors [17], including the scene itself (e.g., a brightly colored
object is less salient when surrounded by other brightly colored ob-
jects) and by the viewer’s task (e.g., expectations and top-down search
can affect what is perceived as most salient).

Cultural factors, particularly reading order (e.g., left-to-right) natu-
rally bias where people look first and how they scan an image [19].
Visual techniques can further establish the order in which the eye
visits elements in the scene. For example, gestalt grouping [26] via
features such as spatial proximity, containment, or connection may
bias one towards first perceiving the grouped content. Vectorial ref-
erence [18, 24], most commonly in the form of arrows, is a powerful
technique for sequentially directing attention.

Visual media often involve changes of scene, such as between the
panels of a comic or across cuts in edited film. A number of devices
have been developed to orient a viewer during transitions. Continu-
ity editing techniques in film [3], such as matching on objects or ac-
tions, suggest the connection between scenes and may sustain a fo-
cus of attention. Similarly, animation design [14, 24] often relies on
object constancy and de-emphasizes secondary details to keep view-
ers oriented; animators may also subdivide a transition into stages
to facilitate apprehension. Within comics, McCloud [19] proposes a
taxonomy of transition types consisting of moment-to-moment (one
subject, short time period), action-to-action (one subject, longer time
period), subject-to-subject (different subjects, same scene), scene-to-
scene (change of scene), aspect-to-aspect (“aspects of a place, idea, or
mood”), and non-sequitur (logically unconnected) transitions. In ad-
dition to continuity of objects or actions, extra-pictorial elements [24]
such as callouts (e.g., insets or lines to denote zooming) and annota-
tions are used to enrich a narrative. Not surprisingly, we will see that
many of these techniques are also applicable to narrative visualization.

2.3 Storytelling with Data Visualization

Though data visualization often evokes comparisons to storytelling [6,
7], the relationship between the two is rarely articulated clearly.
Jonathan Harris, the creator of We Feel Fine and Whale Hunt, consid-
ers himself a storyteller first and a visualization designer second: “I
think people have begun to forget how powerful human stories are, ex-
changing their sense of empathy for a fetishistic fascination with data,
networks, patterns, and total information... Really, the data is just part
of the story. The human stuff is the main stuff, and the data should
enrich it.” Yet when pressed to describe what he means by “story,”
he responds with only a rough approximation: “I define ‘story’ quite
loosely. To me, a story can be as small as a gesture or as large as a
life. But the basic elements of a story can probably be summed up with
the well-worn Who / What / Where / When / Why / How.”

Others have tried to articulate the connection more concretely. Ger-
shon and Page [12] observe that stories communicate information in
a psychologically-efficient format, also a central goal of visualization
design. Using the script of a fictional military scenario as a case study,
they examine tactics used to communicate narrative events, including
continuity editing, highlighting (e.g., flashing), and redundant messag-
ing across media (e.g., audio and video). Still, a deeper understanding
of narrative visualization remains elusive, as “we need to further un-
derstand the characteristic interactions of each genre with each par-
ticular audience, its advantages and disadvantages, and how it might
affect content and learning.” Wojtkowski and Wojtkowski [27] further
argue that what makes data visualization different from other types of
visual storytelling is the complexity of the content that needs to be
communicated. They conclude that “visual storytelling, in turn, might
be of critical importance in providing intuitive and fast exploration
of very large data resources,” but again stop short of detailing how we
might best “tailor visualization systems to accommodate storytelling.”

Some visualization systems have begun to incorporate storytelling
into their design. For example, GeoTime Stories [8] enables analysts
to create annotated stories within visualizations using a text editor and
bookmarking interface. The sense.us [15] system allowed users to cre-
ate trails of visualization bookmarks that were regularly used for sto-
rytelling. Tableau’s graphical histories [13] lets users review, collate,
and export key points of their visual analysis. More recently, Tableau
Public [22] supports the construction and web-based publication of in-
teractive visualizations, supporting storytelling in data-rich domains
such as finance and sports journalism. Such systems provide the first
steps toward making richer storytelling capabilities accessible.

In short, many have observed the storytelling potential of data vi-
sualization and drawn parallels to more traditional media. However,
a thorough understanding of the design space for narrative visualiza-
tion has yet to emerge. In the meantime, practitioners such as artists
and journalists have been forging paths through this space, and we
might hope to gain insight from their explorations. Here we seek to
further our understanding of narrative visualization by analyzing and
contrasting examples of visualizations with a story-telling component.
We then generalize from these examples to identify salient design di-
mensions. In the process, we hope to clarify how narrative visualiza-
tion differs from other storytelling forms, and how these differences
introduce both opportunities and pitfalls for its narrative potential.

3 CASE STUDIES OF NARRATIVE VISUALIZATION

We collected visualizations with narrative components, and then at-
tempted to identify and categorize the design features that effectively
tell stories with data. We gathered examples from sources such as on-
line journalism, blogs, visualization books, research papers, and soft-
ware packages. Our primary source was online journalism, including
visualizations produced by the New York Times, the Guardian, the
Financial Times, the Washington Post, and Slate. Additional visual-
izations were found through visualization blogs such as Flowing Data,
Infosthetics, and Visual Complexity. For completeness, we also ex-
amined visualizations that do not explicitly tell stories but nonetheless
contain relevant storytelling components. We analyzed the narrative
and interactive devices used in each example. The accumulated data
reveals recurring patterns, leading to our analysis in Section 4.

In this section, we present five selected case studies of narrative
visualization. Our goal is to highlight both exemplary and problem-
atic approaches, as well as give the reader a sense of our method of
analysis. Throughout, recurrent design strategies are marked in bold
face. The examples were chosen to provide a diverse sample of points
in the design space of narrative visualization. These case studies also
highlight the potential application of narrative visualization in fields
ranging across journalism, sports, public policy, and finance.

3.1 Steroids or Not, the Pursuit is On
Baseball star Barry Bonds points to the sky; his goal, 755 home runs,
hovers over his head—“Steroids or Not, the Pursuit is On” [A36].
Shadowing Bonds’ attempt were allegations of steroid use, and many
sports statisticians turned to the numbers to investigate these claims.



Fig. 1. Steroids Or Not, the Pursuit is On. New York Times.

Sized prominently and placed in the upper left corner of the page, the
image of Bonds grabs the eye and points the viewer towards the title,
establishing the topic for the rest of the graphic. A legend consisting of
photos and text introduce Hank Aaron and Babe Ruth, previous home
run leaders whose careers provide points of comparison for Bonds’
career. A line-chart of accumulated home runs shows the three hitters’
careers in alignment, with Bonds’ home runs accelerating at a time
when the other hitters slow down. A shaded annotation notes that the
acceleration coincides with the first reports of steroid use in Bonds’
14th season, accompanied by a second annotation just two years later
when Bond takes the lead over Ruth and Aaron. The shaded path then
flows to a similarly-colored inset to the right containing a comparison
of each player’s home run pace after age 34, emphasizing the suspi-
cious acceleration in Bonds’ hitting so late in his career.

The viewer may then move to other sections. On the right, the eye
is invited by a large image of a swinging Alex Rodriguez and a bold
caption noting “Others Taking Aim.” Here we see the other current
players who are chasing the career home run record. The bottom sec-
tion (“Differing Paths to the Top of the Charts”), devoid of color and
consisting of smaller plots, is given minimum visual priority but com-
pletes the story. Small multiples show the home runs per season for
top players on the career home run list, each captioned by a factoid.

The visualization resembles a poster one might see at a science fair,
with the space subdivided into smaller sections, each telling its own
sub-story with charts, pictures, and text. The three sections are linked
together graphically through the use of color, shape, and text. For ex-
ample, the largest section introduces the hitters according to their order
on the career home run list: Hank Aaron (black line), Babe Ruth (green
line), and Barry Bonds (red line). Subtly matching on content, the in-
set in this section maintains this same scheme, presenting the players
in the same order with their associated colors. This allows the viewer
to immediately discern the reference to the larger image. The sec-
tion below also begins in the same order (Aaron, Ruth, Bonds) before
proceeding to the other players. This order not only carries informa-
tional content (i.e., who has the most home runs) but also prevents the
viewer from having to reorient while switching between sections. Fi-
nally, the section to the right charts the performance of current players
over a shadow of the initial chart, a shape we immediately identify as
belonging to Aaron, Ruth, and Bonds.

While these elements provide seamless transitions between sec-
tions, they do not dictate the order in which the viewer explores the
visualization. Rather, a path is accomplished through the use of visual
highlighting (color, size, boldness) and connecting elements such as
arrows and shaded trails. When looking at the visualization, the viewer
begins with the largest image, in part because of its size, central posi-
tioning, and coloring, but also because it is capped with a large head-
line and a picture of Bonds himself telling the viewer where to look.

Fig. 2. Budget Forecasts, Compared With Reality. New York Times.

3.2 Budget Forecasts, Compared With Reality
When deteriorating economic conditions forced a downward revision
in the 2010 White House budget forecast, the New York Times pub-
lished this visualization [A53] to explore the accuracy of past budgets’
predictions. A large headline is followed by a brief prompt introduc-
ing the visualization. Below are two panels side by side. The left
panel contains another bold headline accompanied by a short para-
graph of text, while the right panel contains a line chart showing bud-
get surpluses and deficits between 1980-2020, with the estimates dis-
tinguished from actual data using annotations and coloring. Just above
these panels is a progress bar indicating the length of the visualization
and providing the user with a mechanism to navigate between slides.

As the user steps through the presentation, the visualization main-
tains a consistent visual platform, changing only the content within
each panel while leaving the general layout of the visual elements in-
tact. Each new slide alters the text in the left panel, while updating the
chart in the right panel with animated transitions. A narrative is com-
municated clearly through the interaction of the text in the left panel
with the annotations and graphic elements in the right panel, each en-
riching the narrative through multi-messaging, providing related but
different information [20]. In this way, the presentation guides the
viewer through historical budget forecasts, explaining patterns in the
data (80% of deficit forecasts have been too optimistic) and highlight-
ing key events (surpluses under Clinton were generated in part by
a stock market bubble). Users can discover additional statistics by
mousing-over the chart, revealing details-on-demand with the years
and estimates of past forecasts. Halfway through the presentation, a
timeline slider appears above the dates on the horizontal axis, with the
slider position updating along with the chart above. Text on the fifth
slide explicitly encourages the user to interact with this slider to iso-
late forecasts for a single year. The presentation ends with the current
budget forecasts for 2012, letting the user see how these predictions
change under different economic assumptions.

At its core, this visualization is a typical slide-show presentation
augmented by two important features. First, it allows the user to de-
termine the pace of the presentation by using the provided progress
bar. And second, it allows the user to interact with the presentation by
mousing-over areas of interest and by using the slider to explore dif-
ferent time windows. We call this structure an interactive slideshow
that uses single-frame interactivity, meaning that interaction manip-
ulates items within a single-frame without taking the user to new visual
scenes. These devices encourage the user to explore the data within the
structure of an overarching narrative. The narrative functions in two
ways, both communicating key observations from the data, as well
as cleverly providing a tacit tutorial of the available interactions by
animating each component along with the presentation. By the time
the presentation encourages the user to investigate budget forecasts for
specific years, it is already clear to the user how to do this.

This presentation style can be compared to a narrative pattern called
the martini glass structure [4], following a tight narrative path early
on (the stem of the glass) and then opening up later for free explo-
ration (the body of the glass). Different features of the visualization



Fig. 3. Afghanistan: Behind the Front Line. Financial Times.

ensure that the viewer does not lose his place in the narrative during
this exploratory stage, with orientation provided by the consistency of
the visual platform, the updating progress bar, and the timeline slider.

3.3 Afghanistan: Behind the Front Line

In an effort to draw popular support away from the Taliban, NATO
deployed groups of soldiers and civilians known as Provincial Recon-
struction Teams (PRTs) to Afghanistan to implement nation-building
development projects. People began to question the effectiveness of
these groups amidst escalating violence in the region. This visual-
ization [A45] begins with a traditional newspaper headline and brief
article introducing the PRT’s mission. The article then states the in-
tended purpose of the graphic: to establish indicators of success by
which to evaluate the development work being done in Afghanistan.

The graphic starts with its own introduction as well, occupying
the first of four tabs the user can select. This starting tab contains
only introductory text and a photograph of a US soldier. The remain-
ing tabs (Nation-building, Security, Counter-narcotics) each contain
an identical map of Afghanistan subdivided by province. A different
hue (green, blue, red) is used to color the map for each tab, provid-
ing a semantically consistent color encoding; brightness encodes the
values for each province. To the upper left of the map is a legend
which changes according to the tab’s content. The “Nation-Building”
tab tracks the overall cost of activities for each province, “Secu-
rity” tracks the severity of insurgent activity, and “Counter-Narcotics”
tracks opium cultivation. This last tab also contains a timeline slider,
allowing the user to explore how opium cultivation has changed over
the past five years of the PRT’s efforts.

Each tab contains an interactive list of NATO countries on the right.
A short message and mouse pointer indicate the list is interactive.
Clicking an individual country highlights the provinces in which that
country has troops deployed, outlining their borders with a flashing
red line. A paragraph of text appears in a panel below, providing
facts about that country’s involvement, and in some cases allowing the
user to isolate particular activities (Education, Health, Economic De-
velopment, etc.). Finally, a button labeled “PRT INFO” slides down
a new window containing additional background about the PRTs in
Afghanistan, with details-on-demand for each country involved.

The visualization maintains the same graphical layout across tabs,
modified only slightly for the different content. This consistent visual
platform provides easy transitions between tabs, and the colors serve
as an indication that a switch has occurred. The visual highlighting
of provinces serves to draw the viewer’s eye to the relevant areas, a
necessary feature given the density of the map. Finally, each inter-
active component is clearly adorned with markers of interactivity,
explicitly pointing out the potential for interaction.

However, we believe that some aspects of the visualization could be
improved. Most importantly, the overall structure does not sufficiently

Fig. 4. Human Development Trends. Gapminder.

guide the viewer through the data, making it hard to draw meaning-
ful conclusions from the large amount of information available. Why
do some regions cost more than others? (Annotations are needed on
the map.) Which countries provide the best aid? (Comparisons are
needed between countries.) What projects exist in a particular region?
(Regions cannot be selected.) Moreover, too much information is pro-
vided for each country in terminology-heavy paragraphs that are diffi-
cult to parse. While this may be useful for a trained analyst, a general
audience would be better served by replacing the vast quantity of in-
formation with memorable factoids. The graphic may suffer by putting
exploratory power into the hands of the viewer without sufficient guid-
ance. A synthesis or summary could be very useful toward this end.

3.4 Gapminder Human Development Trends
This interactive slideshow [A47] surveys trends in global income and
health. The visualization begins with a grid of screenshots from dif-
ferent sections of the presentation (Figure 4), with each image labeled
with its respective topic (Income, Poverty, Health, Deaths, etc.). This
checklist structure [20] provides an establishing shot of the content
to be covered and serves as a reminder of what each section contains
once the presentation is finished. It also enables navigation to partic-
ular segments. A progress bar at the bottom of the screen mirrors
the grid above, while a large “Start” button in the lower right corner,
highlighted by an animated pointer, tells the viewer how to begin the
presentation. This button turns into familiar browser-style “forward”
and “back” buttons when clicked, letting the user navigate between
slides at his own pace. A second progress bar also appears upon en-
tering each individual section. Both progress bars also serve as navi-
gation tools, allowing the user to skip around the presentation without
relying on the stepwise navigation provided by the browser buttons.

The presentation contains three basic kinds of charts: histograms,
scatter plots, and bar charts. However, no individual section utilizes
more than one chart type. Importantly, changes between chart types
are made explicit in order to avoid confusing the viewer. For exam-
ple, when the presentation transitions from histograms to scatterplots
between Sections 3 and 4, a staged animated transition morphs the
chart types across several patient steps (see Figure 5). Even manipula-
tions within a single chart receive this same attention: in Section 3, a
comment “Zooming in below the poverty line” alerts the viewer to the
upcoming manipulation before it occurs.

Fig. 5. Staged animated transitions between chart types.



Each section walks the user through a visualized dataset, point-
ing out key observations along the way. These explanations rely on
a combination of annotations, highlighting, animated transitions,
and single-frame interactivity. Typically, the data is not presented
all at once. Rather, each chart is constructed in a stepwise fashion,
with annotations and animations explaining each stage of the process.
In Section 1, the x-axis initially appears without the rest of the chart,
introduced with the comment, “Daily income is measured in dollars
per day.” In Section 2, the graphic incorporates the data for each geo-
graphic region individually, reserving the pauses between animations
to offer facts about the region (Africa: Population 630 million). At
any point in these lessons, the user can mouse over different graphical
elements for details-on-demand.

Beyond simply introducing graphical features, the annotations con-
vey a narrative for each section, providing observations that the viewer
would unlikely identify on his own. For example, Section 3 explains
“In the 1970s most poor lived in South and East Asia.” Then, as the
timeline moves forward and the chart changes, a new comment states,
“The last 30 years changed the face of global poverty. Now Africa is
the home of one third of all poor.” A final animation updates the chart
even further, this time with the comment, “In 2015 Africa will account
for the majority of the world poverty.” These narratives crucially al-
low dense information to be quickly comprehended by the user, and
the graphical elements play an important role in making this possible:
animations highlight relevant sections of the charts, color schemes re-
main semantically consistent between slides, and arrows and labels
regularly appear to clarify elements mentioned in text.

Periodically the presentation allows increased user interactivity
with the display, typically after a narrative segment is complete, again
following a martini glass structure. In this presentation, the in-
creased interactivity occurs most frequently in segments using time-
series data, as a timeline slider appears to let the user return to previ-
ous years. Importantly, the exposed interactivity is part of the narra-
tive, not merely an afterthought. For instance, Section 3 explains “The
global goal of halving poverty by 2015 will be met because of fast
progress in Asia. But on current trends Africa and Latin America will
not meet that goal.” At this point, additional interactive components
appear on the display and a prompt appears with the message “Use
the timebar to see people in Asia moving out of poverty.” In this way,
the interactivity is actually a continuation of the story, emphasizing
the same themes and encouraging the user to use the story as a starting
point for his own personal exploration of the data.

3.5 The Minnesota Employment Explorer
Months before the stock market crash of September 2008, many ob-
servers noted that the economy was slowing down; unemployment was
rising while gas and food prices neared record highs. In January 2008,
Minnesota’s state economist had seen enough to say the state was in
recession. In response, in July 2008 Minnesota Public Radio (MPR)
released a feature on their website on the “Minnesota Slowdown.” The
page links to stories detailing the state’s economic malaise and shares
interviews with residents hit hard by the downturn.

At the bottom of the page lies an interactive visualization of state
unemployment data: The Minnesota Employment Explorer [A19], a
joint effort of MPR and the UC Berkeley Visualization Lab. Small
multiples of time-series charts show normalized unemployment data
by industry from 2000 to 2007. Both long-term trends and seasonal os-
cillations are apparent. For example, the Health sector exhibits steady
growth, while agriculture, construction, and education show strong
seasonal patterns. Mouse-hover provides details-on-demand; double-
clicking an industry triggers a drill-down into that sector, with an ani-
mated transition updating the display to show sub-industry trends.

Notably, the visualization also includes social interaction features.
A list of comments associated with the current view enables journalists
and readers to share observations and discuss trends. Commentary
and visualization are linked together: one can select a data series to
highlight it in the view; the highlight is subsequently saved with the
comment. Selecting a comment reveals these annotations. Conversely,
selecting a series highlights related commentary.

Fig. 6. Minnesota Employment Explorer. Minnesota Public Radio.

The goal of the visualization was to engage readers in finding and
telling their own stories in the data. It was hoped that residents in var-
ious occupations would engage in social data analysis [15], sharing
expertise from their respective industries. Despite good intentions, the
visualization largely failed in this goal. A total of 23 people submitted
62 comments, with 25 of these comments being posted by the pro-
ducers of the visualization. Other guests pointed out trends of interest
and shared pointers to other related data sets; for example, a registered
nurse shared his first-hand experiences in the Health sector. However,
the majority of posters were not citizens of Minnesota; they were visu-
alization and statistics enthusiasts drawn by the technology (the piece
was mentioned on a popular visualization blog) and not by the story.

A post-mortem analysis reveals multiple areas for improvement.
Some issues revolve around usability: the visualization was placed
below-the-fold on the web site, and thus possibly overlooked by MPR
readers. The visualization also lacked a tacit tutorial—it dropped
readers into the data with little orientation and no example of a rich,
emergent story. Seed comments served to highlight interesting pat-
terns and raise questions, but did not develop a larger narrative.

Most importantly, the graphics are disconnected from the narrative.
While unemployment statistics are topically relevant to the feature,
they were not related to any of the other news stories. Moreover, only
unemployment data from 2000-2007 was available from the state at
that time—yet the main concern of the feature is the economic woes of
2008. Though the Employment Explorer was designed with the hopes
of having people annotate data with stories, this example suggests
that it may be more fruitful to first annotate stories with data. By
immersing readers in a narrative and providing a tacit tutorial, readers
may become invested in exploring new perspectives of a story—and
perhaps branch out in search of new stories of their own.

4 DESIGN SPACE ANALYSIS

We seeded our choice of design space dimensions using related work
in film, comics, and art. In particular, McCloud’s “Making Comics”
[20] provides a robust taxonomy of visual elements that contribute to
storytelling. Our ideas evolved as we analyzed more examples and
observed emerging patterns. These observations allowed us to fur-
ther organize the design features into increasingly coherent categories,
such as genre types for narrative visualizations and different methods
of integrating visualizations with accompanying text. Our final cate-
gories depict unique patterns for narrative visualization, distinguishing
itself from other forms visual storytelling. For example, interactive vi-
sualizations allow users to manipulate the display, introducing design
decisions that do not apply to non-interactive media.

We represent the design space in a table that relates each example
to specific design strategies observed across the dataset. In total we
analyzed 58 visualizations using the case study method illustrated in
Section 3. The examples were taken from online journalism (71%),
business (20%), and visualization research (9%). We optimized our
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collection to include visualizations that contained clear sequences of
narrative events, a diversity of visualization genres (e.g., flow charts,
slide shows), and a range of interaction strategies (e.g., filtering, time-
lines). Using these criteria, we sampled from our initial larger pool of
examples to arrive at the resulting 58 items featured in Fig. 7. How-
ever, we do not claim that our sample is exhaustive, as we did not
canvas other potential sources such as video games or e-learning tools.

The table uses dark blue and a plus-sign (+) to indicate the pres-
ence of a particular feature; light blue and a minus-sign (-) indicate
that an example does not use that feature. In some cases a cell is col-
ored grey to indicate that a design feature is precluded by the medium
rather rather than omitted by explicit design choices. For instance, we
did not analyze visualizations on printed paper with respect to inter-
action or animation. That said, some workarounds to medium limita-
tions are possible: comics can use a multi-panel series of increasing
close-ups to convey the same effect as camera zoom [20], and static
visualizations might employ a choose-your-own-adventure format to
allow viewers to determine their own path through the content.

We arrived at our categories after much iterative organization (e.g.,
affinity diagramming [1]) of individual design features. We attempted
to be consistent in our evaluation of each example. As our categories
evolved, we reconsidered previous examples, re-categorizing as ap-
propriate. We acknowledge there is some inevitable subjectivity when
imposing a taxonomy over a diverse set of designs.

4.1 Design Space Dimensions

Our organization of the design space contains three divisions of fea-
tures: (1) genre, (2) visual narrative tactics, and (3) narrative structure
tactics. The first division identifies the genre of each visualization, a
taxonomy of visual narrative types described later in section 4.3.

The second division identifies visual narrative tactics: visual de-
vices that assist and facilitate the narrative. This division is subdi-
vided into three sections: (i) visual structuring, (ii) highlighting, and
(iii) transition guidance. Visual structuring refers to mechanisms that
communicate the overall structure of the narrative to the viewer and
allow him to identify his position within the larger organization of the
visualization. These design strategies help orient the viewer early on
(establishing shot, checklist, consistent visual platform) and allow the
viewer to track his progress through the visualization (progress bar,
timeline slider). Highlighting refers to visual mechanisms that help
direct the viewer’s attention to particular elements in the display. This
can be achieved through the use of color, motion, framing, size, au-
dio, and more, which augment the salience of an element relative to its
surroundings. Many of these strategies are also used in film, art, and
comics. Transition guidance concerns techniques for moving within
or between visual scenes without disorienting the viewer. A common
technique from film is continuity editing, though other strategies (e.g.,
animated transitions, object continuity, camera motion) also exist.

The third division identifies narrative structure tactics used by each
visualization, or non-visual mechanisms that assist and facilitate the
narrative. This division is further divided into three sections: (i) order-
ing, (ii) interactivity, and (iii) messaging. Ordering refers to the ways
of arranging the path viewers take through the visualization. Some-
times this path is prescribed by the author (linear), sometimes there is
no path suggested at all (random access), and other times the user must
select a path among multiple alternatives (user-directed). Interactivity
refers to the different ways a user can manipulate the visualization (fil-
tering, selecting, searching, navigating), and also how the user learns
those methods (explicit instruction, tacit tutorial, initial configuration).
Finally, messaging refers to the ways a visualization communicates
observations and commentary to the viewer. This might be achieved
through short text fields (labels, captions, headlines, annotations) or
more substantial descriptions (articles, introductions, summaries).

4.2 Design Space Observations

Three important patterns stand out from the data: (1) the clustering of
different ordering structures, (2) the consistency of interaction design,
and (3) the under-utilization of narrative messaging.

Fig. 8. Genres of Narrative Visualization.

The first pattern can be observed by the clusters of dark blue in
the ordering section, suggesting clear differences between how visu-
alizations guide the viewer through their content (Figure 7(1)). These
clusters correspond to narrative formats such as slide shows, comic
strips, annotated graphs, and others. We use these ordering types to
identify distinct genres of visual narratives in Section 4.3.

The second pattern highlights the consistency in interaction design
choices made by visualizations. Across the examples, we see the same
interactive techniques being used (Figure 7(2)): hover highlighting
and details-on-demand, limited interactivity, explicit instruction for
interactive functionality, and navigation buttons when the visualiza-
tion contains more than one frame (e.g., slideshows). The table also
shows the consistent under-utilization of “tacit tutorials” and “stimu-
lating default views” (Figure 7(3)). Tacit tutorials introduce a visual-
ization’s interactive functionality by animating the interactive compo-
nents along with the presentation to make it clear how to manipulate
the display. As a result, the user becomes familiar with the interac-
tive capabilities of the visualization without requiring explicit instruc-
tions. Stimulating default views provide initial presentations of data
and analysis intended to excite the user, a device analogous to jour-
nalistic leads. These views can then be used as jumping off points for
further exploration. Both these techniques can be seamlessly incor-
porated into the visualization’s design while simultaneously engaging
the user in the interactive functionality.

The third pattern shows the under-utilization of common narrative
messaging techniques such as repetition of key points, introductory
texts, and final summaries and syntheses (Figure 7(4)). In particu-
lar, the data shows that interactive graphs do not include sufficient
commentary for narrative purposes, with little use of repetition, multi-
messaging (i.e., text, images, and audio working together), or anno-
tations to emphasize key observations from the data. Note that nar-
rative messaging techniques are more frequently used in Slideshows
and Videos, as these genres put more effort into communicating the
narrative intended by the author. This may explain why qualitatively
these visualizations feel more like “stories” and less like data tools.

4.3 Genres of Narrative Visualization
We found that our examples can be characterized by the 7 basic genres
shown in Figure 8: magazine style, annotated chart, partitioned poster,
flow chart, comic strip, slide show, and film/video/animation. These
genres vary primarily in terms of (a) the number of frames—distinct
visual scenes, multiplexed in time and/or space—that each contains,
and (b) the ordering of their visual elements. For example, an image
embedded in a page of text (“magazine style”) has only a single frame,
while a comic may have many frames. A multi-view visualization
(“partitioned poster”) may suggest only a loose order to its images,
while a comic strip tends to follow a strict linear path.

These genres are not mutually exclusive: they can function like
building blocks, combining to produce more complex visual genres.
The Barry Bonds visualization (§3.1) is part Partitioned Poster and
part Flow Chart, presenting multiple images simultaneously while us-
ing Flow Chart tactics to suggest a path to the viewer. Both the Bud-
get Forecast (§3.2) and the Gapminder (§3.4) examples use Annotated
Graphs but within a Slide Show format.

Though each of these genres can be used to tell a story, we note
that different genres work better for different story types. Choosing
the appropriate genre depends on a variety of factors, including the



Table 1. Properties of Author-Driven and Reader-Driven Stories. Most
visualizations lie along a spectrum between these two extremes.

Author-Driven Reader-Driven
Linear ordering of scenes No prescribed ordering
Heavy messaging No messaging
No interactivity Free interactivity

complexity of the data, the complexity of the story, the intended au-
dience, and the intended medium. There are clear cases in which a
genre is more appropriate for a particular purpose. Business presenta-
tions typically use Slide Shows instead of Comic Strips, and television
commercials use Videos instead of Flow Charts. These are common
and intuitive cases, but not all instances are so clear cut. For example,
it is not obvious whether students might learn best from a Slide Show
or a Video or even a Comic Strip. The right choice also depends on
the content being presented and the students’ background. In general,
there will be no “right answer” a priori, but several possible candi-
dates, each with advantages and disadvantages.

Both messaging and interactivity can be layered on top of these gen-
res. Messaging is the use of text to provide observations and explana-
tions about the images. Typically this text takes familiar forms such as
headlines, captions, labels, and annotations. For some visualizations,
messaging can also include audio. Note that messaging is optional for
any of the genres above, and can vary widely between instances of the
same genre. Interactivity allows the visualization to be manipulated
by the viewer. There are many possible types and degrees of interac-
tivity, though common forms in narrative visualization include navi-
gation buttons, hover highlighting, hover details-on-demand, filtering,
searching, drill-down, zooming, and time sliders. Importantly, the ap-
propriate use of messaging and interactivity will depend on a variety
of factors. Messaging might clarify visual elements but produce clut-
ter. Interactivity might engage the user but detract from the author’s
intended message. Again, these tradeoffs require context-specific con-
sideration and judgment.

4.4 Balancing Author-Driven and Reader-Driven Stories

The visual narrative genres, together with interaction and messaging,
must balance a narrative intended by the author with story discovery
on the part of the reader. We thus place narrative visualizations along a
spectrum of author-driven and reader-driven approaches (Table 1).

A purely author-driven approach has a strict linear path through the
visualization, relies heavily on messaging, and includes no interactiv-
ity. Examples include film and non-interactive slideshows. A strongly
author-driven approach works best when the goal is storytelling or
efficient communication. We see this approach used in comics, art,
cinema, commercials, business presentations, educational videos, and
training materials.

A purely reader-driven approach has no prescribed ordering of im-
ages, no messaging, and a high degree of interactivity. Examples in-
clude visual analysis tools like Tableau or Spotfire. A reader-driven
approach supports tasks such as data diagnostics, pattern discovery,
and hypothesis formation.

Historically, many visualizations fall into the author-driven or
reader-driven dichotomy. However, as we have seen throughout our
case studies, most examples of narrative visualization fall somewhere
in-between, and an important attribute of narrative visualization is its
flexibility in balancing both elements. Visualizations are increasingly
striking a balance between the two approaches, providing room for
limited interactivity within the context of a more structured narrative.
This is a relatively recent development, with most mainstream exam-
ples coming from online journalism.

All the interactive examples in our dataset use a mix of the author-
driven and reader-driven approaches. Despite the range of possible
combinations, a few hybrid models have become most common. Be-
low we discuss three common schemas. The first structure prioritizes
the author-driven approach, the second structure promotes a dialogue
between the two approaches, while the third structure prioritizes the
reader-driven approach.

4.4.1 Martini Glass Structure

The Martini Glass visualization structure be-
gins with an author-driven approach, initially
using questions, observations, or written articles to introduce the vi-
sualization. Occasionally no text is used at all, as the visualization
instead relies on an interesting default view or annotations. Once the
author’s intended narrative is complete, the visualization opens up to
a reader-driven stage where the user is free to interactively explore the
data. The structure resembles a martini glass, with the stem represent-
ing the single-path author-driven narrative and the widening mouth
of the glass representing the available paths made possible through
reader-driven interactivity. Using this image, we can think of varying
degrees of authoring (question, observation, article) as corresponding
to different stem types (short, long), and varying degrees of reader-
ship (highlighting, filtering, path-choosing) corresponding to different
mouth shapes. With all these permutations, the general structure re-
mains intact, with the author-driven narrative functioning first, then
followed separately by the reader-driven interactions. The authoring
segment may function as a jumping off point for the reader’s interac-
tion, with questions, observations, and themes suggesting the types of
issues a reader might explore on his own. This structure is the most
common across the interactive visualizations we examined.

4.4.2 Interactive Slideshow

The Interactive Slideshow structure follows a
typical slideshow format, but incorporates in-
teraction mid-narrative within the confines of each slide. This structure
allows the user to further explore particular points of the presentation
before moving ahead to the next stage of the story. We saw this struc-
ture in both the Budget Forecasts (§3.2) and Gapminder (§3.4) case
studies. Contrary to the martini glass, an interactive slideshow allows
for interaction mid-narrative, a more balanced mix of author-driven
and reader-driven approaches. However, individual slides often func-
tion in the martini glass style, again communicating author-intended
messages prior to prompting the user to interact with the display.

Interactive slideshows work well with both complex datasets and
narratives. For complex datasets, this structure allows the author to
walk the user through data-dimensions and manipulations step-by-
step. This ensures that the user only moves forward in the presentation
when he is ready to do so, and allows the user to repeat steps if desired.
For complex narratives, this format allows the author to draw discrete
boundaries between different story segments, similar to a cut in film.

4.4.3 Drill-Down Story

The Drill-Down Story visualization structure
presents a general theme and then allows the
user to choose among particular instances of that theme to reveal addi-
tional details and backstories. For instance, the theme might be “His-
torical Bear Markets” [A31] and the visualization will allow the user
to drill-down to a particular bear market to learn more about its his-
tory. Or a map showing “North Korean Prison Camps” [A38] may
allow the user to learn more about individual camps by clicking on a
specific location on the map. This structure puts more emphasis on the
reader-driven approach, letting the user dictate what stories are told
and when. Nevertheless, it still requires significant amounts of author-
ing to determine the possible types of user interaction, what candidate
stories to include, and the details included for each story.

5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we conducted a design space analysis of narrative
visualization—visualizations intended to convey stories—based on a
corpus of 58 collected examples from online journalism, graphic de-
sign, comics, business, art, and visualization research. Our analy-
sis highlights visual and interactive devices that support storytelling
with data, and we identify distinct genres of visualization using nar-
rative structures such as the martini glass, interactive slideshow, and
drill-down story. In particular, we note a central concern in the de-
sign of narrative visualizations: the balance between author-driven



elements—providing narrative structure and messaging—and reader-
driven elements—enabling interactive exploration and social sharing.
These results help identify successful design practices. By explicitly
naming effective techniques (e.g., “tacit tutorials”, “semantic consis-
tency”, “matching on content”) we hope to facilitate their reuse.

Narrative visualizations differ in important ways from traditional
forms of storytelling. In journalism, one presents related material and
sources together in a “block progression” to have clear and logical
transitions, and digresses “often, but not for long” [2]. Interactive sto-
ries present difficulties for these recommendations, as giving narrative
control to the reader permits lengthy unordered digressions. The de-
sign structures we identify help counter these pitfalls. Generalizing
across our examples, data stories appear to be most effective when
they have constrained interaction at various checkpoints within a nar-
rative, allowing the user to explore the data without veering too far
from the intended narrative. That said, further exploration of transi-
tions between author- and reader-driven elements presents an exciting
area for researchers and practitioners.

Our analysis also helps identify under-explored regions of the de-
sign space. For example, the “magazine style” genre is the most com-
mon genre for static visualizations, but has not been as richly utilized
with interactive visualizations. How might multiple media be better
integrated for storytelling? For example, a martini glass structure for
a visualization may be weaved into a text story: static images might
first support the text and introduce the visualization; an embedded in-
teractive visualization may appear later, perhaps with links in the text
setting visualization parameters to highlight points made within the
prose; finally, at the article’s end, the visualization may open up to
enable free exploration. Likewise, our data shows that interactivity is
not yet common in flowcharts, comics, or videos, and that few visu-
alizations currently use tacit tutorials or stimulating default views. In
this manner, our framework facilitates reasoning about novel juxtapo-
sitions of genres and narrative devices.

As our understanding of narrative visualization improves, it also
opens up new opportunities for visualization tool research. How
should we extend visual analysis applications to enable storytelling?
Interfaces that combine visualization construction with the specifica-
tion of narrative structure, textual/graphical annotation, visual high-
lighting techniques, transitions, and interactive controls could have a
transformative impact on the medium, so long as they can be used by
data domain experts, not just technology experts. We believe that our
results identify important features for these future tools. By identify-
ing recurring design patterns, we hope to help catalyze novel tools and
explorations of narrative visualization.

However, we must acknowledge that we are not experts in the study
of narrative. Rather, we are visualization designers and technologists
seeking to better understand the potential of the medium. Inevitably,
there is much that remains to be understood. For instance, what mix
of author-driven and reader-driven elements is best for different pur-
poses? How does this vary based on the data at hand, the desired story
form, and the audience? How critical is it to provide either explicit in-
struction or tacit tutorials to introduce interactive features? Will these
elements become less necessary as viewers become more accustomed
to narrative visualization? The topic is ripe for future work, and would
further benefit from the input of artists, educators, and journalists.

By investigating the narrative devices used in a corpus of visualiza-
tions, our analysis has focused primarily on the design decisions made
by visualization creators. A promising direction for future research is
to focus squarely on readers’ experiences when viewing and interact-
ing with narrative visualizations. Eye-tracking studies of newspaper
reading [11, 16] have found that readers regularly skim by scanning
graphics, headlines, and initial paragraphs before intermittently stop-
ping to read an article. Based on these results, Garcia & Stark [11] de-
fine newspaper design as the challenge “to give readers material that
is worthy of their scan, that makes them stop scanning and start read-
ing.” How do such behaviors apply to visualization? Further research
is needed to characterize how readers perceive narratives presented via
visualizations. Such studies could provide insights for design, such as
how viewers might best “skim” a narrative visualization.

A related topic is reader engagement. The examples we analyzed
tended to have “hard leads”—brief summaries describing the content
of the visualization—whereas journalism often adopts more mysteri-
ous leads [2] to promote engagement. How can “stimulating default
views” for visualizations best capture readers’ attention and person-
ally engage them in the world of the narrative? Moreover, narrative
visualizations put data at the forefront of storytelling, yet others [2, 7]
have noted that a myopic focus on data may be a stumbling block to
narrative flow and reader engagement. The strategies discussed above
suggest ways to incorporate statistics in concert with narrative, po-
tentially enhancing readers’ engagement with data. As Blundell [2]
notes, “We’re supposed to be tellers of tales as well as purveyors of
facts. When we don’t live up to that responsibility we don’t get read.”
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D3: Data-Driven Documents
Michael Bostock, Vadim Ogievetsky and Jeffrey Heer

Fig. 1. Interactive visualizations built with D3, running inside Google Chrome. From left to right: calendar view, chord diagram, choro-
pleth map, hierarchical edge bundling, scatterplot matrix, grouped & stacked bars, force-directed graph clusters, Voronoi tessellation.

Abstract—Data-Driven Documents (D3) is a novel representation-transparent approach to visualization for the web. Rather than hide
the underlying scenegraph within a toolkit-specific abstraction, D3 enables direct inspection and manipulation of a native represen-
tation: the standard document object model (DOM). With D3, designers selectively bind input data to arbitrary document elements,
applying dynamic transforms to both generate and modify content. We show how representational transparency improves expressive-
ness and better integrates with developer tools than prior approaches, while offering comparable notational efficiency and retaining
powerful declarative components. Immediate evaluation of operators further simplifies debugging and allows iterative development.
Additionally, we demonstrate how D3 transforms naturally enable animation and interaction with dramatic performance improvements
over intermediate representations.

Index Terms—Information visualization, user interfaces, toolkits, 2D graphics.

1 INTRODUCTION

When building visualizations, designers often employ multiple tools
simultaneously. This is particularly true on the web, where interactive
visualizations combine varied technologies: HTML for page content,
CSS for aesthetics, JavaScript for interaction, SVG for vector graph-
ics, and so on. One of the great successes of the web as a platform
is the (mostly) seamless cooperation of such technologies, enabled by
a shared representation of the page called the document object model
(DOM). The DOM exposes the hierarchical structure of page content,
such as paragraph and table elements, allowing reference and manip-
ulation. In addition to programming interfaces, modern browsers in-
clude powerful graphical tools for developers that display the element
tree, reveal inherited style values, and debug interactive scripts.

Unfortunately, this blissful interoperability is typically lost with vi-
sualization toolkits due to encapsulation of the DOM with more spe-
cialized forms. Rather than empowering direct manipulation of the
existing model, such toolkits [2, 9, 18] supplant it with custom scene-
graph abstractions. This approach may provide substantial gains in ef-
ficiency—reducing the effort required to specify a visualization—but
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it incurs a high opportunity cost: it ignores developers’ knowledge of
standards, and the tools and resources that augment these standards.

The resulting cost to accessibility—the difficulty of learning the
representation—may trump efficiency gains, at least for new users.
Scarcity of documentation and ineffectual debugging exacerbate the
problem, impeding users from gaining deeper understanding of toolkit
abstractions and limiting the toolkit’s potential. Systems with inter-
mediate scenegraph abstractions and delayed property evaluation can
be particularly difficult to debug: internal structures are exposed only
when errors arise, often at unexpected times.

Furthermore, intermediate representations may diminish expres-
siveness—the diversity of possible visualizations—and introduce sub-
stantial runtime overhead. Certain tasks that could be offloaded to a
more suitable tool, such as specifying fonts via CSS, may be stymied
by encapsulation. Similarly, while graphical features such as clipping
may be supported by the underlying representations, they may not be
exposed by the toolkit. Even if extensibility is available as a means for
greater expression, it requires in-depth knowledge of toolkit internals
and poses a substantial barrier to the average user.

Our awareness of these issues comes in part from thousands of user
observations over the two years since releasing Protovis [2], despite
our attempt to balance expressiveness, efficiency and accessibility. We
now refine these three goals with specific objectives:

Compatibility. Tools do not exist in isolation, but within an ecosys-
tem of related components. Technology reuse utilizes prior knowledge
and reference materials, improving accessibility. Offloading a subset
of tasks to specialized tools can improve efficiency, avoiding the gen-
erality and complexity of a monolithic approach. And, full access to
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Fig. 2. Treemaps made with D3. The visualizations are implemented in pure HTML & CSS, improving browser compatibility. A stable layout
algorithm enables animated transitions for changing cell values (from left to right) without disorienting rearrangements.

the native representation removes limits on expressiveness.
Debugging. Trial and error is a fundamental part of development

and the learning process; accessible tools must be designed to support
debugging when the inevitable occurs. Better tools facilitate poking
and prodding to explore the side-effects of operations interactively.
While encapsulation of control flow and representation often improves
efficiency, it may also lead to an “impedance mismatch” if internal
state is exposed, violating the user’s mental model.

Performance. Visualizations can be greatly enhanced by interac-
tion and animation [15]. However, high-level abstractions may limit a
developer’s ability to execute fast incremental scene changes if the sys-
tem lacks sufficient information (such as a dependency graph) to avoid
redundant computation. Focusing on transformation rather than repre-
sentation shifts this responsibility to the developer, improving perfor-
mance while enabling animation and interaction.

To address these concerns, we contribute Data-Driven Documents
(D3), an embedded domain-specific language [16] for transforming
the document object model based on data. With D3, designers selec-
tively bind input data to arbitrary document elements, applying dy-
namic transforms to both generate and modify content; the document
is the scenegraph. This is a generalization of Protovis, and through
declarative helper modules built on top of these transforms, we can
achieve specifications with comparable notational efficiency. And yet,
D3’s standardized representation improves expressiveness and acces-
sibility, while transforms offer dramatic performance gains and enable
animated transitions.

We argue these claims by comparing D3 to existing web-based
methods for visualization, considering how language design achieves
our objectives; we also describe several applications to convey repre-
sentative usage. Through performance benchmarks, we demonstrate
that D3 is at least twice as fast as Protovis. Lastly, we share anecdotes
that suggest D3’s potential for dynamic visualization.

2 RELATED WORK

D3 is not a traditional visualization framework. Rather than introduce
a novel graphical grammar, D3 solves a different, smaller problem:
efficient manipulation of documents based on data. Thus D3’s core
contribution is a visualization “kernel” rather than a framework, and
its closest analogues are other document transformers such as jQuery,
CSS and XSLT. As the document model directly specifies graphical
primitives, D3 also bears a resemblance to low-level graphics libraries
such as Processing and Raphaël. For high-level capability, D3 includes
a collection of helper modules that sit on top of the selection-based
kernel; these modules are heavily influenced by prior visualization
systems, including Protovis.

2.1 Document Transformers

Although browsers have built-in APIs for manipulating the DOM,
these interfaces are verbose and cumbersome, likely due to standards
bodies’ emphasis on unambiguous designs that can be implemented
consistently by vendors and survive future revision. As a result,

JavaScript libraries [19, 23, 29, 33] that enable more convenient ma-
nipulation are hugely popular. Of these, jQuery, is so successful it is
often considered synonymous with JavaScript among novices.

These libraries share the concept of a selection: identify a set of
elements using simple predicates, then apply a series of operators that
mutate the selected elements. The universality of this concept is no co-
incidence; the idea originates from Cascading Style Sheets [21] (CSS):
a declarative language for applying aesthetics (e.g., fonts and colors)
to elements. JavaScript-based selections provide flexibility on top of
CSS, as styles can be computed dynamically in response to user events
or changing data.

var ps = document.getElementsByTagName("p");
for (var i = 0; i < ps.length; i++) {
  var p = ps.item(i);
  p.style.setProperty("color", "white", null);
}

$("p").css("color", "white");

d3.selectAll("p").style("color", "white");

a

c

d

p { color: white; } b

Fig. 3. A simple document transformation that colors paragraphs white.
(a) W3C DOM API; (b) CSS; (c) jQuery; (d) D3.

For data visualization, document transformers must handle the cre-
ation and deletion of elements, not just the styling of existing nodes.
This is impossible with CSS, and tedious with jQuery as it lacks a
mechanism for adding or removing elements to match a dataset; data
must be bound to nodes individually (if at all), rather than through a
high-level data join (see §3.2). This makes jQuery incapable of data-
driven transformations, and thus ill-suited for dynamic visualizations
involving complex transitions.

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations [41] (XSLT) is
another declarative approach to document transformation. Source data
is encoded as XML, then transformed into HTML using an XSLT
stylesheet consisting of template rules. Each rule pattern-matches the
source data, directing the corresponding structure of the output docu-
ment through recursive application. XSLT’s approach is elegant, but
only for simple transformations: without high-level visual abstrac-
tions, nor the flexibility of imperative programming, XSLT is cum-
bersome for any math-heavy visualization task (e.g., interpolation, ge-
ographic projection or statistical methods).

2.2 Graphics Libraries
Dealing directly with graphical marks provides a close cognitive map-
ping between the toolkit representation and the desired result, reducing
the gulf of execution [24] for designers and improving accessibility.
Yet, as previously discussed [2], low-level graphics libraries such as
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Fig. 4. Google Chrome’s developer tools. The top regions inspect (a) the document hierarchy and (b) inherited style properties; underneath, (c) the
console allows interactive evaluation of JavaScript. (d) The current document: an area chart. (e) The area chart modified through the console.

Processing [28] and Raphaël [30] are tedious for complex visualiza-
tion tasks as they lack convenient abstractions.

Furthermore, many graphics libraries do not provide a scene-
graph that can be inspected for debugging. For example, Process-
ing uses immediate mode rendering, and Raphaël encapsulates SVG
and Microsoft’s proprietary Vector Markup Language (VML). Toolkit-
specific scenegraph abstractions diminish compatibility and expres-
siveness: elements cannot be styled using external stylesheets, and
graphical effects such as dashed strokes and composite filters may be
unusable even if supported natively.

Minor variations in graphical abstractions also present a hurdle to
new users. Consider drawing a wheel. In Processing, the ellipse
operator draws a circle, which takes four arguments: x and y of the cen-
ter, width and height. Raphaël provides a circle operator that takes
three arguments, preferring radius. Protovis defines Dot and Wedge
mark types, either of which can render circles, as well as the Line
type with polar interpolation. Each abstraction differs slightly from the
standard SVG circle element. Standards further benefit from a net-
work effect: the more people that use a technology, the more demand
for documentation, and thus the greater supply. Despite the efforts of
developers to document their work, there are far more reference and
training materials for standards than for custom libraries.

2.3 Information Visualization Systems
Researchers have developed a variety of toolkits for facilitating visu-
alization design. One class of framework [8, 38] provides a hierarchy
of visualization components. New visualizations are introduced ei-
ther by authoring new components or subclassing existing ones. A
second class of framework [9, 14] explicitly instantiates the InfoVis
Reference Model [5, 12] using a set of composable operators for data
management, visual encoding, and interaction. Though new combina-
tions of operators can enable customized views, we have observed in
practice that most novel visualizations require programmers to author
completely new operators. Thus both classes of framework work well
when visualization creators have software engineering expertise, but
are prohibitive to more general audiences such as web designers.

With our prior work on Protovis [2, 13] we have instead advocated
for declarative, domain specific languages (DSLs) for visualization
design. By decoupling specification from execution details, declara-
tive systems allow language users to focus on the specifics of their ap-
plication domain, while freeing language developers to optimize pro-
cessing. Similar to Protovis, D3 provides a declarative framework for
mapping data to visual elements. However, unlike Protovis and other
grammar-based declarative models [39, 40], D3 does not strictly im-
pose a toolkit-specific lexicon of graphical marks. Instead, D3 directly
maps data attributes to elements in the document object model.

Whether or not this design move is advantageous—or even
possible—depends on context: many programming environments do

not provide a standardized scenegraph abstraction. Moreover, toolkit-
specific scenegraph abstractions have compelling benefits. As demon-
strated in prior work [13], custom abstractions can facilitate portability
(cross-platform deployment) and performance optimization. A curated
lexicon of graphical marks can also improve notational efficiency [2].
Consequently, we maintain that toolkit-specific representations con-
tinue to be an important component of many visualization models, and
we address this with D3’s helper modules (see §3.4).

The technical constraints and entrenched standards of the web have
led us to a different approach for browser-based visualization. The
browser environment does not provide the same optimization oppor-
tunities as compiled programming languages; instead, the overhead
of mapping an internal representation to the DOM introduces perfor-
mance bottlenecks. Intermediate representations can also complicate
debugging, as the mapping between code (written in terms of abstract
graphical marks) and inspectable output (e.g., SVG elements in the
DOM) is often unclear. Custom abstractions may additionally limit ex-
pressiveness: they must be revisited to take advantage of new browser
features and due to encapsulation may be unable to exploit supporting
technologies such as CSS.

D3 is designed to sidestep these problems and complement web
standards. Critically, D3 also introduces features that may inform
other visualization frameworks: query-driven selection and data bind-
ing to scenegraph elements, document transformation as an atomic op-
eration, and immediate property evaluation semantics. In the next sec-
tion, we describe the design of the D3 system. We then go on to review
our design choices and their associated trade-offs in greater detail.

3 DESIGN

D3’s atomic operand is the selection: a filtered set of elements queried
from the current document. Operators act on selections, modifying
content. Data joins bind input data to elements, enabling functional
operators that depend on data, and producing enter and exit subselec-
tions for the creation and destruction of elements in correspondence
with data. While operators apply instantaneously by default, animated
transitions interpolate attributes and styles smoothly over time. Spe-
cial operators called event handlers respond to user input and enable
interaction. Numerous helper modules, such as layouts and scales,
simplify common visualization tasks.

3.1 Selections

D3 adopts the W3C Selectors API to identify document elements for
selection; this mini-language consists of predicates that filter elements
by tag (“tag”), class (“.class”), unique identifier (“#id”), attribute
(“[name=value]”), containment (“parent child”), adjacency (“before∼
after”), and various other facets. Predicates can be intersected (“.a.b”)
or unioned (“.a, .b”), resulting in a rich but concise selection method.



JavaScript CSS
var x = function(d, i) { return i * 25; },
    y = function(d, i) { return 160 - d * 80; };a

var svg = d3.select("body").append("svg:svg")
    .data([[1, 1.2, 1.7, 1.5, .7, .5, .2]]);b

svg.append("svg:path")
    .attr("class", "area")
    .attr("d", d3.svg.area().x(x).y0(160).y1(y));

c

svg.append("svg:path")
    .attr("class", "line")
    .attr("d", d3.svg.line().x(x).y(y));

d

var g = svg.selectAll("g")
    .data(d3.range(0, 2, .5))
  .enter().append("svg:g");

e

g.append("svg:line")
    .attr("class", function(d) { return d ? "minor rule" : "rule"; })
    .attr("x2", 160).attr("y1", y).attr("y2", y);

f

g.append("svg:text")
    .attr("x", 164).attr("y", y).attr("dy", ".3em")
    .text(d3.format(",.1"));

g

svg {
  width: 160px;
  height: 160px;
  font: 10px sans-serif;
  padding: 20px;
}

.area {
  fill: lightblue;
}

.line {
  fill: none;
  stroke: black;
  stroke-width: 1.5px;
}

.rule.minor {
  stroke: white;
}

.rule {
  stroke: black;
}

h

Fig. 5. Specification of the area chart shown in Figure 4. (a) Define scale functions for position encoding. (b) Add an SVG container to the document
body and bind data. (c) Add a path element for the area. (d) Add a path element to emphasize the top line. (e) Add containers for reference values.
(f) Add reference lines. (g) Add reference labels. (h) Assign colors and other aesthetics with CSS.

The global d3, also serving as a namespace, exports select and
selectAll methods for obtaining selections. These methods ac-
cept the selector mini-language; the former selects only the first el-
ement that matches the predicates, while the latter selects all match-
ing elements in document traversal order. These methods also accept
node references directly, for when nodes are accessed through external
means such as a third-party library or developer tool.

Any number of operators can be applied to selected elements.
These operators wrap the W3C DOM API, setting attributes (attr),
styles (style), properties (property), HTML (html) and text
(text) content. Operator values are specified either as constants or
functions; the latter are evaluated for each element. While the built-in
operators satisfy most needs, the each operator invokes an arbitrary
JavaScript callback for total generality. Since each selection is simply
an array, elements can also be accessed directly (e.g., [0]).

D3 supports method chaining for brevity when applying multiple
operators: the operator return value is the selection. (For example, the
pie chart in Figure 7 is a single statement.) The append and insert
operators add a new element for each element in the current selection,
returning the added nodes, thus allowing the convenient creation of
nested structures. The remove operator discards selected elements.

Whereas the top-level select methods query the entire document,
a selection’s select and selectAll operators restrict queries to
descendants of each selected element; we call this subselection. For
example, d3.selectAll("p").select("b") returns the first
bold (“b”) elements in every paragraph (“p”) element.

Subselecting via selectAll groups elements by ancestor. Thus,
d3.selectAll("p").selectAll("b") groups by paragraph,
while d3.selectAll("p b") returns a flat selection. Subselect-
ing via select is similar, but preserves groups and propagates data.
Grouping plays an important role in the data join (see §3.2), and func-
tional operators may depend on the numeric index of the current ele-
ment within its group (as in the x scale of Figure 5).

3.2 Data

The data operator binds input data to selected nodes. D3 uses for-
mat agnostic processing [13]: data is specified as an array of arbitrary
values, such as numbers, strings or objects. Once data is bound to el-
ements, it is passed to functional operators as the first argument (by

convention, d), along with the numeric index (i). These arguments
were chosen for parity with JavaScript’s built-in array methods, and
deviates from Protovis, which supplies extra arguments for any en-
closing panel data. This approach simplifies D3’s selection structure
(requiring only one level of grouping) and avoids variable arguments.

By default, data is joined to elements by index: the first element to
the first datum, and so on. For precise control over data-element cor-
respondence, a key function [13] can be passed to the data operator.
Matching key values preserve object constancy across transitions.

Data Nodes

Enter Update Exit

A B C D

KJIHGFE

E F G H

L

Fig. 6. When new data (blue) are joined with old nodes (orange), three
subselections result: enter, update and exit.

If data or elements are leftover after computing the data join, these
are available in the enter and exit subselections, respectively. The en-
tering data have no corresponding nodes; the exiting nodes have no
corresponding data. For example, if data is joined to the empty selec-
tion, the enter operator returns placeholder nodes for each incoming
datum; these nodes can then be instantiated via append or insert.
Similarly, if new data is joined to an existing selection, the exit op-
erator returns elements bound to outgoing data to allow removal. In
terms of relational algebra, given data D and nodes N, the enter selec-
tion is D . N (left), the exit selection is N . D (right), and the update
selection is D ./ N (inner). The updating nodes are simply returned by
the data operator, convenient for the common case where the enter
and exit selections are empty.

The delineation of enter, update and exit allows precise control of
the element lifecycle. Properties that are constant for the life of the el-
ement are set once on enter, while dynamic properties are recomputed



per update. Animated transitions (see §3.3) can be defined for each of
the three states. More generally, data joins enable exact data-element
correspondence; although this is nonessential for static visualizations,
it is crucial for efficient dynamic visualizations.

Data is “sticky”; once bound to nodes, it is available on subsequent
re-selection without again requiring the data operator. This simpli-
fies subsequent transforms, as well as the implementation of key func-
tions: new data can be compared directly to old data, rather than re-
quiring the data key to be serialized in the document. Data can also be
used to reorder (sort) or cull elements (filter).

3.3 Interaction and Animation
The document object model supports event listeners: callback func-
tions that receive user input events targeted at specific elements. D3’s
on operator exposes this functionality for native event types. For con-
sistency with other functional operators, the callback receives the data
and index as arguments (d, i), allowing data-driven interaction. The
targeted node is this, and the current event is d3.event. Listeners
may coexist on elements through namespaces (e.g., “click.foo”).

D3’s focus on transformations simplifies the specification of scene
changes in response to user events; the semantics are the same as ini-
tialization. Furthermore, animated transitions can be derived from
selections using the transition operator. Transitions export the
style and attr operators of selections with identical syntax, but
interpolate from the current to specified value gradually over time. To
stagger animation for individual elements, the delay and duration of
transitions can be specified as functional operators. Easing can also
be customized; standard easing functions [17, 26] such as “elastic”,
“cubic-in-out” and “linear” are specified by name.

Powering D3’s transitions is a collection of interpolators for di-
verse types: numbers; strings with embedded numbers (e.g., font sizes,
path data); RGB and HSL colors; and arbitrary nested arrays or ob-
jects. If needed, custom interpolators can be specified. An example
of such customization is animating value changes in a pie chart; the
bound arc data are interpolated in polar coordinates, rather than inter-
polating the Cartesian coordinates of the path strings.

Transitions dispatch events to registered listeners as each element
finishes animating, allowing sequential transitions and post-animation
cleanup such as removing exiting elements. Due to staggering, ele-
ments may finish at different times. D3 automatically manages tran-
sition scheduling, guaranteeing per-element exclusivity and efficient,
consistent timing through a unified timer queue. This optimized de-
sign easily scales to thousands of concurrent timers.

3.4 Modules
D3’s kernel, as described in previous sections, achieves flexibility
through representational transparency; this also minimizes the li-
brary’s conceptual surface area by presenting less to learn. Yet more
is needed to alleviate the burden of common tasks. Although we strive
to enable custom visualization design, we recognize Tufte’s principle
[36]: “Don’t get it original, get it right.” D3’s optional modules encap-
sulate reusable solutions to common problems, increasing efficiency
and demonstrating the utility of higher-order programming through
functional operators.

As a replacement for the specialized graphical primitives of Proto-
vis, the d3.svg module provides various shapes suitable for chart-
ing. The arc function, for example, builds elliptical arcs as for pie and
donut charts by mapping arbitrary data to paths; typically this function
is bound to the “d” attribute of SVG path elements (as in Figure 7).
Note that the radii and angles of the arcs can be specified either as
constants or as functions—in the latter case, the functions are evalu-
ated per element with access to data—identical to D3’s core operators.
Thus, helper shapes provide specialized representations without new
semantics and without encapsulating the underlying form. Additional
shapes are provided for areas, lines, scatterplot symbols, and the like.

Augmenting its interpolators, D3’s scales simplify visual encoding.
These scales are similar to those of Protovis, supporting both ordinal
and quantitative (linear, logarithmic, exponential, quantile) values. We
have also packaged Cynthia Brewer’s useful color scales [10].

Layouts supply reusable, flexible visualization techniques by gen-
erating abstract data structures. The partition layout, for example,
computes a two-dimensional spatial subdivision of a hierarchy; each
node has a closed range in x and y. The nodes are bound to arcs for
a sunburst [32] (x 7→ θ , y 7→ r), or rectangles for an icicle tree. The
chord layout computes an angular partition from a weighted adja-
cency matrix, enabling radial diagrams in the style of Circos [20]. The
force layout combines physical simulation and iterative constraint
relaxation [7] for stable graph layout. The stack layout computes the
y0 baseline for stacked graphs [11, 4], while the squarified treemap
layout [31, 3] computes another spatial partition well-suited for ani-
mation (see §5.1). More layouts are in development.

Interaction techniques are reused through behaviors. The zoom
behavior implements panning and zooming by listening to mouse
events; on pan or zoom, a custom event is dispatched to report a two-
dimensional translation and scale. This event can be used for either
geometric or semantic zooming [27].

Functional operators have surprising depth. For example, the geo
module exports a path operator for projecting geographic data to
pixel coordinates. The projection is configurable, such as Albers
equal-area (for choropleth and cartograms where area conservation is
required), or spherical Mercator for overlaying web-based tile maps.
The path operator supports the GeoJSON format [34], including
boundaries with disconnected areas and holes, as well as centroid and
bounding box computation. The geom module exports various ge-
ometric operators, including Voronoi tessellation, marching squares,
convex hulls, polygon clipping and quadtrees.

D3 also includes sundry data-processing utilities, such as nest and
cross operators, a comma-separated values (CSV) parser, date and
number formats, etc. These are extremely useful for visualization, but
sufficiently distinct that we may bundle them separately in the future.
Future work is needed in this area; a rich collection of statistical meth-
ods, as in R [35], would be particularly valuable.

4 DESIGN RATIONALE

D3 is most closely related to our prior work on Protovis [2, 13], a
declarative language for visualization design. Although they seek sim-
ilar goals, D3 and Protovis differ in the type of visualizations they en-
able and the method of implementation. To put the contributions of
D3 in context, we describe our design rationale by focusing on three
differentiating factors: implicit or explicit transformation, deferred or
immediate evaluation, and access to a native representation. Whereas
Protovis excels at concise specifications of static scenes, D3’s trans-
formations make dynamic visualizations easier to implement. By
adopting immediate evaluation of operators and the browser’s native
representation, D3 improves compatibility and debugging.

4.1 Transformation
Transformations happen implicitly in Protovis: the data or property
definitions are changed, and a call to render updates the display by
recomputing property values and regenerating the scenegraph. This
is convenient but slow; without dependency information, Protovis
must re-evaluate all properties, even those whose definitions or input
data have not changed. In addition, Protovis must then propagate the
changes to the intermediate scenegraph out to the native SVG.

In D3, designers specify transformations of scenes (scene changes),
as opposed to representations (the scenes themselves). In both cases
the specifications are data-driven, but transformations better enable
dynamic visualizations through explicit control over which elements
are mutated, added or removed, and how so. This eliminates redun-
dant computation, touching only the elements and attributes that need
updating, rather than the entire scenegraph.

Explicit transformations naturally extend to animated transitions,
where attributes or styles are smoothly interpolated over time. We ex-
perimented with transitions in Protovis [13], influencing our design of
enter and exit (see §3.2), but its high-level property descriptions make
arbitrary scene changes difficult. This is apparent in how Protovis
modifies internal state in response to user events, allowing localized
changes to the representation. The “magic” local context is convenient



new pv.Panel()
    .data([[1, 1.2, 1.7, 1.5, .7]])
    .width(150)
    .height(150)
  .add(pv.Wedge)
    .data(pv.normalize)
    .left(75)
    .bottom(75)
    .outerRadius(70)
    .angle(function(d) d * 2 * Math.PI)
  .root.render();

a

d3.select("body").append("svg:svg")
    .data([[1, 1.2, 1.7, 1.5, .7]])
    .attr("width", 150)
    .attr("height", 150)
  .selectAll("path")
    .data(d3.layout.pie())
  .enter().append("svg:path")
    .attr("transform", "translate(75,75)")
    .attr("d", d3.svg.arc().outerRadius(70));

b

Fig. 7. A simple pie chart, . (a) Protovis; (b) D3.

for primitive modes of interaction, but not generalizable (for example,
one cannot modify elements other than the one that received the user
event). Additionally, the automatic context is a frequent source of user
confusion as it temporarily overrides system behavior.

Transformations have an additional benefit that they can modify
existing documents, decoupling manipulation from generation. This
could enable a hybrid architecture where visualizations are initially
constructed on the server and dynamic behavior is bound on the client.

4.2 Immediate Evaluation
By deferring evaluation of property functions to the rendering phase,
Protovis allows implicit re-evaluation of properties. Although conve-
nient, this can cause errors if references captured via closure change
(or disappear). For example, a global variable may be inadvertently
overwritten by another chart on the same page, remaining undetected
until interaction triggers a redraw. This language weakness is exac-
erbated by pervasive misunderstanding of JavaScript’s var keyword,
which is scoped by function rather than by block, as is typical of other
languages. To tighten the scope of reference capture, D3 applies oper-
ators immediately; for example, D3’s attr operator immediately sets
attributes on selected nodes and then returns.

Immediate evaluation reduces internal control flow, moving it up
to user code. Protovis, in contrast, has hidden control flow that is re-
vealed only when the system crashes—another confusing consequence
of delayed evaluation. Immediacy is also more compatible with stan-
dard JavaScript organizational constructs, such as functions and loops.
Protovis cannot generate arbitrary hierarchical scenegraphs because
the hierarchy depth is fixed to the number of nested panels declared in
code, whereas D3’s stateless evaluation allows transforms to be refac-
tored into functions invoked recursively by the each operator.

Internal mechanics complicate the implementation of Protovis lay-
outs, as developers must understand the order in which properties are
evaluated and the meaning of specialized, internal callbacks. D3’s
simplified control flow allows layouts to be decoupled from property
evaluation. D3 layouts (see §3.4) are simply helper classes that create
or modify arbitrary data structures, such as a description of a chord
diagram [20], or positions of nodes in a force-directed graph. The user
then binds the layout data to attributes and elements as desired.

4.3 Native Representation
One of the key contributions of Protovis is its choice of graphical prim-
itives, called marks. These marks were chosen to satisfy the needs of
common chart types: Line for line charts, Wedge for pie charts, and
so on. Protovis achieves greater expressiveness than charting libraries
because these simple shapes can be composed in various ways.

Protovis marks are intentionally homogeneous: properties have the
same meaning across mark types. This enables prototypal inheritance,
where derived marks reuse property definitions from existing marks,
reducing verbosity. It also facilitates iterative design, as mark types
can be changed without breaking related code. Related marks such as
text labels are easy to specify in Protovis using anchors.

Abandoning a specialized representation for a standard one, such as
SVG, relinquishes these advantages. For example, inheritance is not
appropriate for SVG’s heterogeneous shapes (e.g., attributes “cx” for
circles vs. “x” for rectangles). On the other hand, the native represen-
tation supports CSS for sharing simple property definitions, and has
advantages as previously discussed including interoperability, docu-
mentation and expressiveness.

Some of the benefits of specialization can be recovered through sim-
ple helper classes, without the cost of encapsulation. D3’s arc class
allows the convenient specification of pie chart wedges using SVG
path elements and elliptical arc path segments (as in Figure 7). The
output is identical to the Protovis Wedge, except native elements im-
prove tool compatibility and debugging. However, we note this decou-
pling does incur a slight decrease in notational efficiency.

Finally, a subtle yet significant advantage of native representation
is that selections can be retrieved from the document at any time. In
order to modify a Protovis visualization, one needs to modify the un-
derlying data or property definitions, and then redraw. This requires
bookkeeping (e.g., var) for affected marks in the scene. Shared prop-
erty definitions make it difficult to change specific marks—such as
the mark under the mouse cursor—without global side-effects. D3, in
contrast, uses selectors to identify document elements through a vari-
ety of means (such as tag names, class attributes, and associated data),
making local modifications trivial. Since selections are transient, they
can also overlap for greater flexibility than single inheritance.

5 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

Over the course of development, we have built numerous visualiza-
tions with D3, including real-world applications, tests of the frame-
work’s capability, and pedagogical examples for new users. We now
describe several example applications to convey representative usage
and unique capabilities. For brevity, full source code is not included
but is available online [6].

5.1 Animated HTML Treemaps

Using the treemap layout, we created a squarified treemap of classes
in the Flare [9] package hierarchy. Each node is mapped to a rectan-
gular HTML div element; although HTML is less expressive than
SVG, it is supported on older browsers and demonstrates the frame-
work’s flexibility. The x, y, ∆x and ∆y computed by the layout are
mapped to positional styles. For example, the style operator for
“left” is defined as function(d) { return d.x+"px"; }.
Similarly, the ordinal color scale d3.scale.category20 sets the
background color of nodes by package, while the text operator gen-
erates labels for class names.

Two area encodings are specified via the value operator on the
layout: by file size (d.value), and by file count (1). Thus, in the
latter case, each leaf node has equal size. Buttons with click event
handlers toggle between the two encodings, initiating animated transi-
tions. The treemap layout is configured “sticky”, such that the alloca-
tion of nodes into squarified horizontal and vertical rows is preserved
across updates; this allows nodes to be resized smoothly, without shuf-
fling or occlusion that would impede perception of changing values.
Although this results in a suboptimal layout for one of the two states,
the results are acceptable (see Figure 2). If desired, one could extend
the layout to compromise multiple states (by averaging values prior to
layout), or, a sequenced animation could resize and then reorient.

The static treemap is 21 lines of JavaScript—a negligible increase
over the 17 lines required for Protovis. Adding interaction and anima-
tion expands the specification to 54 lines.



Fig. 8. Noncontiguous cartogram of obesity rates (BMI ≥ 30) made with
D3. Values range from 10.0% (Colorado) to 20.1% (Indiana).

5.2 Noncontiguous Cartograms

D3’s geo module simplifies the specification of geographic visualiza-
tions. To demonstrate this, we built a noncontiguous cartogram [25]
that encodes values for geographic regions as area by scaling each re-
gion around its projected centroid.

A discontinuous Albers equal-area projection shows the 48 states,
Hawaii and Alaska as recommended by the USGS. The state bound-
aries are loaded asynchronously as GeoJSON, and then mapped to
SVG path elements using the geo.path operator. The state bound-
aries were previously downloaded from the U.S. Census Bureau, sim-
plified via MapShaper, and converted to GeoJSON using GDAL.

Three copies of the states are generated: one in the background
with a thick gray stroke for a halo, one in the middle with white fill to
mask internal strokes, and one in the foreground to encode data. The
gray halo effect for the country outline is helpful to assist viewers in
perceiving the distortion of area.

The states are scaled around their centroids using SVG’s “trans-
form” attribute. To scale around a position other than the origin, multi-
ple transforms are concatenated: “translate(x, y) scale(k) translate(−x,
−y)”. The x and y values are computed by the centroid method
of the path operator, while k is proportional to the square root of the
input value—here the obesity rate reported by the CDC, as of 2008.
To minimize overlap on adjacent states, k ≤ 1.

This example requires 34 lines of JavaScript, not including data or
comments. Stroke widths and colors are specified using CSS.

5.3 Bézier Curves Explained

D3 is not limited to standard data visualizations; mapping arbitrary
data to DOM elements enables a wide variety of data-driven graphics.
An interesting example comes from D3 contributor Jason Davies, who
designed a tutorial on the construction of parametric Bézier curves.
The tutorial is both animated and interactive: as the parameter t ani-
mates from 0 to 1, control points can be moved to affect the curve. The
intermediate interpolation steps are shown as colored spans (yellow for
quadratic, blue for cubic and green for quartic).Jason Davies » Toys

Animated Bézier Curves
Play with the control points to modify the curves!

P0

P1 P2

t=0.76

P0

P1 P2

P3

t=0.76

P0

P1 P2

P3

P4

t=0.76

These animations illustrate how a parametric Bézier curve is constructed. The parameter t ranges
from 0 to 1. In the simplest case, a first-order Bézier curve, the curve is a straight line between the
control points.

For a second-order or quadratic Bézier curve, first we find two intermediate points that are t along
the lines between the three control points. Then we perform the same interpolation step again and
find another point that is t along the line between those two intermediate points. Plotting this last
point yields a quadratic Bézier curve. The same steps can be repeated for higher orders.

Fig. 9. Visual explanation of Bézier curve interpolation by Jason Davies.
From left to right: quadratic, cubic, and quartic curves with t=0.76.

SVG path elements display the curves, lines connect the con-
trol and interpolation points, and circle elements show the control
points. Event handlers on the circles respond to mouse events to allow
drag-and-drop. The backing data is an array of five control points (in
x and y); slices of this array generate small multiples for lower-order
curves. Thus, moving a control point in one curve simultaneously up-
dates the corresponding control point in the others. The red path is a
piecewise linear discretization of the partial Bézier curve for the cur-
rent t. The path is incrementally constructed as t advances, and cached
to optimize performance.

This example is 139 lines of JavaScript, not including comments.
Some styles are set with CSS while others are set from JavaScript.

6 PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS

By using explicit transformations of a native representation, D3 can
avoid unnecessary computation (transformations can be limited to se-
lected attributes) and reduce overhead (the DOM is modified directly,
eliminating the indirection of an intermediate scenegraph). These de-
sign decisions improve performance compared to a higher-level frame-
work such as Protovis. We now substantiate this claim through a pair
of performance benchmarks comparing equivalent visualizations con-
structed with D3 and Protovis.

In addition, much recent fanfare concerns the increasing graphical
and interactive capabilities native to modern web browsers (typically
under the mantle of “HTML5”). Previously, designers relied upon
proprietary plug-ins, namely the Adobe Flash Player, to provide in-
teractive graphics. To assess the current state-of-the-art, we include
Flash-based visualizations in our benchmarks.

6.1 Methods
We compared initialization times and frame rates for D3, Protovis,
and Flash using two visualizations: an interactive scatterplot matrix
supporting brushing and linking [1] across four dimensions and an an-
imated stacked graph [37]. We thus compared a total of six different
visualization designs. Figure 11 shows examples of the two visualiza-
tion types. Both benchmark metrics are important for web-based vi-
sualization: longer page load times have been shown to increase user
attrition [22], while a sufficient frame rate is necessary for fluent inter-
action and animation.

We simulate interaction to benchmark the scatterplot matrix. On
each frame we randomly select a constituent plot and two coordi-
nates within it; these coordinates define a rectangular selection region
for brushing and linking. In response, each scatterplot highlights the
points contained within the selection. Both D3 and Protovis render
points using SVG circle elements. Within Flash, we represent each
point with its own underlying Flash Sprite object. Improved Flash
rendering performance is possible by rendering multiple points within
a single Sprite. However, this complicates mouse event processing
for single points—one has to implement hit testing manually. SVG
provides event callbacks for all shape elements. To provide a fair com-
parison, we maintain similar functionality across platforms.

For the stacked graph, we continuously animate between two fixed
sets of data values. The D3 and Protovis implementations use the
stacked graph layout routines bundled with each framework. The Pro-
tovis instance uses animated transition support introduced in version
3.3. In Flash, we use the stacked graph layout and animation support
provided by the Flare toolkit [9].

For each visualization we measure both the initialization time (the
time from page load to initial display of the visualization) and average
frame rate. Initializations were repeated ten times and averaged. As
the visualization cycles through simulated interactions or completed
animations, we record average frame rates for 10-second intervals over
a period of 5 minutes. We then compute the mean and variance of
frame rate samples. We repeat this analysis over an increasing number
of data points ranging from 500 to 20,000. In all cases the standard
deviations are smaller than the means by 1–2 orders of magnitude, and
so we omit them presently.

We performed our benchmarks on a MacBook Pro with a dual-core
2.66 GHz processor and 8GB RAM running MacOS X 10.6.7. We
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Fig. 10. Performance benchmarks. Initialization times (top) and frames rates (bottom) for a scatterplot matrix (left) and stacked graph (right).

conducted the benchmarks inside the Google Chrome browser version
11.0 beta with the Adobe Flash Player 10.2 plug-in.

6.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 10 presents our benchmarking results. For both visualizations,
the initialization time from page load to visualization view is typically
faster for browser-native tools. D3 results in significantly faster page
loads: twice as fast as Protovis and over three times as fast as Flash.
Presumably this discrepancy is due to initialization of the Flash plug-
in. As we calculate load times by triggering a browser refresh, our re-
sults take into account time savings due to caching previously-loaded
Flash libraries. We also note that our Flash visualizations do not make
use of an application framework such as Adobe Flex; doing so further
increases load times by over a second.

With respect to frame rate, Flash provides the best performance.
As the number of data points increases, Flash-based visualizations ex-
hibit 2–2.5 times more frames per second than D3. Meanwhile, D3
shows improved scalability among browser-native tools, exhibiting at
least double Protovis’ frame rate as the data set size increases. This
matches performance gains “from 30 to around 90” frames per second
reported by Davies, who previously implemented the Bézier curve tu-
torial (see §5.3) in Protovis. Others have similarly observed “much
faster” performance in D3.

Moreover, our comparison to Protovis is conservative, as in our
benchmarks the majority of the scene must be redrawn on each frame.
This provides a useful bound on performance, but obscures the com-
mon case of more localized updates. By limiting updates to the chang-
ing parts of a scene, D3 transforms provide greater scalability than
Protovis. D3 also allows more control over document structure, allow-
ing further optimization; for example, SVG’s use element efficiently
replicates shapes, while CSS3 provides hardware acceleration of cer-
tain animated transitions.

Our results confirm that D3’s use of explicit transformations and
native representation deliver improved performance: page load times
and frame rates in D3 outperform Protovis by at least a factor of two.
D3 visualizations load at least three times faster than equivalent Flash-
based examples. However, our results also indicate that browser ven-
dors still have some distance to cover in improving SVG rendering
performance. Flash provides consistently higher frame rates as the
number of data points increases.

7 FEEDBACK AND OBSERVATIONS

We (and our users) have solved diverse visualization tasks using D3
that would be difficult or impossible with Protovis. Examples include
pure HTML displays (§5.1), multi-stage animations [15], and inter-
active visualizations of complex structures, including a force-directed

graph with “expand-on-demand” clusters and convex hulls around leaf
nodes (see Figure 1). The ease with which transitions can be imple-
mented is also evident. One designer chose D3 for a recent visualiza-
tion contest, highlighting the emotional impact of dynamic graphics:
“These transitions are amazing! Just playing around with them gives
such great effects and inspiration for more.”

While we can quantify performance, accessibility is far more dif-
ficult to measure. The true test of D3’s design will be in user adop-
tion; initial feedback has been positive. A Protovis expert writes, “The
transformations are actually very easy to work with, perhaps even
more simple than in Protovis. It’s very straightforward.” However,
one user found the learning curve “much steeper than Protovis”, while
another writes, “It took me a little while to get my head around your
interface and general philosophy, but that process has given me valu-
able insights into the nature and meaning of our data.” Part of the issue
may be the complexity of the SVG specification: “The key [to] learn-
ing D3 at this stage seems to be to study the SVG spec, and to inspect
the SVG generated by D3 [emphasis added]. After a few iterations it
all begins to make perfect sense.” Users thus appreciate compatibility
with developer tools.

We also find that post-hoc manipulation of visualizations through
the developer console is a unique and compelling benefit of D3’s de-
sign. Using “sticky” data, elements can be selected and new operators
applied to change appearance or behavior. This facilitates rapid itera-
tion: for example, we adjusted the color scale of one user’s chart to im-
prove differentiation (Figure 4), and added event listeners to another’s
to coordinate views. Combined with the ability to view source on any
visualization, we have high hopes for D3’s collaborative potential.

By building on key standards, D3 keeps pace with the evolving tech-
nological ecosystem of the web, improving expressiveness and acces-
sibility. We believe D3 is well-positioned to let designers immediately
take advantage of new browser features as they are added. While work
remains to expand our collection of specialized modules, D3’s core
language provides an efficient foundation for specifying rich, dynamic
visualizations on the web.
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